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Preface

The history of the International School on Nuclear Physics, Neutron
Physics and Nuclear Energy ("Varna School") goes back to the year 1973.
Since that time it has been carried out in the fall of every other year in the
Conference Center of the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences at the Black Sea
coast near Varna. In a time of limited international contacts, the lectures
and personal discussions with active scientists from all over the world played
an important role in the professional career of many nuclear scientists from
Bulgaria and Easteii Europe. It was mainly this tradition which gave us the
motivation to start organizing the School in the difficult year 1991.

The X School look place from Oct. 1<) to Oct. 19, 1991 at its traditional
site. The organizers from the Institute for Nuclear Research and Nuclear
!:!iicru,y and IVoui tin.' Faculty of Physics ;it Sofia University are particularly
indebted to the lecturers and guests who came from different countries. This
year, the organization of the Scliool required extraordinary efforts from tin-1

scientific secretary Dr. Dantcho Elenkov as well as from Prof. Chavdar Stoy-
anov, Mr. Maurice Grinberg and Mr..Damian Damianov.

Solia, June 1992 Wenzeslav Andrejtscheff
Chairman
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MICROSCOPIC STUDY OF ELECTROMAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF
NUCLEI

IKUKO HAMAMOTO
Department of Mathematical Physics

University of Lund
Lund, Sweden

Abstract

The following two subjects are chosen to be discussed: (a) The properties
of low-lying 1+ states in deformed even-even nuclei, which carry relatively
strong magnetic-dipole (Ml) strength, (b) Electromagnetic properties ob-
served in the high-spin yrast epectroscopy, which are drastically different from
those in the traditional nuclear spectroscopy at low-energy and low-spins.

1. Introduction

Under the present title I would liko to talk about the following two subjects:

(a) Low-lying magnetic-dipole (Ml) strengths in deformed even-even nuclei (in
sect. 2); and

(b) Electromagnetic properties studied in the yrast specroscopy (in sect. 3).

In the present lecture I do not intend to show numerical calculations which beau-
tifully reproduce experimental data. I would rather prefer to reviewing how far
we have understood the phenomena and what are the remaining problems to be
understood. I always try to keep a close connection with available experimental
informations.

In standard textbooks on the spectroscopy of axially symmetric deformed nuclei
one can find the formulae for rotational energies, B(E2)- and B(M1)- values within
a given rotational band (with 1% = K as a good quantum number) as

EROT - (

= -^-t'Ql < I1K20\ItK >2 (1)
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which have been so successful in the analysis of low-energy nuclear spectroscopy.
(See, for example, ref. 1.) The formulae (1) are obtained for an 7£-invariant axially-
symmetric intrinsic shape, assuming that the intrinsic structure is not disturbed
by rotation. In ref. 1 it was pointed out that in the low-energy electric-dipolc
(El) transitions the leading-order intensity relation for the El matrix elements,
which could be derived in the same approximation as the one used in obtaining the
expressions (1), did not explain the characteristic feature of observed data. The
reason is that the leading-order matrix elements of low-energy El transitions are
usually very much hindered due to the relevant nuclear shell-structure and, thus,
relatively small admixed components in the wave functions could make a sizable
contribution to the total El matrix elements. An example of the analysis can be
found on p. 110 of ref. 1.

In the calculation of Ml transitions in sect. 2 I use the approximation employed
in the derivation of the expressions (1), since I discuss the properties of 1-f states,
in which the rotational perturbation is small because the states are the band-head
states. In contrast, in the recent high-spin yrast spectroscopy (sect. 3), in which the
Coriolis and centrifugal forces produce major modifications in the particle motion,
the expressions which are totally different from those in (1) must be applied, as I
explain in sect. 3.

The central issue of the subject (a) is to discuss to what extent the low-lying
Ml strengths, which are detected by (e, e') reactions2'3 or (7,7') reactions4'6, can be.
understood in terms of a classical picture, socalled "scissors" mode. The "scissors"
mode may be a good normal mode, if in the nuclear many-particle system the Ml
transition operator consists of only the orbital angular momentum of particles and
the response function of the Ml operator has only one frequency (with a number
of degeneracy). These conditions are almost fullfilled in the case of the ddormed
oscillator model, in which there are no spin-orbit potential, no spin contributions
to the Ml transition operator, and only one peak in the low-energy region of the
two-quasipartide (2qp) response function of the Ml operator. However, in nuclear
physics the importance of the presence of the spin-orbit potential is well known since
the nuclear shell model was proposed in 1949 by M.G. Mayer and J.H.D. Jensen6.
Together with the fact that the nuclear one-body potential with a relatively well-
defined surface favours the orbits of higher orbital angular momentum compared
with the sequence in an oscillator potential, the nuclear spin-orbit potential leads to
a unique-parity "high-j" orbit in each major-shell of the one-particle spectrum. The
crucial role played by high-j orbits in the nuclear spectroscopy of both spherical and
deformed nuclei is by now well established. (For example, see ref. 1.) In addition,
the spin contribution to the low-lying Ml strengths is not at all negligible, though
the repulsive n&ture of the ipin- and isoipin-dependent residual interaction in the
nuclear system shifts a considerable amount of the spin-dependent part of the Ml
strengths to a region of higher excitation energy1. Furthermore, when one employs
one-particle spectra in a realistic deformed nuclear potential, one clearly observes
a couple of different (namely, non-degenerate) low-lying strong peak* in the 2qp
response function, even in the case that only the orbital part of Ml operator is used.



And, the lowest-lying strong Ml strength, which comes from the tvvo-quasiproton
high-j configuration, is clearly separated from the higher-lying strong Ml strengths
by, in most cases, several hundreds keV7. The presence and the position of this
lowest-lying excitation consisting of quasiproton high-j (i.e. (hu/2)

3 in the case of
rare-earth nuclei) configurations have recently been nicely confirmed in the case of
164Dy by a (t, a) reaction8. We note that the nucleus 1MDy is a very lucky case in
which the (t,a) reactions could be used to detect the proton (/in/j)2 excitations,
because of the availability of the target odd-Z nuclei '"Ho, of which the ground
state has an An/j configuration.

The form factor measured in (e, e') scatterings is a nice tool to identify the
configurations involved in the excitation process, in contrast to having just aB(Ml)-
vr.lue, which is just a single number and may easily be reproduced by adjusting some
parameters if one wants. Since 1984 we keep saying7'9 that the (e,e;) form-factor
of the lowest-lying excitation coming from the high-j orbits, which should carry
a relatively large B(M1) value, is quite different from the one coming from the
normal-parity orbits and that the measured (e, e') form factor at Eex « 3.1 MeV in
even-even rare-earth nuclei has a clearly different shape from the calculated form
factor of the proton high-j excitations. After having both the (t,a) experiment8,
which successfully detects the quasiproton (hu/j)1 excitations in IMDy, and the
(lif') reactions, which measure B(Ml) (or B(E1)) values, now it seems clear to us
that in spite of the relatively large B(M1) value the lowest-lying 14- state in lwDy
coming from the proton (̂ 11/2)* configuration, which was located at Ecx = 2.5 MeV,
could not be detected by the Darmstadt (e, e') experiments2'3 simply because of its
unique shape of the form factor.'

In sect. 3 we describe rotationally pertrubed Ml transitions somewhat in detail,
and we make comments also on those E2 and El transitions. Relatively strong El
transitions observed in the yrast spectroscopy are interesting in connection with
possible octupole softness1'11 (or instability)x while the I—* 1-1 E2 transitions be-
tween yrast states in odd-A nuclei are valuable for obtaining the information on
a possible deviation of nuclear shape from axial symmetry13. The Ml transitions
are chosen, partly because there exist a series of beautiful experimental data on
the signature dependence of Ml transition matrix elements as well as the sign of
E2/M1 mixing ratio of the A/ = 1 transitions and partly because the analysis of
the experimental data confirms our understanding of the structure of the rotational
perturbation. The rotationally perturbed Ml matrix elements at high spins show
a drastically different characteristic feature from that of the Ml matrix element,
which is obtained by using an unperturbed intrinsic structure with an 7?.-invariant
axially-symmetric shape and which can be found in usual text books. It is shown"
that the structure of the rotational perturbation in one-particle motion leads to a
close relation between the Ml transition matrix elements and the angular momen-

'Concerning our calculated (e,t') form factor, here we make it clear that our calculated (and
published since 1984) form factor* contain little amplitude! of the spurious state, quite contrary
to the statements repeated by a Tubingen group in some publications10. See sect. 2.2 for more
details.



turn alignments of particles.
In the study of the effect of rotational motion on nuclear structure, nucleons

in high-j orbits play a crucial role in the yrast spectroscopyM. The high-j orbits
continue to be relatively pure high-j at high spins, having no orbits with the same
parity in their neighbourhood. And, the rotational perturbation is so strong in the
particles in high-j orbits that even a small rotation can force the angular momentum
of the particle to align along the rotational axis. Then, even at moderate values of
angular momentum, the configurations involving these aligned high-j particles come
down to the yrast lines since less collective rotational energy is needed to construct
a given angular momentum. Furthermore, since the wave functions of high-j orbits
are especially simple and unique, the structure of the rotational perturbation can
be analyzed and understood in a relatively straightforward way. Therefore, in the
present lecture on the subject (b) except for the discussion on El transitions I exclu-
sively use the nuclear configurations characterized by the particles in high-j orbits.
It is noted that in low-energy El transitions observed in the yrast spectroscopy the
particle involved in the transition cannot occupy only high-j orbitals.

2. Low-Lying M l Strength in Deformed Even-Even Nuclei
2.1. Scissors Mode?

Using low-energy high-resolution inelastic electron scattering on deformed even-
even rare-earth nuclei, the observation of 1+ states at Ecx =» 3.1 MeV carrying
relatively strong B(Ml)-values (i.e. B{M\ : gr,OH • 1+) as 1/* )̂ was reported5

in 1984. The inelastic electron scattering data were obtained at Darmstadt for the
incident electron energy, 20 MeV< Ein <50 MeV. Thus, the B(M1) values were
evaluated by assuming a certain shape of the form factor and extrapolating the
data up to photon points.

A question which immediately arises is: Can the value of B{M\ : 0+ •-» 1 + ) =
I/if; in medium-heavy even-even nuclei be taken as a sign of a collective mode? The
answer is presumably "no", because, for example; (i) In the doubly magic nucleus
JsfPbij8 the sum of B(Ml : gr,0+ —• 1+) values, which are evaluated from the
possible excitations of (proton, hn/2 —* /19/2) and (neutron, t13/j —• tn/2), is about
36/ijv and the excitations are expected around Etx = 6 ~ 8 MeV. In contrast, the
observed strongest single Ml strength15 is B(Ml : gr,0+ -* 1 + ) = (1.6 ± 0 . 5 ) ^
at Etx = 5.85 MeV; (ii) As is shown in the following part of the present section
(for example, see fig. 4), it is easy to obtain a two-quasiparticle (2qp) excitation
with Iir = 1+ in deformed even-even rare-earth nuclei, which carries the strength
of B{M\) > l(i7

N; (iii) In deformed odd-Z rare-earth nuclei (such as 'JjHo or 'ffTm)
the magnitude of B(M1 : I —» / — 1) = 1(1% has easily been observed16 for the
angular momentum region of 11/2 < / < 55/2.

One may wonder the reason why there is no low-lying 1+ state in even-even
nuclei which carries an enhanced Ml strength. The reason could be many-fold:
(1) The spin-isospin dependent part of the residual interaction in nuclei, which is
responsible for the possible collective mode that carries an enhanced collective Ml
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Figure 1. Simple and schematic illustration of rotational mode and "scissors"
mode, supposing that the "scissors" mode exists in its ideal form.



strength, is repulsive. Thus, the corresponding collective mode will be pushed up
in energies, and the unperturbed Ml strength lying in the region of lower energy
is shifted to the region of higher energy as a result of the correlation; (2) The
pairing factor involved in the Ml transition between the ground state and the 1 +
state in even-even nuclei is (uv-vu)2, which could be much smaller than unity if
the involved particle orbitals come from the neighbourhood of the Fermi level; (3)
Since 1=1 is a Bmall angular momentum, there may easily be a rather high level
density of 1+ states (including 2p-2h states, etc.) in the region where a certain
Ml strength is expected. Then, the expected Ml strength may be distributed over
many close-lying 1+ states and may not be observed in a single state.

The 1 -f- state carrying a relatively strong Ml strength is interesting, because it
may be considered as an isovector counterpart to the spurious isoscalar A'TT = ] -f
statc (namely, rotational motion). Supposing that the isovector rotation (i.e. an
intrinsic excitation with Kir = 1 + ) exists in its ideal form, it is often called as
"scissors" mode. The classical picture is sketched in fig. 1. In this ideal picture
the scissors mode is populated by the proton convection current operator in the
Ml transition. Already several years before 1984 the existence and the properties
of the isovector rotation mode were discussed by several groups: For example, by
T. Suzuki and D.J. Rowe17 using a deformed oscialltor model; by N. Loludice and
F. Palumbo18 using a two-rotor model (i.e. macroscopic model); by F. Iachcllo an/1
A.E.L. Dieperink using their interacting boson model19.

The Ml operator for the (e, e') scatterings can be written as

(2 )
r >>

where the momentum transfer is expressed by g.
The Ml operator for photons is written as (except a constant factor for transi-

tions)

ft = 9.s +

= (<?.-;

where the total (core) angular momentum is expressed by I(R) and

I = R + s + l (4)

The operator (3) can be obtained, in essence, by taking a limit of the expression
(2) as

(5)

where the term gnR in (3) is interpreted as the sum of the Ml operators of core par-



tides. In the last line of the expression (3) the Ml transition operator is expressed
by the first two terms, since the operator I has no non-vanishing non-diagonal
matrix- elements.

Table 1. Matrix element! of operators, i*&nd S, in the asymptotic basis, and their selection
rules30.

Operator O

4
4 ± Hy
4 ± Hv

4 ± ily
4 ± ily

s.

sz ± isv

AN
0
0
0
2
-2
0

0

AN,
0
1
-1
1
-1
0

0

AA
0

±1
±1
±1
±1
0

0

Afi
0

±1
±1
±1
±1
0

±1

(N'N^A'Cl'lOlNNtAn)
A

-SKN^ViN-N^A)}1'7

-S[Nx(N~Nt±A + 2)f/2

D{(N, + l){N-N,±A + 2)]r/2

D[Nt(N-N,TA)}i/2

ifi*io«±s+or
where

,1/2

uj

M*

In table 1 both the selection rule and the matrix elements of the one-particle
operators, I and s, are tabulated in terms of the asymptotic quantum numbers,
[NN,Ad], where N,Nt,A and il express the principal oscillator quantum number,
the oscillator quantum number referred to the z-axis, the quantum number corre-
sponding to 4 and the one to ( 4 + *«)> respectively. The asymptotic quantum
numbers, which are the quantum numbers of the one-particle motion in the axially-
symmetric quadrupole-deformed oscillator potential, are expected to be good quan-
tum numbers in a realistic nuclear potential, when the effect of quadrupole deforma-
tion is much larger than that of spin-orbit potential. In the deformation (6 ss 0.3)
observed at the ground state of well deformed nuclei the asymptotic quantum num-
bers are usually pretty good for normal-parity one-particle orbits, while they are
not proper to be used for high-j orbits in which j is a pretty good quantum number.
(See, for example, ref. 1.) If one assumes that the asymptotic basis can be used
as a good basis, from table 1 one obtains the following excitation modes, assuming
that the system has a prolate shape with z-axis as the symmetry axis.

[NNtAQ] % [N, Nt - 1, A ± 1, il ± 1] where Etx = 8hu>0

^ [N + 2, Nt ± 1, A ± 1, n ± 1] where Etx & 2hu0 and

small B(M))-value

^ [N, Nt, A, ft ± 1] where Eex oc A



We note that the excitations by the operator s± do exist first when the spin-orbit
polciitial is present. Namely, for example, in the deformed oscillator model the
operator 3± does not produce an excitation.

First, we take a simple deformed oscillator model, in which (a) no spin-orbit
potential; (b) no spin contribution to Ml transitions; (c) no pairing correlations.
The oscillator model is rather unrealistic in the present context and is designed
to produce an ideal "scissors" mode, since there is only one excitation frequency
(= Shu/o) as low-energy (i.e. AN = 0) particle-hole (p-h) excitations. Nevertheless,
the model is instructive, because it is very simple yet it contains an important
clement in nuclear physics. The result worked out by Bes and Broglia21, before
including the pair correlation, is sketched in fig. 2.

When one includes the pair correlation in the above deformed oscillator mode!,
the excitation energy of the AN « 0 mode increases, while the B(M1) value de-
creases because of the pairing factor, (uv — vu)3 < 1. Consequently, Bes and
Broglia51 obtained

/?„ = 3.6 MeV and

B{M\ : 0+ -» 1+) = 0.0276A*'3 (= 7 .3 /^ for A = 164 and S = 0.3)

Now, in the realistic nuclear one-body potential we have to include further a
realistic amount of the spin-orbit potential together with the effect of a relatively
well-defined surface. The consequence of the inclusion is the appearance of high-j
orbits, the spin-contribution to Ml transitions, and the appearance oi a number
of different excitation frequencies as low-energy 1+ p-h excitations. In fig. 3 we
show an example of typical Nilsson diagrams, namely one-particle spectra in a real-
istic deformed nuclear potential. In the major shell of 50<Z<82 in the spherically
symmetric limit the gr/2, ^5/a. ^3/2 and 5j/2 orbits have a positive parity (i.e. normal-
parity in the present example), while the Au/2 orbit which has a negative parity is
the intruder (coming from the N=5 major shell if expressed in terms of the oscilla-
tor quantum number) "high-j" orbit. Taking 6 = 0.3 and Z=66 (i.e. Dy-isotopes)
and denoting the one-particle orbits by their asymptotic quantum numbers (also
for the An/2 configuration), in table 2 we show possible low-energy 1+ p-h excita-
tions around the Fermi-level, which carry relatively strong Ml strengths, and the
associated excitation energies which can be read from fig. 3.

We note that in table 2 the [532 5/2]—» (523 7/2] excitation is the one associated
with the hufi (i.e. "high-j") configuration. It is seen that, among the Kv — 1 +
p-h excitation* by the orbital angular-momentum operator £±, the lowest-lyinj;
excitation coming from the high-j orbits has a systematically smaller excitation
energy than the lower-lying normal-parity excitations by a factor of (0.30/0.17)=!.8.
Moreover, the high-j excitation contains a large orbital (i.e. <ft-part of protons)
contribution to B(Ml)-values compared with the normal-parity excitations, simply
because the high-j orbit has naturally a large orbital angular momentum. The
excitations by spin operator, a±, have various excitation energies depending on
orbits, since the orbits connected by s± are the spin-orbit partners, of which the

8



energy difference is approximately proportional to the A-value.
Since the excitation energy, Eex, in table 2 is the p-h excitation energy, the pair

correlation has to be definitely included before we compare them with experimental
data (see sect. 2.2). However, here we already emphasize that the presence of a
clear difference between the p-h excitation energies in the high-j orbits and those in
normal-parity orbits (by a factor of 1.8) is the reason why in the realistic microscopic
calculation presented in sect. 2.2 the lowest-lying high-j Kir - 1+ excitation, which
carries a relatively large B(Ml)-value, is clearly separated from other excitations.

AN « 2 mode

0'
Ml

- - 0'

p-h excitation

AN ~ 0 mode

Ml

After RPA

B(M1: 0 - 1 )
= (0.034)5A4/3

« IOJLIS, forA«160

B(M1: 0 -> I )
= (0.073)5A4/3

«20

Figure 2. Properties of 1-f- excitations in deformed nuclei, which are calculated by
using a deformed oscillator model in the absence of pair correlation. The result is
taken from ref. 21.
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UD U3 U3 LO ID 1/1 10 *of̂  * • -

06

Figure 3. Proton orbits in prolate potential (50<Z<82), calculated by using
modified oscillator model. The figure is taken from ref. 1.

Table 2. Examples of possible low-energy 1+ p-h excitations, which are obtained from
fig. 3 for S = 0.3 and Z=66 and which carry relatively strong Ml strengths. The one-
particle orbitals are indicated by their asymptotic quantum numbers.

[4113/2] ^ [402 5/2]
[413 5/2] ^ [404 7/2]
[532 5/2] *S [523 7/2]
[4113/2] i* [411 1/2]

Etx

« Shu)0 = (0.30)fuj0

a 8hw0 = (0.30)ftwo

(0.17)ft«to

(0.15)Awo

10



2.2 Microscopic Calculation of Low-Lying Ml Strength
In this subsection I present the results of our realistic microscopic calculation7-9'22

and compare them with available experimental data.' I would say that the very
details of the calculated results may depend on the used models and parameters,
however, I believe that the essential points which I summarize in sect. 2.3 can be
quite generally concluded, so far as one makes an honest straightforward calculation.

Our Hamiltonian is written as32

HQRPA - Hv/S + Vpair + VfF + Vr<r (6)

where Hws consists of the kinetic energy term and the deformed Woods-Saxon
potential in the version of ref. 24, Vpa,> contains the Yoo, Vio and Yi±\ pairing term
(see ref. 22 for details),

VFF = - i J2 XF(T) \F(T)F+(T) + F+(T)F(T)] (7)

where
for T = 0 , .
for T = l ( 8 )

^[tfvvs. jx+v/v] (9)

and

K* — - - J2 X»(r) \cr(T)a+(T) + a+(T)a(T)\ (10)
^ T=O,I

where
for

In the expression (9) the x-component of the particle angular momentum operator is
expressed by j x . The BCS quasiparticles are calculated from the Hamiltonian, Hws
plus (Yoo and F20) pairing field, while the three kinds of residual interactions, VFF,
Vca and the Yin pairing interaction, are treated in the quasiparticle random-phase
approximation (QRPA). The residual interaction VFF gives rise to the correlation
of the isoscalar and isovector shape oscillations. The coupling constant XF(0) is

1 Betide* the calculations published by our group since 1984, there are publications23 from a
Tuebingen group, in which since 1988 the (e,e*) form factors were estimated. However, in those
estimates the one-particle energies were shifted around by hand before calculating the properties
of 1+ states, presumably because the authors tried to make a "good" scissors mode. Consequently,
there were no lowest-lying 1+ excitations coming from high-j orbits, which have the characteristic
feature that is repeatedly emphasised in the present lecture. Therefore, ih the present lecture I
do not quote the calculated result by the Tuebingen group, especially because the lowest-lying
quaaiproton (A t l / j)* excitation is now clearly identified at 2.5 MeVfor 1<4Dy by the (t,a) reaction.
It seems to us that the microscopic calculations, in which the lowest-lying two-quasiprolon Cin/j ) 3

excitation was shifted, by hand, to the region of E,t > 3 MeV, do not make a sense in the discussion
of "scissors" mode.

11



determined by the condition26 that the lowest QRPA frequency for isocalar mode
should vanish, since the lowest-lying mode with Kir = 1+ is spurious corresponding
to the rotational motion26. This procedure with 7 = 1 in (8) does not perfectly
take away the spurious (i.e. rotational) component from the solutions with non-zero
QRPA frequencies, since N^Z and since the nuclear one-body potential is not the
same for protons and neutrons. Therefore, the parameter 7 in (8) was adjusted22

so as to guarantee the absence of the spurious component in the QRPA solutions
with non-zero frequencies. In realistic calculations the value of 7 determined in this
way is, in fact, close to unity. In particular, even if one calculates the properties of
the 1-f intrinsic excitation modes by using 7 = 1 (as was done in refs. 7 and 9), the
difference from the exact calculations (with the value of 7 ^ 1) is almost invisible in
the plottings such as figs. 4 and 6 for the states which are discussed in the present
lecture. The ratio of the coupling constants,

a = XF(l)/XF(0) (12)

is taken to be -3.5 , which is the value obtained from the oscillator potential with
a self-consistency condition (ref. 1). It is noted that when the oscillator potential
is used and X F ( 1 ) = 0, VFF is directly proportional to the ordinary quadrupole-
quadrupole interaction. However, our present interaction Vfp is different from the
quadrupole-quadrupole interaction, and the difference is crucial especially in the
evaluation of the spurious component.

In the present lecture I shall not describe either the details of Vpai, or various
vised parameters. Instead, for the readers who want to know them, I would quote
rcf. 22, from which the numerical examples (figs. 4, 5 and 6) are taken.

Solving QRPA we obtain excitation energies, E,x, and the calculation of B(M1)
values is done in a standard way using QRPA wave functions. As an example, in
the upper part of fig. 4 the Kir = 1+ 2qp response function for the nucleus 156Gd
is shown, in which the 2qp configurations of strong peaks are designated by the
asymptotic quantum numbers of quasiparticles and p (protons) or n (neutrons).
Since two-quasiproton excitations have a contribution from both the convection
current (i.e. gi ^ 0) and the spin-dependent part with a larger j.-factor, they
carry generally larger Ml strengths than two-quasineutron excitations. Varying
the parameters used (especially, pairing gap parameters), the excitation energies
of strong peaks may be shifted around to some extent. However, one almost al-
ways obtains the characteristic feature that the lowest-lying two-quasiproton high-j
(CMI/J ) 2 ' namely the [532 5/2]p X [523 7/2]p configuration in the present example)
excitation, which has a relatively large B(M1) value, is clearly separated (usually by
about 500 keV) from the second-lowest strong peak. We note that in the example
of fig. 4 the lowest-lying normal-parity 2qp excitation, which carries a relatively
large B(M1) value, is designated by the [420 l/2]p x [411 3/2]p configuration. The
clear separation of the strong Ml peak of the lowest-lying two-quasiproton high-j
excitation from other higher-lying strong Ml peak* is exactly the consequence of
the difference between the Kir = 1+ p-h excitation energies in various orbits lying
in the neighbourhood of the Fermi level, which are shown in table 2.
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3.5 4.0

Figure 4. Calculated B(Ml : gr,0+ -> Kir = l+,Iic ~ 1+) values in the nucleus
156Gd, In the upper part the two-quasiparticle response function is displayed, while
in the lower part the result of QRPA calculations including all residual interactions
is shown. The values gi = g{rtt and g, = (0.85)^/'" are used. Other used parame-
ters can be found in table 1 of ref. 22, from which the present calculated results arc
taken. See text for the details.

In the lower part of fig. 4 the B(M1) spectrum, which is obtained in the QRPA
calculation including all the interactions described above, is displayed by solid lines,
while the shadowed lines show the B(M1) values calculated by using only the con-
tributions from the proton convection current (oc gi) in the Ml transition operator.
It should be noted that, for example, the peak, in which the height of the shadowed
line is a half of that of the solid line, carries, in practice, only a small ^.-contribution
to the Ml transition matrix element. Namely, in the case that in the Ml matrix
element gi (^-contribution is 0.7 (0.3) so as to (0.7+0.3)=1.0 , the shadowed line
is a half (i.e. (0.7)J =0.49) of the solid line. Then, if one uses an experimental
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device, in which only ^.-contribution will be detected, such as (p,p') reactions27,
the same peak may not be easily detected since (0.3)2 = 0.09 is a too small factor.
This is an example which points out the essential importance of a relatively small
spin-contribution to the Ml matrix element.

Now, examining the QRPA wave functions we know that the relatively strong
two peaks at Eex — 2.2 ~ 2.3 MeV in the lower part of fig. 4 come mainly from
the proton (An/2)J configurations. However, calculated (or experimental) B(Ml)
values themselves cannot directly tell the configurations involved. It is known that
a unique way to see the configuration involved in an excitation is to examine the
shape of the (e,e') form factor, which is defined here as the differential cross section
divided by the Mott cross section,

In fig. 5 we display calculated form factors (at 6 — 165°) for a number of two-
quasiproton 1+ states in 15aGd and 1<MDy, in order to show the configuration-
dependence of the shape of form factors. We plot the form factors as a function
of Ein, from which the corresponding momentum transfer q is easily estimated for
a given 9, simply because the Darmstadt (e,e') data were obtained at 6 — 165°
and were presented as a function of .£?,•„. In fig. 5 quasiproton orbitals are labelled
by asymptotic quantum numbers, and we note that the form factors displayed in
fig. 5(a) (i.e. the figure at the upper left corner) are those coming from the proton
(hii/2)2 configurations. It is seen that the shape of form factors does depend strongly
on the configurations involved.

Next, as an illustration we display an example of the typical result of QRPA
calculations, which are taken from ref. 22. This example is for 156Gd, however, the
characteristic feature of the calculated result is the same for all other well-deformed
rare-earth nuclei. In the upper (lower) part of fig. 6 the form factor calculated
by using the QRPA wave function of the Etx = 3.048 MeV (2.206 MeV) state is
shown by solid line, while the experimental data1 of the Etx = 3.075 MeV state are
plotted with error bars. We observe that the form factor coming from the proton
{hn/2)

2 excitation (i.e. the solid line of the lower figure of fig. 6) has a very different
shape from the one measured for the Eex = 3.075 MeV state. Though the proton
(/in/2)2 excitation carries the B(M1) value which is comparable with that of the
measured Eex = 3.075 MeV state, it might not be detected in the Darmstadt (e,e')
experiments2 with 20 MeV < Em < 60 MeV, because of its very unique shape of
the form factor. In contrast, the form factor (indicated by the solid line in the
upper figure of fig. 6) of the calculated E,x = 3.048 MeV state, of which the main
component comet from the two-quasiproton excitation [420 1/2] x [411 3/2], fits
well the experimental points for 20 MeV< Ein < 60 MeV, though it carries the
B(M1) value which is comparable with that of the solid line in the lower figure of
fig. 6.

As we have already explained in sect. 2.1, the presence of a proton (hu/j)3 1+
excitation, which lies substantially lower than the normal-parity 1+ excitations with
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relatively strong Ml strengths, is naturally expected from our common knowledge
of the nuclear structure. Furthermore, in the case of 194Dy a beautiful experimental
observation in the 2gf Ho(/, a) 'JjDy reaction8 clearly testifies the presence of a two-
quasiproton (/in/j)a 1+ excitation at £ „ = 2.5 MeV, which is lower by 550 keV
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Figure 5. Differential cross section (6 = 165°) of (e.e1) scattering calculated for a
number of two-quasiproton 1+ states in 15*Gd and l wDy. The quasiparticle orbitals
are labelled by the asymptotic quantum numbers [AW,Aft] and have been calcu-
lated for GJO/GO = 0.
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than the Eex = 3.1 MeV 1+ state observed in the Darmstadt (e,e') experiments2.
Namely, since in the ground state of l |?Ho the odd proton occupies the [523 7/2]
/in/2 orbit and the I = 5 nucleon tansfer can be identified in the (t,a) reaction, the
analysis of the experiment concludes8 that the two-quasiproton (An/2)3 1+ excita-
tion lies at Etz = (2.557 ± 0.015) MeV. This conclusion goes nicely together with
the fact that in the recent (7,7') reaction* the total B(M1) strength of 1.1 ^ is
identified in the region of Eex = 2.56 MeV, though the strength is split into 3 (or
4) peaks at Ecx = 2.530, 2.539 and 2.578 MeV (or also 2.694 MeV). The identified
B(Ml)T strengths for 164Dy in the (7,7') reaction5 are reproduced in table 3.

Table 3. B(M 1 : 0+ -
are taken from ref. 5.

1+) values measured for 164Dy in photoexcitation. The numbers

Etx (MeV)
2.530
2.539
2.578
2.694
3.112
3.159
3.173

B(Ml)t
0.36
0.30
0.48
0.53
1.04
1.16
0.95

±
±
±
±
±
±
±

in nlf
0.05
0.04
0.06
0.06
0.12
0.14
0.11

From the above observation we come to conclude that the microscopic calcula-
tions, in which the lowest-lying two-quasiproton (A11/2)2 1+ excitation is absent in
the quasiparticle response function (for example, those in ref. 23), are not appro-
priate for the discussion of "scissors" mode.

2.3. Scissors Mode? - Summary
In the microscopic QRPA calculation of 1-f states in deformed even-even rare-

earth nuclei, which have relatively strong Ml strengths, the lowest-lying two-quasi-
proton (/in/2)2 excitation lies, in general, substantially lower than the normal-parity
two-quasiproton excitations. The calculated shape of the form factor of the latter
may agree well with the one observed at Etx « 3.1 MeV in the Darmstadt (e,e')
experiments2. The shape of the form factor of the former (i.e. (An/3)2 configura-
tion) is such that the cross sections in the region of the momentum transfer in the
Darmstadt (e, e') experiments are so small as not to be easily detected, though the
associated B(M1) value is appreciable.

In the nucleus 1MDy the very detailed experimental information in the present
context is available from different kinds of experiments such as the (e, e'), the (7,7')
and the ^Ho{t,a.) reactions. In the analysis of the (t,a) reaction* the lowest-lying
two-quasiproton {hn/2)' 1+ configuration is clearly located at Eex = 2.56 MeV.
The observation in the (7,7') reaction5 tells that the Ml strength associated with

1

s
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the quasiproton (An/a)2 excitation is split into 3 (or 4) close-lying states. It is a
bit difficult to imagine the mechanism that the Ml strength calculated in QRPA
at Bex = 3 MeV does not split, while, the Ml strength calculated at Eex «= 2.5
MeV does split into several close-lying peaks, since the level density of 1+ states is
generally higher in the region of higher excitation energy.

The word, "scissors mode", sounds very attractive, however, due to the presence
of nuclear shell-structure (especially, the presence of high-j orbits) it is not likely
to find the scissors mode as a good normal mode in nuclei. Moreover, one should
not forget the presence of the spin-contribution to the Ml strengths, which has an
appreciable momentum-transfer dependence and which is not at all negligible in the
region of lower excitation energy.

3. Electromagnetic Transitions in High-Spin Yrast Spectroscopy

An average-field approximation to rotation in high-spin phenomena is the crank-
ing model28, in which the effect of the nuclear rotation on single-particle orbits is
described by a mean field which couples linearly to the angular momentum of each
particle (Coriolis force). The analysis emphasizes the central role of the rotational
frequency rather than the directly-measured angular-momentum29'30. The rota-
tional frequency is defined by the canonical relation,

hu = ^ £ * ~(E(I + 1) - E(I - \)) (14)

in terms of the energy of the state with angular momentum, I.
In contrast to the "rotational band" which is the basic notion in the derivation of

the expressions (1), in the high spin spectroscopy a rotational sequence, of which the
states are connected by enhanced stretched (A/ = 2) E2 transitions, is characterized
by signature quantum number. In the case that the odd-particle occupies a high-j
orbit, the favoured (unfavoured) signature is defined by a/ = (l/2)( — iy~^7 (au —
(l/2)(-l)- J + 1 /2) , and the corresponding angular-momentum is I - a mod 2. Note
that some people use the signature quantum-number, r, defined by r = exp(-iira).

In fig. 7 an example of quasiparticle spectra (often called as "Routhians") in a
cranked j = 13/2 shell for a prolate spheroidal potential is shown, in which a real-
istic amount of pair-correlation is included and the Fermi-level is placed between
the second-lowest and the third-lowest one-particle energy in the non-rotating sys-
tem. The used energy unit31 K (positive for prolate shape) is proportional to the
quadrupole deformation and is about 3 MeV in deformed rare-earth nuclei. At
u> = 0 the quasiparticle Routhians in fig. 7 are equal to the BCS quasiparticle en-
ergies. The Routhians with favoured (unfavoured) signature are denoted by solid
(dashed) lines. At u = u>y the band-crossing occurs along the yrast line in even-
even nuclei, and the yrast band for w > w£ (socalled "S-band") contains an extra
particle-alignment, < j \ >A + < j \ >B, compared with the yrast band for w < w"'
(i.e. the ground band).
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Figure 7. Example of low-lying quasiparticle spectra as a function of cranking
frequency, for a j=13/2 shell in the presence of a realistic amount of pair correlation
(A//c = 0.45). The Fermi level is placed between the second lowest (ft = 3/2) and
the third lowest (fi = 5/2) single-particle energy in the non-rotating system. The
solid (dashed) lines express the quasiparticle orbits with favoured (unfavoured) sig-
nature.

5.1 Ml Transitions in Rotating Nuclei
In fig. 8 the level scheme of the positive-parity yrast sequence of three odd-

N Yb isotopes is shown. Since the main component of the odd-neutron wave-
functions comes from the 113/3-orbit, the favoured (unfavoured) signature is a/ =
+1/2 (au = —1/2). In the present angular-momentum region three Yb-isotopes
in fig. 8 are understood as prolate-shape nuclei. The Fermi-levels corresponding
to N=91, N=95, and N=99 lie, between the ft = 1/2 and the fi = 3/2 state,
around the ft = 5/2 state, and around the fl = 7/2 state, respectively, if we use the
Nilsson orbits coming from the ii3/2 shell. One immediately notices that the level
scheme of 165Yb95 cannot be described by the energy expression in (1). Namely,
according to the expression (1) for K — fi = 5/2 the rotational sequences with au

and ctj should make one rotational band, of which the energy is proportional to
/ ( / + 1), while the observed spectra exhibit a large signature-splitting. Especially,
the 7" = 21/2+ and 17/2+ states are almost degenerate with the 7* = 19/2+ and
15/2+ states, respectively. Consequently, the 7-rays for the (a/, 7) «-» (au, I - 1)
transitions are impossible to be observed. In contrast, the observed 7-rays for the
(aru,7) *-* (a/, 7 - 1) transitions, of which the energies are 466, 335 and 202 keV,
are known to contain little Ml components. For example, the upper limit of the
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B{M\ : au19/2+ -• 0/17/2+) value is estimated13 to be 0.006/iJ,, assuming the
collective nature for the A/ = 1, E2 transitions. These almost vanishing B(M1)-
values for the (QU , / ) «-• {a},I - 1) transitions cannot be understood from the
formulae in (1). In the next paragraph 1 try to illustrate under which circumstances
the B(Ml)-values are expected to vanish32.

E'(keV)

2000

1500

1000

500

• Jl /2'

J5/J*

21/J*

a = - 1 / 2 a = +1/2 a = -1 /2

Figure 8. Observed level scheme of positive-parity yrast sequence of three odd-N
Yb isotopes. Since the main component of the positive-parity neutron orbitals for
82<N<126 comes from the ii3/j orbit, the favoured signature is a/ = +1/2, while
the unfavoured signature is au = —1/2. See the text for the discussion about the
gradual change of the signature dependence of both energies and Ml transition
matrix elements, as the neutron number increases. The figure is taken from ref. 13,
in which the references of experimental data can be found.
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Figure 9. Illustration of the relation (22), which is obtained from the simplest
version of the cranking model using an axially symmetric shape and a singlc-j shell.
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The B(M1)-value, which is defined as,

B(M\ : / , - » / , )= J2 I < /a«i|(i»/l)p|/i^i > |2 (15)

can be written as33

B(Ml : A -» / , ) = | < J2 lM2 = /aKA/l)^ / , . ; , ! / ! , A/, = /, > |2 (16)

far Ii,I2 >> 1. The states in (16) with M=I may be taken as cranked states by
choosing the cranking axis as a quantization axis. In the case where the odd particle
is in a high-j orbit, the Ml transition operator can be written to be proportional
to the particle angular-momentum operator j ^ . Then, in the cranking model we
have34

(Ml)*=±» ocjsTys (17)

taking the cranking axis as the 1-axis. Then, we obtain the following expressions

of the present two kinds of Ml transitions

B(M1 : afl -> aj - 1) a | < au\j3 + ij,\a, > |2

(18 j
B{Ml :aj-+afl-l) oc \ < a\jz - ij,\<xf > \2

Now, if the intrinsic Hamiltonian is axially symmetric about the 3-axis, one obtains

(19)

Taking the matrix element of the operator in (19) between the one-quasiparticle
(lqp) states with the signature QU and a/ we obtain

(E'{au) - E'{aj)) < au\j3\a, >= ftw < a.|y2 |o/ > (20)

where E'(a) expresses the quasiparticle Routhian

(Hintr-tu*j1)\a>=E'(a)\a> (21) |

From the expression (20) we obtain31 £

< a « b 3 - t J a | « / > = 0 > if E'(av) - E'(<xf) = hw. (22)

Using the canonical relation (14), the meaning of the relation (22) is illustrated in
fig. 9. We note that the situation of fig. 9 is almost realized in the positive-parity
yrast sequence of 185Yb before the band-crossing.

Next we note that the vanishing B(M1) value expressed in fig. 9 (or the relation
(22)) is not the consequence of a perfect spin-alignment. One also obtains the
vanishing B(M1) value in the case of a perfect spin-alignment, since in that case
the (QU) / ) state has the core angular-momentum R+2 while the (a/, 7—1) state has
R, and since the Ml transition operator cannot change the core angular-momentum
by 2. In order to illustrate the origin of the vanishing B(M1) value in the present
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Figure 10. Calculated matrix elements of j 3 and ij% by using cranking-model
wave functions of the yrast one-quasipartjcle states (denoted by A and B in fig. 7
for favoured and unfavoured signature, repectively) for a single j = 13/2 shell as
a function of the cranking frequency w. An axially symmetric intrinsic shape is
assumed and a realistic amount of pair correlation (A/K = 0.30) is included. In the
upper, middle, and lower figures the Fermi level is placed at e(fi = 1/2), between
e(fl = 3/2) and e(il = 5/2), and at e(ft = 7/2), which corresponds approximately
to the odd-neutron Fermi-level in 161Yb, 165Yb, and 189Yb, respectively. At U/K =
0.049 (pointed out by an arrow) in the middle figure the relation between the
energies and the B(M1) values illustrated in fig. 9 is realized. The figure is taken
from ref. 13.



example, in fig. 10 we show the calculated matrix-elements of both ij2 and j3 as a
function of cranking frequency, using the cranking model wave-functions for a single
j=13/2 shell with a realistic amount of pair-correlation. In the limit of u> —• oo
we will obtain < a u | j 3 | a / > = < au\ijt\af > = (1/2)^/27 ( = 1.803 for j —13/2),
irrespective of used parameters. It is seen that only for the Fermi-level placed in the
region of c(J7 = 3/2) < X < e(fl = 5/2) and for a particular value of w (pointed out by
an arrow in the middle figure of fig. 10) the matrix element of < a u | j 3 | a / > becomes
equal to that of < au|ij2|a/ >, inside the region of the cranking frequency lower
than the lowest band-crossing frequency. At this particular value of w (=(0.049)«
for X/K = —0.68 in the example of fig. 10) , the relation between the energy-
level scheme and the vanishing B(M1) value is expressed by fig. 9, although the
quasiparticle (for either a« or a/) does not have a perfect spin-alignment. The
calculated spin-alignment of the quasiparticle is 5.8 for a/ and 4.3 for au, while a
perfect spin-alignment means 6.5 for aj and 5.5 for au.

The argument described in the above two paragraphs is based on cranking cal-
culations. Generally speaking, the cranking model is too crude to say something
quantitatively about the transition matrix-elements. However, using the model in
which a quasiparticle (with angular-momentum j) is coupled to an axially-symmetric
rotor keeping the total angular momentum as a good quantum number, we also ob-
tain the result that if £(<*/,/ + 1) = E(au,I), the B(M1 : aul -» afl - 1) value
nearly vanishes33.

Now, from the expression (17) and fig. 10 we realize that the E2/M1 mixing ratio
of the (ctfl)«-»(aul — 1) transition has always a definite sign, while the mixing ratio
of the (au7) <-» (a/7 — 1) transition would have a different sign in the upper case in
fig. 10 from that in the lower case (and a different sign in the frequency lower than
the arrow point from the one in the higher frequency, in the middle case), since
there is no reason to expect that the matrix element < auI\E2\ctfI — 1 > should
change sign in those two cases. In fig. 11 we show the experimental E2/M1 mixing
ratio S of the 7 —» 7 — 1 transitions between the positive-parity yrast states in the
nuclei 181Yb and 1BBYb. We see that a clear distinction between the sign of S for
the two types of transitions is demonstrated for the nucleus l61Yb, while for 189Yb
all the experimental mixing ratios have the same (negative) sign. The signs are in
agreement with those obtained from the theoretical considerations using the in/i
neutron configurations.

Next, we examine the relation between the signature-splitting of one-particle
Routhians and the signature-dependence of B(Ml)-values, in the angular-momen-
tum region of the sign-change of the E2/M1 mixing ratio for the (au7) <-> (a/7 - 1)
transitions. The relation is expressed by (20), which is rewritten as

Ae'
au\j3\a/ >

where
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Figure 11. Measured E2/M1 mix-
ing ratio of the I—> I-] transitions be-
tween the positive-parity yrast states
in the nuclei 161Yb and 169Yb. Cir-
cles express the (aul) —* (a / / - 1)
transitions, while triangles denote
the {ctfl) -* (au / - 1) transitions.
The figure is taken from ref. 13, in
which the references of experimental
data can be found.

The numerator of the r.h.s. of (23) is proportional to the Ml matrix-element of
the (au7) •-• (a/I - 1) transitions, while the denominator of the r.h.s. of (23)
is proportional to the E2 matrix-element of the (aul) *-> (a{l - 1) transitions.
Thus, the sign of the r.h.s. of (23) is the same as the expected sign of the E2/M1
mixing ratio of the (aul) *-* (ajl - 1) transitions. Using available experimental
data on the positive-parity yrast sequences of odd-N Yb isotopes, we show the l.h.s.
quantity of (23) in the upper part of fig. 12, while in the lower part of fig. 12 the
Ml matrix-element multiplied by tfie sign of the E2/M1 mixing ratio is shown. The
relation which is meant by (23) is clearly demonstrated in the comparison of the
two graphs in fig. 12. Performing the particle-rotor calculation in which the total
angular-momentum is treated as a good quantum-number, we have also found that
for axially-symmetric shape the above relation between the signature-splitting of
energies and the sign of E2/M1 mixing ratios works with a good accuracy13.

The comparison of the result of the theoretical analysis with experimental data,
which is presented in the present section, confirms nicely our understanding of the
structure of the rotational perturbation.

From the above analysis we may conclude that the odd-N Yb isotopes discussed
are consistent with the interpretation of having an axially-symmetric nuclear shape.
However, one finds that the relation (20) if considerably violated in the experimen-
tal data on some light rare-earth nuclei. Examples are the negative-parity yrast
sequences of "rHo, 'gTrn and light riLu isotopes, in which the main component
of the odd-proton wave-functions comes from the hn/7 orbit. The violation of the
relation (20) by a considerable amount may suggest13 that those nuclei have an
appreciable amount of the deviation from axial-symmetry.
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ref. 13.
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S.S Triaxial Shape and Signature-Dependence of B(E2:I~* 1-1) Values in Odd-A
Nuclei

The expression of B(E2) values in (1) is valid both for the I-+ 1-2 and the I->
1-1 transitions, as far as the intrinsic structure, which is assumed to have an 11-
invariant axially-symmetric shape, is not disturbed by rotation. In the expression in
(1) the I-dependence of B(E2) values is determined by Clcbsch-Gordan coefficients
and, thus, the estimated B(E2) values for transitions of a given type (namely, either
A/ = 2 or A7 = 1) vary smoothly as I-value varies.

The deviation of nuclear shape from axial symmetry is generally expected for
high-spin states35. In the yrast spectroacopy based on presently available data the
triaxial shape induced by aligned Mhigh-jB particles has been extensively discussed14.
Thus, let us consider the A / = 1 E2 transitions for a general ellipsoid shape in the
limit of large angular momentum I >> 1. Writing the quadrupole operator quan-
tized along the intrinsic 3-axis as Qu, in the cranking approximation one obtains
the expressions1*'38'37
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B(E2: a / , / - » < * „ , / - I ) oc \-\j-t

(25)

B[E2:au,I-l-+aJtI-2) oc \->-Q0-Q2

for the transitions between the yrast states of odd-A nuclei. Using the conventional
7-value1 one has the relation

tan7 = - V 5 ^ (26)
Wo

We note that for axially symmetric shape in collective rotation, namely for both
7 = 0 (i.e. prolate shape in collective rotation) and 7 = —60° (i..e. oblate shape in
collective rotation) the two kinds of B(E2) values in (25) becomes the expression,
which is obtained from (1) by taking the limit of / >> 1 in the corresponding
Clebsch-Gordan coefficient. However, for a triaxial shape one obtains a differ-
ence between the two, namely a signature-dependence of the B(E2:I—• 1-1) values.
It is known that an appreciable amount of shape fluctuation around an axially-
symmetric shape instead of a stable triaxial shape is already sufficient38 for obtain-
ing a signature-dependence of the B(E2:I—» 1-1) values.

The qualitative feature suggested by the expression (25) remains well in quan-
tum mechanical numerical calculations for finite I values, in which the angular
momentum I is treated as a good quantum number. In fig. 13 we show numerical
exmaples of B(E2:I—• 1-1) valuei calculated13 by using & particle-rotor model in
which one j = l l / 2 quasiparticle is coupled to a (shape-fixed) triaxial rotor.

In order to obtain experimental B(E2: I—> 1-1) values, we must have the mea-
surement of the life time, the branching ratio (i.e. the intensity ratio of the I—•
1-1 to the 1-* 1-2 transition) and the mixing ratio (i.e. the ratio of the E2(I—» 1-1)
to the M1(I—• 1-1) transition matrix element). See fig. 14 for illustration. Though
there are some available data with a relatively good accuracy (for example, the data
on 1S7Ho in ref. 39), within the present experimental errors it is difficult to conclude
the presence or the absence of the zigzag pattern in presently available observed
B(E2:l-» 1-1) values.

S.S Octupole Softness and Low-Energy El Transitions in Rotating Odd-A Nuclei
It is known that low-energy El transitions observed in the nuclear system are

often strongly hindered. The observed B(El) values40 are typically 10"4 ~ 10"8

in the Weisskopf unit. The reason for this hindrance is manyfold (sec ref. 1): (a)
The isosclar part of the El transition operator is equivalent to the excitation of
the center-of-mass motion and, thus, should not contribute to El transitions; (b)
The isospin-dependent part of the nuclear residual interaction, which is responsible
for the collective (giant resonance) mode that carries an enhanced El strength,
is repulsive. Thus, the major part of the El strength of low-energy transitions
is shifted to the region of higher energy; (c) The pairing factor involved in the
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El transition without changing quasiparticle number is (uu-vv)2, which could be
much smaller than unity; (d) Because of the nuclear shell structure, the El matrix
elements between the main components of wave functions of the initial and the final
state often vanish in the case of low-energy El transitions.
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Figure 13. Calculated B(E2:I —» 1-1) values between the yrast states of odd-A
nuclei in the j = l l / 2 shell particle-rotor model, expressed for convenience in the
unit of the corresponding axially-symmetric B(E2:I -» M ) values. In the l.h.s.
figure the Fermi-level is placed at the bottom of the j-shell, while in the r.h.s. figure
it is in the middle of the shell. Correspondingly, in the present plotting values of
K=3/2 and 7/2 are used, respectively. The figure is taken from ref. 12.
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Figure 14. Level structure and available electromagnetic transitions in odd-A
nuclei. The possible systematic difference between the matrix elements of E2 (or
Ml) transitions for (afl ~* aj - 1) and those for [aj - 1 -» ajl - 2) is called as
"signature-dependence".
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The reduction factor coming from the above (a) and (b) may be expressed in a
form of effective charge of El transitions, which is considerably smaller than unity.
The expresssion of the effective charge can be found in eq. (6-330) on p. 488 of
ref. I, which is

Assuming that the frequency of the giant resonance is much larger than the El
transition energy considered, the expression (27) provides, for exmaple, for the

nucleus m H f
— 0.12 for neutrons
+0.18 for protons

We note that the efFective charge (28) gives to B(E1) values a reduction factor of
1.44 x 10~2 for neutrons and 3.24 x 10~J for protons, respectively.

The reduction factor coming from the above (c) and (d) depends on individual
cases. The pairing reduction factor described in (c), (uu - vv)2 , which may be
pretty small when the two involved particle orbits lie on the opposite side of the
Fermi level, gives a reduction factor of, typically, 0.1 , but it could become much
smaller.

As an example of the estimate of the above (d), I take the famous El transitions41

between the [514 7/2] and the [624 9/2] band in 177Hf. In the spherical limit the
[514 7/2] orbit comes from the hs/t orbit, while the [624 9/2] orbit from the i^/i
orbit. Thus, the El matrix elements between those two orbits trivially vanish. In
the asymptotic limit in which the asymptotic quantum numbers are good quantum
numbers, the El matrix elements between the [514 7/2] and the [624 9/2] orbit van-
ish because of the presence of spin-flip between the two orbitals. In the medium size
of quadrupole deformation (say, S ~ 0.3), the wave function of the [514 7/2] orbit
has small amplitudes of both hu/j and J7/t orbitals in addition to the predominant
component of /ig/j orbit, while that of the [624 9/2] orbit has small amplitudes of
both in/3 and 59/3 orbits in addition to the predominant component of ii3/3 orbit.
Thus, though the El matrix element between the predominant components van-
ishes, there are sizable El matrix elements between the predominant component of
hg/2 (in/j) and a small admixed component of in/2 (An/a). However, the signs of
the relevant amplitudes in the wave functions are such that the contributions from
those two sizable El matrix elements cancel each other. Consequently, the total El
matrix element squared is estimated to be reduced at least by a factor of 0.01 (this
factor could be much smaller).

Now, multiplying all reduction factors coming from the above (a)-(d), one comes
to conclude that if measured B(E1) values are larger than, say 10~* in the Weisskopf
unit, it would be impossible to obtain the magnitudes in a calculation using a
reasonable effective charge42. In contrast, in the high-spin yrast spectroscopy we
know B(E1) values of the order of (or larger than) 10~4 are often observed. When
rotation sets in, we have to take into account the rotational perturbation of the wave
functions. Estimated effects of Coriolis and centrifugal forces on El matrix elements
depend on both the type of El transitions (i.e. !-• I , or I-» 1+1, or I—»I-1) and



the involved individual orbitals. However, it seems impossible to obtain calculated
B(El) values, of the order of 10~4 in the Weisskopf unit, using a reasonable effective
charge. Thus, in order to explain such 'large' B(E1) values, an enhancement due
to octupole softness is usually required", since it has been known that relatively
strong El transitions (though much smaller than the Wcisskopf unit) are observed
in nuclei which are supposed to be soft towards octupole deformation. Study of
such octupole-enhanced B(E1) values and their angular momentum dependence are
being in progress43.
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THE MICROSCOPIC THEORY OF
NUCLEAR COLLECTIVE STATES
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ABSTRACT
A brief overview is given of the present status of the microscopic theory of nuclear
rotations and quadrupole vibrations. The old method of seeking a microscopic deriva-
tion of a collective model was to make a change of variables from nucleon coordinates
to collective and complementary intrinsic coordinates. The more successful strategy
outlined in this review is to express the collective model in terms of a dynamical
algebra and then to seek a microscopic realization of the algebra so that one can
put the states ot a phenomenolgica) representation of the algebra into one-to-one
correspondence with the states of a microscopic representation. It is shown that lo
make the Bohr-Mottelson collective model microscopically realizable, it is necessary
to extend it to include vorlicity degrees of freedom. In doing so, the model acquires
a natural expression in shell model terms.

1. Introduction

Most physical systems are too complex for a full microscopic description to be
possible. We therefore make models. Fortunately, many physical systems can be
described in terms of a hierarchy of models. Molecules can be described in terms
of atoms. Atoms can be described in terms of nuclei and electrons. Nuclei can
be described in terms of nucleons. Nucleons can be described in terms of quarks
and gluons. To have a consistent description of the system, it is necessary that
the models at each level of a hierarchical scheme are compatible with those at the
next more microscopic level. In mathematical terminology, going up the chain to a
more macroscopic level amounts to factoring out some of the microscopic degrees
of freedom of a model. Conversely, descending to a deeper, more microscopic, level
corresponds to embedding a model as a submodel into a more complete model.
Thus, a model is compatible with a more microscopic model if it can be embedded
in the more microscopic model.

In these two talks, I shall be exploring the implications for nuclear collective
models that arise from the requirement that they should be compatible with the
many-nucleon structure of nuclear matter.

The prevalence of collective effects in nuclear structure is well established. This
is not surprising because the low energy states of almost any many-particle system,
in which the dominant interactions arc attractive, correspond to excitation modes in
which the particles move in unison. Moreover, the lowest energy vibrational modes

tend to have the longest wave lengths and the lowest multipolarities. The lowest
energy excitations of the nucleus are associated with rotations and shape vibrations.
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(b)

(e)

Fig. 1. The horozontal cross section of a fluid in an elliptically shaped
bucket with vertical sides; (a) shows rigid flow, (b) vortex flow and (c)
irrotational flow.

Many properties of collective states in nuclei have been well studied. However,
the nature of nuclear matter as a quantum fluid is not as well understood as one
would like. The early liquid drop model of the nucleus presumed nuclear matter to
be a quantum fluid of the superfluid liquid helium type. Superfluid helium is known
to have zero viscosity and, as a consequence, it flows in an irrotational manner.

Consider, for example, a bucket with vertical sides and an elliptical cross sec-
tion, as illustrated in Fig. 1. If the bucket were filled with superfluid helium .and
rotated slowly, the helium in the bucket would be obliged to move such that the
shape of its vertical surface rotated with the bucket. However, because of zero vis-
cosity, the flow could not circulate; the curl of its velocity field would be zero. Thus,
if v(r) is the velocity of the fluid at a point r, then V A v = 0. Such flow is said to
be irrotational.

The irrotational flow pattern characteristic of a rotating superfluid is best un-
derstood as a superposition of two component flows. The first component, is a flow
characteristic of a frozen, or highly viscous, fluid. We call it rigid flow. The second
component is flow in which the bucket remains at result and the fluid circulates
along contours parallel to the side of the bucket. We refer to such flow as vortex
flow. The irrotational flow associated with a clockwise rotation of the bucket is a
combination of & clockwise rigid rotation plus a counterclockwise vortex rotation.

The early collective models of the nucleus supposed that nuclear matter flows
should be irrotational. It was then a straightforward matter to calculate mass
parameters for vibrations and moments of inertia for rotations and make compar-
isons with the parameters fitted to experiment. It turned out that the irrotational
flow values were much too small. One concludes that nuclear matter flows are not
irrotational or that the collective model picture is wrong.
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When experimentalists are able to make direct and systematic observations
of the current flows associated with collective excitations, we will be in a better
position to assess the situation. However, from a theoretical point of view, we
can already enquire as to the kinds of collective motions to expect for a system of
interacting neutrons and protons. After all, we know a lot about the nucleus as a
many-nucleon quantum system. Moreover, we know that the super-fluid character
of liquid helium is closely associated with the boson-like properties of the helium
atoms. Since the building blocks of the nucleus arc fermi-likc, we should expect
non-helium-like properties for nuclear matter.

In these two lectures, I shall explore the extent to which we are presently
able to embed the nuclear collective model of quadrupole vibrations and rotations
in the microscopic nuclear shell model. In doing this, one adopts the following
strategy. First, the phenomenological collective models ore phrased concisely in
algebraic terms; i.e., the basic observables of the model, such as the Hamiltonian
and angular momentum, are expressed as functions of the elements of a Lie algebra.
This Lie algebra is called a dynamical algebra or a spectrum generating algebra for
the model. As a result of expressing a model in this way, one finds that the states of
the model span an irreducible representation of its dynamical algebra. This means
that one can use the powerful methods developed in the mathematical theory of Lie
groups and Lie algebras to quantize the model and determine the properties of its
states; i.e., their energies and angular momenta and the electromagnetic transitions
between states. Moreover, one can attempt to find equivalent representations in
the microscopic shell model Hilbert space of the nucleus. One thereby obtains a
microscopic interpretation of collective model states.

The strategy is so simple and natural that its significance is easily missed. It
is therefore useful to reflect on the nature of the different representations and the
ways they are realized. In the first instance, a straightforward representation of a
dynamical algebra for a collective model gives collective states with wave functions
that are naturally expressed in terms of collective variables. However, an equivalent
representation of the same Lie algebra on a subspace of shell model states, is car-
ried by wave functions expressed in terms of microscopic many-nucleon coordinates.
One can therefore put collective model wave functions into one-to-one correspon-
dence with shell-model wave functions of equivalent representations. One is thereby
enabled to ask more detailed questions of the states than is possible with abstract
collective model wave functions. In particular, one can attempt to derive the collec-
tive Hamiltonian from a knowledge of the interactions between the nucleons. Our
knowledge of the inter-nucleonic interactions may be incomplete, especially at short
distances. However, it is reasonable to suppose that the dynamics of long wave-
length collective motions are relatively insensitive to the details of the interactions
and whether or not they arc singular at short distances. One can therefore calcu-
late the currents associated with shell model states and make predictions as to the
corresponding current* associated with collective excitations.

In proceeding, it is well to be aware of some of the dangers of jumping to
premature conclusions. It should be recognized that a model has two complemen-
tary aspects; it has a mathematical structure and a physical interpretation. In
confronting the predictions of a model with experimental data, one may or may
not be testing both aspects of the model. For example, two models may share a
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mathematical structure but describe different physics. Moreover, in some situations
they may lead to similar observable properties. It is then clear that the observation
of such properties cannot distinguish between the two models. For example, rota-
tional states of deformed nuclei have been described by Elliott's SU(3) model and
by the SU(3) chain of the Interacting Boson Model. The two models have a com-
mon mathematical structure, based on an su(3) Lie algebra. Moreover, they can
lead to identical energy Rnd angular momentum spectra and have a complete set of
quadrupole matrix elements in common. However, the su(3) Lie algebras of the two
models have different microscopic interpretations. This is an example of where an
abstract collective algebra can have more than one microscopic interpretation. In
mathematical terminology, one would say that an abstract representation of a Lie N,
algebra can be embedded in the shell model in more than one way. There are also >
examples in which more than one algebraic structure can be associated with a given ^
set of physical observables. A careful consideration of the microscopic structure of **•
the system is then important for obtaining guidance as to the most appropriate '-
algebraic structure.

2. The collective vibrational model for quadrupole vibrations '*

In anticipating our ultimate objectives, it is useful to adopt the quadrupole
moments k

Qy = fr2YJt,(S^)p{r)dv (1) I
as collective vibrationnl coordinates. This choice has the advantage that it is well- i
defined for an arbitary distribution of nuclear matter. In particular, for a system i
of nucleons, regarded as point particles, we have ;

riYi¥(Bt,*p.). (2)
.1=1

A classical Hamiltonian for quadrupole vibrations is of the form

where Pv — B-iQv is the collective momentum with Qv = dQv/dt and B2 is a f|
suitable mass parameter. We use a notation in which all tensor quantities with lower
indices are standard spherical tensors. Thus, Qv and Pv transform in the same way
under rotations as the spherical harmonic Y%v. Tensor quantities with upper indices
are contravariant tensors. Thus, Q" = Q'v = (-I)"*?-* and P" = P; = (-l)'P-v
transform like Y3\ - (-lJTa,-.-

The Hamiltonian (3) is quantized by interpreting P" as the differential operator
P" =s -ihd/dQv We then have the commutation relations

[<5,,P"]=iH7, (4)

where I is the identity operator. The commutation relations of eq. (4) are charac-
teristic of the Heisenberg-Weyl Lie algebra
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hw(5) = (5)

(We use the notation that the angle brackets enclose a basis for the Lie algebra.)
A convenient basis of vibrational model states is constructed by introducing

the harmonic vibrational Hamiltonian

(6)

where C\ is a restoring force parameter. The eigenstatcs of Ha are constructed in
the standard way by introducing the boson (qiiadrupolc phonon) operators

01 =

o,,=

which satisfy the commutation relations

(7)

(8)

0

E

0, 2, 3, 4, 6+

0, 2, 4+

2+

0+

J

Fig. 2. The low energy states and their angular momenta for a harmonic
quadrupole vibrational Hamiltonian.

where O'1 = ( —l)''O_(l. Writing the Haniiltonian Ho in terms of the boson opera-
tors gives the familiar expression

+ * ) • 0)

The ground state of Ho is the boson vacuum and excited energy eigenstates
of excitation energy nfiwj, relative to the ground state, are the states of n bosons.
The low energy states and their angular momenta are shown in Fig. 2.

The Hamiltonian and angular momentum operators are not elements of the
vibrational algebra hw(5). They are functions of the elements. Expressions for the
angular momentum operators {L0,L±} are derived by requiring that they satisfy
the commutation relations
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[Lo, QA = vQ,

[L±, <?„] = \/(2 T ")(2 ± u + 1) Qv ± 1 , (10)

and similar relations for Pu. We easily find

(QxPhk. (11)
" • ft

The products, of phonon creation and annihilation operators, 0^0", commute
with the harmonic vibrator Hamiltonian (9). Moreover, these operators span a u(5)
Lie algebra (more precisely, the complex extension of a u(5) Lie algebra.) Thus.
u(5) = {O^OV) is a symmetry algebra for the harmonic vibrator algebra.

For many purposes, it is convenient to augment the dynamical algebra for
quadrupole vibrations to the semi-direct sum Lie algebra

[hw(5)]u(5) = (Qi/,0",/, 0Jt0"). (12)

The angular momentum operators of the so(3) C u(5) subalgebra and the harmonic
vibrator Hamiltonian are then elements of the augmented dynamical algebra.

3. The rigid rotor model

The rigid rotor model presumes the existence of a deformed intrinsic state that
can rotate and generate a rotational band of eigenstates of the rotor Hamiltonian

where {£*} are the components of the angular momentum of the rotor with respect
to the principal axes of its inertia tensor 3 .

Actually, there are many rigid rotor models characterized by different sets of
assumptions concerning the intrinsic state. The simplest model assumes that the
intrinsic state is an eigenstate of the nuclear quadrupole operators of eq. (1). More
generally, one can add assumptions that the intrinsic state has well-defined octupole
and/or hexadecupole moments, etc.

We consider the simplest version of the model. This model has a dynamical
algebra

rot(3) = [R 5 ] so(3)=<^ ,^) - (14)
given by the semi-direct sum of the R5 Abelian Lie algebra of commuting quadrupole
moment operators and the so(3) angular momentum algebra [lj. The rigid rotor
algebra rot(3) is a subalgebra of the quadrupole vibrator algebra (h\v(5)]u(5).

Rotational bands of states are given by the eigenstates of the rotor Harniltonian
belonging to single irreducible representations of this dynamical algebra. Moreover,
as we shall indicate, an irreducible representation of the rotor algebra can be induced
from a single (suitably defined) intrinsic state.

Irreducible representations of the rotor algebra are constructed by the stan-
dard theory of induced representations. One starts with a representation of the R*
subalgebra carried by a single intrinsic state, ipy for which
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(15)

where {qv} is a set of eigenvalues. For simplicity, we may suppose the intrinsic state
to be oriented relative to a set of space-fixed coordinate axes such that g_j = q} = 0
and q_2 = 52. Let R(Q,)<p denote a rotated intrinsic state, whcro fi is an element of
the group S0(3) of rotations of F'i object in three-dimensional space. An arbitrary
rotational state $aLM is then expressed n.s an integral

*«iAf = J faL

where faLM{Q) is the probability amplitude for the intrinsic state to have orien-
tation fi with respect to a set of space-fixed axes. The state ^aLM is therefore
defined by the function foLM- It follows that the function faLM could be used to
represent the state ^aLM • However, it is will be more convenient to represent the
state *otAf by the (closely related) coherent-state wave function ifraLM, where

The way in which an element of the rotor algebra operates on il>ni.,\t is easily
inferred by defining the operator F(A'), for each X € rot (3) by

s,). (18)

For A' an angular momentum operator, we immediately find that

T{LQ)\paLM =
T(L±)ij,aiM = sJ{L*M){L±M+\) 1>OL.M±I- (19)

For A' a quadrupole operator Qv, we can write

inx)ti>LM](n) = (v)|(7i(n)A'7?(a-l))fl(n)K'LM>, (20)

and, since Q is a spherical tensor of angular momentum 2, we have

»vUn). (21)

From the properties of the intrinsic state, we then find that

} (22)

Now a complete set of functions of Q. € S0(3) is spanned by the Wigner func-
tions (rotation matrix elements) {T>['M}. Therefore an arbitrary rotor-model wave
function can be expanded

4>aU1 = Y^anl<VKM- (23)

However, one finds that the space of nil functions of ft € S0(3) is reducible. To find
the linear combinations of Wigner functions that span an irreducible representation,
one must choose an intrinsic stair, that belongs io on irreducible, representation of ike
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intrinsic symmetry group. The intrinsic symmetry group is defined as the subgroup
of all rotations that leave the quadrupole moments of the intrinsic state invariant.
The necessity of such a choice can be traced to the fact that the principle axes frame
of the nuclear quadrupole tensor, is not defined uniquely. Thus, extra conditions
must be imposed to define, unambiguously, what happens to an intrinsic state when
it is rotated.

Consider, for example, the special (axially symmetric) case in which 1J2 = 0;
this is actually the most complicated case. Observe that, the quadrupole moments
of an axially symmetric intrinsic state are unchanged by rotations RZ{Q) about the
2-axis; i.e.,

QvRt[a)<p = 6VtoqoRt[a)ifi = Rt{a)Qvi/?. (24)

The quadrupole moments of the intrinsic state are also invariant under rotations
through angle n about a perpendicular axis, e.g., the j/-axis. Thus, the intrinsic
symmetry of the axially symmetric rotor is Da,, the group consisting of all rotations
about the symmetry axis and rotations through angle w about perpendicular axes.

K — 0 irreps
The intrinsic symmetry group Doo has one-dimensional, K — 0. irrcps. There-

fore, since the rotations of D^ commute with the quadrupole operators, we ran
choose an intrinsic state <po such that

Q11V0 — <

Rt(a)<po = Vo

«¥>o, (25)

where e = ±1. But now, for 7v' = 0, we have

V't/wMl) = (v>o|rt(wQ|1'/.A/) = fil'LuiSl). (26)

where u> ~ (0,7r,0). And, since

VkM{ul1) = (-\)LVl'M[Sl), (27)

it follows that V'LAf vanishes unless e = (-1) ' ' .

K ^ 0 irreps
The intrinsic symmetry group Doo also has two-dimensional irreps spanned by

pairs of states tpK and ¥>A'» where

VK- (28)

Now the set of rotational model states spanned by rotating y>£ i'i all possible ways
is the same as the set spanned by rotating <px. It follows that the states of ±K
belong to equivalent irrcps whereas star.es generated by intrinsic states of K and
K' ^ ±K belong to distinct irrcps.

Spinor irreps of the rotor algebra with half-odd integer angular momentum
states are constructed in a similar way.
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3. Rotat ions and vibrations of deformed nuclei

Since the rot(3) dynamical algebra for rotations is si subalge'ora of the dynam-
ical algebra [hw(5)]u(5) for quadrupole vibrations, it is clear that the latter is a
dynamical algebra for the combined rotations and vibrations of a deformed nucleus.
The dynamical algebra [hw(5)]ti(5) lias the two subalgebra chains shown in Fig. 3.
In application to the harmonic vibrations of spherical nuclei, it is appropriate to
construct a basis which reduces the u(5) subnlgebra. However, for deformed nuclei,
it is appropriate to choose a basis which morn naturally takes account of the rotor
subalgebra rot(3).

[hw(5)]u(5)

rot(3)

\
\ /

so(3)

u(5)

Fig. 3. Subalgebra chains of the dynamical algebra [hw(5)]u(5).

For simplicity, we consider the rotations and vibrations of a nucleus with an
axially symmetric intrinsic state. The quadrupole moment operators are then ex-
pressed in terms of intrinsic quadnipolc moment operators </0 and q2 by

Qv •=. <jaT>ll,(Q) + ({i [V\,,(i\) + V^_2,A^)) > (29)

cf. eq. (22). The intrinsic quadrupole moments, ey0 and q2, are now coordinates for
intrinsic vibrations; the former are associnted with the so-called beta-vibrations and
the latter with gamma-vibrations. The intrinsic state for the rotational bands of a
deformed vibrational nucleus is no longer an eigenstate of </o and 72, as for the rigid
rotor; it has a distribution of </o and q2 values. For an axially symmetric nucleus,
q0 and <ft have mean values % ^ 0 and q2 = 0 in the ground state and there arc
vibrational fluctuations about the means. There are also vibrational excitations in
these coordinates.

The collective momentum operators, P" = -\hd/dQv, can be expressed in
terms of the operatorsp0 = -ihd/dqo,p2 = -ihd/dq2 and £*. Thus, we find that a
basis of rotation-vibration states is induced from a set of intrinsic vibrational wave
functions <pnK\ where

(30)

and

4- («* - rrs:?2) (31)
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A basis of rotation-vibration wave functions is then given in parallel with those for
the rigid-rotor by the set of functions

4'nKLM = Vn7\'£>KAf > (32)

with n = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . and A' = 0,2,4
Suitable Hamiltonians for rotational and vibnitioiuil motions of this model are

of the form

j ' £ (33)
where V{Q) is a rotationally invariant (scalar) polyonomial of the qvmdrupole tensor.
By writing Qv in terms of tfo and q% by eq. (29) and then setting

= k0 cos 7, (34)

where k is chosen such that /? and 7 accord with th« familiar collective model
definitions, we can form the basic scalar quantities

(Q x Qh = j=k2

(Q x Q x Q)o = - ^ t3j8acos37.

Thus, we can express collective potentials of the type

V(Q) = c2f]
2 + r;i/?

3 cos37 + cAp* + ...

in the form

V(Q) = h(Q x Q)o + I>AQ x Q x Q)o + h,[(Q x Q)o}
2

(35)

(30)

(37)

A two-parameter potential of this type is shown in Fig. 4. To find the eigenfunctions
of the Hamiltonian (33) in the basis (32), it is appropriate to express Pv and Qu in
terms of the intrinsic vibrational coordinates and the angular momentum operators.
Their matrix elements are then easily determined.

•1.0

0°

Fig. 4. A collective potential for an axially symmetric nucleus.
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4. Microscopic realization of the rotor algebra

The elements of the rotor algebra have mi immediate microscopic expression;
i.e., the quadrupole moments and angular momenta of the nucleus are simply (lie
sums of nucleon moments

£*«£',*. (38)

Thus, the elements of the rotor algebra are well-defined hcrmitian operators on shell-
model wave functions. In other words, the whole shell-model Hilbert space carries
a representation of the rotor algebra. However, the shell-model Hilbert space is
highly reducible. This would not be a problem if it were a direct sum of irreducible
subspaces. But, it is not. Its decomposition is of the direct integral type; it. is like
a Fourier integral expansion as opposed to a Fourier sum. There is a good reason
for this in that the intrinsic wave function of a rigid rotor band is an cigonfunction
of the quadrupole operators. Thus, it is a Dime delta function in the vibrational
coordinates and, as such, has an infinite non-normalizable expansion on shell model
basis wave functions. Of course, physical slates are never delta functions. They
have wave functions with distributions of qundrupole moments. Thus, it. make
more physical sense to seek representations of the combined rotor-vibrator algebra
[hw(5)]u(5).

5. The microscopic collection motion algebra cm(3)

As we have observed, the quadrupole operators of the rotor model have a natu-
ral microscopic expression. What about the canonical momentum operators? Such
operators were sought for many years. The approach that was used in the early
days was to seek first a transformation of variables from the Cartesian nucleon coor-
dinates {x,,-; a = 1 , . . . , A, i = 1,2,3} to a set of collective and intrinsic coordinates
{(?„,£„}. The expectation was that the parallel transformation of the momentum
coordinates {p,i} to collective and intrinsic momenta {Pv,ira} would give Pi, as a
function of the p,j.

A major breakthrough was achieved by Weaver and Biedenharn [2] using a
simple algebraic approach. Their method was based on the observation that, if T
is the kinetic energy operator for the nucleus, then the momentum canonical to Qv

should be given by

[r,Q,] = -^P , . (39)
The left hand side of this equation is known for a many-nucleon system. For
convenience, let us consider the components {Q,j = r£Ji xsix,j} of the Cartesian
quadrupole tensor; the monopole tensor (the square of the so-called global Tiidhu p)
is the trace of this Cartesian tensor

t < J l

and the five components of the spherical quadrupole tensor are the components of
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the traceless part of {Qij}. The kinetic energy for A nucleons is simply

Find we find that

P\Qy] = - W ^ ( t u + * * ) . (42)
where

tij = ^{x»iP»j + P»JX,,). (43)
These operators are not. what one was seeking. In the first place they do not

commute with one another as do the momentum operators of the hw(5) algebra.
Instead, their commutation relations are given by

[Uj, h-t] = -ih(6jkti, - 6nttj). (44)

The interesting discovery is that the {tij} operators close on n Lie algebra. It is the
Lie algebra gl(3,R) of the group of general linear transformations.

To see this, consider the transformation of a wave function 4> to i/'', where

(45)

and

Y^ 1 (6>> + aijY< (46)

g = / + a being a 3 x 3 general linear matrix. Then t/>' can be expanded in the
Taylor series

» P > M * ) + •••• (47)

It follows that ^2S x,ip,j is an infinitesimal generator of the general linear transfor-
mation in which x -* xg. One notes, however, that the transformation t/> -+ tp\ as
given above, is not unitary (unless g is restricted to the volume conserving subgroup
SL(3,R)). On the other hand, the transformation

i> -* / • '= exp(^j ^ (tijtijty (48)
<3

is unitary because *,y is a hermitinn operator. Thus, tjj is the infinitesimal generator
of a unitary general linear transformation.

We next observe that, whereas the nucleon coordinates {.T«} transform linearly
under the general linear group GL(3,R), i.e., ,r —• xg, the nuclear quadrupole tensor
Q = Yls %'x'i with components Qij = Yl*x*'x>Ji transforms according to the
equation

Qij-
kl
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In other words, the general linear transformations also net as linear transformation
of the quadrupole moments.

At the Lie algebra level, Weaver, Biodenharn and Cusson (3) observed that the
"momentum operators" {*,;} together witht the quadrupole operators {Qij} close
on a Lie algebra with commutation relations

Qn + 6j,Qik). (50)

This Lie algebra, denoted rm(3), is the Lie algebra of the semi-dirc-rt product, group
CM(3) = [R°]GL(3,R). It is the dynamical algebra of the CM(3) model.

The CM(3) model contains nine (general linear) degrees of freedom. It has
three rotational and three vortex spin degrees of freedom. Thus, it admits both
rigid and irrotational flow rotations. It has two degrees of freedom associated with
"beta" and "gamma" vibrations and one with monopole vibrations. (We shall see

(b)

(c)

Fig. 5. General linear collective flows: (a) rigid flow, (b) irrotational flow
and (c) vibrational flow.

later, however, that the beta and gamma vibrations of the CM(3) model should be
associated with high energy giant-quadrupole resonance vibrations rather than low
energy vibrations.) Some of the possible general linear flows are illustrated in Fig. 5.
Thus, the CM(3) model is more general then the Bohr-Mottelson model, based on
the (hw(5)]u(5) dynamical algebra. But, more importantly, it is compatible with
the microscopic structure of the nucleus as a system of neutrons and protons.



To have a collective dynamics, one needs ;> Hamiltonian which should be ex-
pressible as a function of the infinitesimal generators of the dynamical group for the
model. A suitable expression for the collective kinetic energy can lie derived from
the full microscopic kinetic energy T by a transformation to collective and intrinsic
variables. Such a transformation has lx-c-n derived by several authors (c.f. Rowc and
Rosensteol [4] and refs. therein). However, (here is a simpler way to go Unit turns
out to relate even more naturally to the microscopic shell model than the CM(3)
model.

6. The symplectic model

Since the microscopic kinetic energy T = •^ ICai Piti satisfies the commutation
relations (42), it is worthwhile to consider the commutation relations [T, f,jj. One
finds that

\TJ,j} = -~lc,J} (51)

where
kij = ^2p»H>'i- (52)

But the process now comes to an end because, if we take commutation relations of
any pairs of operators in the set {Qij, <i>, &»>}, we get nothing new; we generate only
linear combinations of operators already in the set. In other words, the operators
close on a Lie algebra. The Lie algebra is

sp(3,R) = (QI-;-,t1j,fcy). (53)

It is the Lie algebra of the rank three sympiectic group Sp(3.R).
The sp(3,R) algebra is the dynamical algebra of a very nice collective model

[5]. In the first place, it is a dynamical algebra of collective model Hamiltonians of
the form

ff = T + ± m W y + K(£), (54)

where T =s ̂  53,,-pj,- is the full many-nucleon kinetic energy and V(Q) is a col-
lective potential of the type (37) used in the Bohr-Mottelson model. In the second
place, all elements of the sp(3,R) algebra are simple quadratic functions of the nu-
cleon position and momentum coordinates. This means that the space of shell-model
wave functions carries a (reducible) representation of the symplectic algebra. More-
over, it means that eigenstat.es of the collective Hamiltoniau (54) can be identified
with microscopic shell mode! wave functions.

The sp(3,R) algebra has many irreducible representation each of which gives
rise to a band of eigenstates of the collective Hamiltonian. It is therefore appropriate
to enquire as to which irreducible representations occur in the decomposition of the
shell model Hilbert space.

States of an irreducible Sp(3,R) representation are naturally labelled by the
quantum numbers associated with physical subgroup chains. Two subgroup chains
of particular physical relevance are shown in Fig. 6. the chain on the left is a chain of
dynamical groups for collective submodels. However, the chain on the right proves
to be more useful for expressing collective model states in familiar shell-model terms.
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Fig. 6. Subgroup chain.'; of Sp(3,R). On the loft arc dynamic;*] groups for
the CM(3) and rigid rotor models. On the right is the dyn;nnical group of
Elliott's SU(3) model.

7. Symplectic model states in an SU(3) basis

To construct the irreducible representations of the sp(3,R) Lie algebra in a
harmonic oscillator basis, it is convenient to express the nucleon position and mo-
mentum coordinates in terms of harmonic oscillator raising and lowering operators;
i.e.,

(55)p.,i =

Since the elements of the. sp(3,R) Lie algebra, are all quadratics in the x and p
coordinates, a basis for the Lie algebra is given by the quadratics in the raising and
lowering operators;

(56)

(N0+2)nco

(N0+2)nw

Nofico

TWOPHONON
GIANT RESONANCE

EXCITATIONS

ONE-PHONON
OIANT RESONANCE

EXCITATIONS

B

U(3) STATES

{\\l)x{2,0}x{2,0}

{Xn}x{2,0}

Fig. 7. The sttxtes of an sp(3,R) irrep leased on a u(3) inep Aro(A/i)
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The Aij operators are 2/iu.1 raising operators of monopole and quadru])olc giant
resonance excitations. The Cij operators span a n(3) subalgobra of sp(3.R) and
the Bjj operators are 2hu> giant-rcsonancc lowering operators. Thr su(3) algebra of
Elliott's model [6] is the .subalgebra of u(3J with the u(l) operator Cn + C'22 + C'33
removed.

The states of a conventional shell model valence space an; generally annihilated
by the i?,-; lowering operators; i.e.,

tf,-,i/- = (). (57)

Moreover, the subset of states of a sp(3,R) irrep that satisfy the condition (57)
span an irreducible representation of the u(3) C sp(3,R) subalgebra. In general, an
irreducible representation of Elliott's su(3) algebra, whose states satisfy eq. (57),
define an irreducible sp(3.R) irrep.

To construct a basis for an sp(3,R) irrep, one starts with the states of a u(3)
irrep, whose states satisfy eq. (57). One then forms an infinite set of states by acting
on them repeatedly with the giant-resonauce raising operators .*1,;, as illustrated in
Fig. 7. Let Aro(A,/() denote a set of u(3) representation labels where (A,/*) are the
usual su(3) labels of Elliott and Ngliu is the common harmonic oscillator energy of
these su(3) states. Now, the raising operators {Aij} transform under sn(3) iicrording
to an irreducible {2,0} representation. This follows from the observation t'-^t their
commutation relations with the u(3) operators are given by

[C,,,Aki} = fijkAu + 6jiA,k. (58)

Therefore, an sp(3,R) irrep A'o(A,/i) contains states of harmonic oscillator energy
A ô̂ u), that transform according to an su(3) irrep {A,/j}, states of harmonic oscilla-
tor energy (Â o + 2)hu> transforming according to the Kroncckcr product represen-
tation

{A./0 x {2.0} (59)
of su(3), states of harmonic oscillator energy (A'Q + 4)/iw transforming according to
the triple Kroneckcr product representation

{A./;} x {2.0} x {2,0}, (60)

etc.

The construction of su(3) D so(3) coupled bnsis states and matrix elements of
the sp(3,R) algebra in this basis is straightforward using the vector coherent state
methods of ref. [7j.

The results of some early calculations using a two-parameter potential energy
function of the type shown in Fig. 4 were enrried out by Park ct al. [8] and are
reproduced in Fig. 8. The most notable feature of these calculations is that the
Hamiltonian included the full microscopic expression of the kinetic energy operator
and thereby avoided any assumptions about the nature of the flow or the values
of the moment of inertia. Moreover, the minimum of the potential was set. at
the deformation observed experimentally so that there was really only one free
parameter.

Since the symplectic model gives a microscopic expression of its wave functions,
it is also possible to carry out symplectic model calculations with a fully microscopic
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Harniltonian, i.e., with two-nucleon interactions instead of a collective potential.
Such calculations have been carried out for several light (sd-shell) nuclei (cf . ref. [9]
for early references).
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Fig. 8. The spectrum of states obtained, for some heavy rotatiou.il nuclei
in the symplectic model. Energy levels are given in keV mid B(E2) values
in units of e2b7 x 10~:t where /) = 10"'" cm2.

8. The Coupled-Rotor-Vibrator model

The physical structure of the symplectic model becomes particularly transpar-
ent in the limit of a large nucleon number. In practice, large means .4 > 40 for
results accurate to within a few percent.

As the nucleon number becomes large (more precisely as the sp(3,R) irrcp label
iVo becomes large) the giaait resonance excitation operators become proportional to
boson creation operators to a good approximation. First observe that, the six sym-
metric raising operators {Aij = Aji} combine to form a monopole giant-resonance
operator
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and five components {.4^} of a giant qu.-idrupolc tensor. The .420 component, for
example, is the raising operator

.'I,,, =-- 2.-1,, - A-u - .-I.-,.,. (02)

As Aro % 0.9A h becomes large, we find that

An —+ kos

M,> -» M l , (63)

where s^ and A\ are creation operators for L = 0 and L = 2 bosons, respectively; !

A'o and &2 are numerical constants. It. should be noted, however, that these bosons >••**
are giant-resonance phonons and should not. to be confused with the fermion pairs
of the Interacting Boson Model.

Thus, for large A, wo find that the states of an sp(3,R.) irrcp can be inter-
preted as products of SU(3) states with giant monopole- and <|uadrupole-vibrational i
phonon states. This limit was derived by Rosenstcel and Rowe (10] and Ciustaiios
el. al. [11] and the corrections to it were given as a boson expansion of the sp(3,R) •*'
algebra in vector coherent state theory [7].

We next observe that for heavy well-deformed nuclei, for which the su(3) labels ^
(A, fi) becomes large, one finds that the results of the su(3) model become indis- J

tinguishable from those of a rigid rotor with intrinsic, (jundrupole moments given *
by ,.

70 = 2A + ii + 3 -

The corrections to this limit were given us a rotor expansion of the su(3) Lie algebra,
using vector-coherent-state theory, in ief. [12],

Thus, for large A, the symplectic model reduces to a coupled-rotor-vibrator
model as illustrated in Fig. 9. The CRV model has a clear microscopic foundation
witli distinct rotational and vibrational parts. The rotational wave functions are
identified with svi(3) wave functions of the Eliott type and the vibrational excitations
are those of the giant monopole and qundrupole resonances.

Consider, for example, the sympketic model Hamiltoninn

tf.pCi.R) = J W ) + flon + \ Q • U + B). 65)

The corresponding Hainiltonian in the CRV model would then be of the form

Hvib + X'Q • (^ + d). (66)

The description of rotational bonds that emerges is then one of su(3)-rotor bands
associated in the first instance with the valcnce-slicll particles albeit with renormal-
ized quadrupole moments and transitions due to coupling to the giant resonance
vibrations.
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Fig. 9. The CRV model has disinct rotor and vibrational degrees of freedom
originating in the su(3) and giant resonance degrees of freedom, respec-
tively.

9. Further developments

Apart from the simplicity and insight which the CRV model gives to the in-
terpretation of nuclear rotational states, it also opens the way to resolving sev-
eral outstanding problems in the development of a microscopic theory of collective
states. One problem is to explain why (and indeed if) the symplcctic model makes
sense when we know there to be strong .symmetry-breaking forces in the nuclear
Hamiltonian that would mix irreps of the symplectic algebra. We need to bring
the nuclconic spins explicitly into the picture in order to have a theory of odd-mass
nuclei as well as a more realistic theory of even nuclei. Since the vibrational modes
of the model have been associated with giant resonances, there is the question of
how to explain (low-energy) beta and gamma vibrational bands. We also need to
explain the structure of lowlying vibrational states of those nuclei which appear to
be spherical. All of these concerns have been addressed and can be resolved to a
modest degree although there is not space here to go into them.

Some obvious sources of symmetry breaking are the spin-orbit and pairing in-
teractions which are known to be large in heavy nuclei. However, it is known that
the essential structure of a rotational band can survive strong mixing of rigid rotor
representations provided the rotational motions arc adinbatic. It has been pointed
out. that one can have similar tuiinhntic mixing of rotational bands deriving from
different su(3), and hence symplectic, representations without loosing the essential
properties of the dynamical symmetry (14). Such mixing of representations can
originate with the spin-orbit and pairing interactions and give rise to intrinsic ro-
tational states having shape fluctuations and many of the properties of beta- and
gamma-vibrational degrees of freedom [15].

It has also been shown that one can strongly-couple spin degrees of freedom
to the rotational bands arising from su(3) representations in complete parallel with
the way one does it in the standard strong-coupling model of rotations [16]. In this
way, the theory lets one incorporate spin explicitly into the model and describe odd
us well as even nuclei.
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Finally, for the states of spherical open-shell nuclei, in which the pairing c.ovrc-
lat.ions presumably dominate over the cjiindrnpole correlations, one needs a different
theorv to the one described here.
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/
LOW-LYING COLLECTIVE QUADRUPOLE STRENGTHS IN EVEN-EVEN NUCLEI1

S. Raman
Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee, 37631

ABSTRACT

A simple ansatz that "Nuclei not too near closed shells
are as deformed as they can be within a single major
shell" appears to quantitatively reproduce the quadrupole
deformations of even-even nuclei. The energy-weighted sum
of the low-lying B2 strengths is found to be remarkably
regular in its overall behavior.

I. INTRODUCTION

The deformation of the nuclear ground state is a property that can

be deduced in even-even nuclei from the B(£2)T value for the first 2*(2i)

state. We recently published a compilation1 of such B(£2)T values 'in

units of eJ£)2) for -280 even-even nuclei, This compilation also con-

tains the energies E (in keV) of the 2j state for these nuclei together

with energies, but not B(£2)T values, for an additional 180 nuclei.

Armed with this compilation, we subsequently carried out a rigorous

test of the various systematic, empirical, and theoretical relation-

ships that have been proposed in connection with these B(£2) I values.

We also generated some models and new systematics of our own. Buoyed by

the success of these models in reproducing the measured values, ve used

them to make predictions for those nuclei lacking experimental B(E2)T

values. These predictions have also been published.

In Ref. 2, one of our goals was to obtain a general understar.di.-ie

of the B(£2)T systematics in terms of simple schematic models [Interact-

ing Boson Approximation (IBA), single-particle "SU(3)'\ single j, etc.).

In a more recent paper,4 we have presented the B(£2)T systematics civen

by the relatively new Fermion Dynamic Symmetry Model (FDSM). We have

also discussed the B(£2)T trends that result from the intrinsic deforma-

tions of nuclei estimated either via the N^lsson Model with asymptotic

quadrupole deformations in a major shell or via more elaborate state-of-

the-art "universal" calculations of ground-state nuclear shapes.

Research sponsored by the U. S. Department of Energy under Contract
No. DE-AC05-84OR21400 with Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.



In addition to the B(K2)T values for the 2] state, we also consid-

ered in Ref. 4 the energy-weighted sum of the B(£2)T values for all 2*

states up to an excitation energy of 2.3 MeV in even-even nuclei with

A>60 for which experimental information is available in the literature.

II. GLOBAL SYSTEMATICS

In Ref s. 2 and 4, we showed that the B(£2)T values can be obtained

from a simple relation

B(£2)T = (2.6± 0.6) E~l Z2 A"2/3
(1)

A knowledge of E is all that is required to predict, except near closed

shells, the B(JS2)T value of a desired nucleus with better than 25». accu-

racy. The energies E of the first 2* state are now known for -<;60 nu-

clei and their predicted B(E2)T values have been listed in Ref. 3.

II. REGIONAL SYSTEMATICS

Regional systematics refer to the variation of the B(E2)T values or

the deformation parameters /J2 within each region bracketed by the magic

numbers (28-50, 50-82, 82-126, and 126-181). The deformation parameter

/J2 is, to a good approximation, related to B(E2)T via

(2)

where Ro is usually taken as 1.2A
1'3 fm. The single-particle (sp) value

is given by P2ttp * 1.59/2. We found that this quantity could be para-

metrized within each shell by

where the valence number of protons (neutrons) ttpW,,) is defi.-.cd as the

number of particles below midshell and the number of holes past mid-

shell. The constants C, D, and a that gave the best fit to the data for

each region were given in Table A of Ref. 3. This parametrization de-

scribed the existing data quite well and thus formed a good empirical

basis for predicting new values which were also given in Ref. 3.

III. SCHEMATIC MODELS

To understand the underlying physics, we invoked the central idea

that the pp, nn, and pn effective interactions give rise to an intrinsic

state of the nucleus. The yrast levels of a well-deformed nucleus
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(i.e., more than four nucleons) are, to a good approximation, levels

with definite J projected from this intrinsic state. The square of the

intrinsic electric quadrupole moment, Qo = (ep0p + en0n), of this state is

proportional to B(£2) T :

B(E2)t-(1.2xl0-s)A2l'3(C)2[Op+(en/ep)c?n]
2, (4)

where C and (en/ep) are constants for a particular region. The factor

(1.2xlO~5)A2/'> arises naturally and corresponds to (5/16jr)(ty/*/;)=, where

(fi/MO)) is the oscillator size parameter, M is the nucleon mass, and

tia} = 41A~13 MeV. We enquire simply what different models have to say

about the Qp and £?„ values that go into Eq. (4) .

In the simple IBA model, the mass quadrupole mcment 0pl0r.) is pro-

portional to Np(Nn). This approach works reasonably well in reproducing

the B(£2)T values in the rare-earth region but appears to be too crude

in the actinide region. Iachello5 has recently suggested a modifica-

tion, namely

—*r—*•, s = p or n, (5)

where 2Q, is the maximum allowed number of particles in each shell, and

Ws is the smaller of Ns and (2fi,-NJ). We refer to this as "modified

IBA" .

Following Elliott,6 if we ignore spin-orbit splitting, the 5C-B2

shell can be simulated by an "s-d-g" shell corresponding to the (4,0)

representation of SU(3). The quadrupole moment spectrum is particularly

simple (see Fig. 10 of Ref. 2) except that the simulation can accommo-

date only 30 particles instead of the required 32. We circumvent this

problem by stretching the distribution of Q values given by "SU(3>" ever

the correct number of states. The numerical values for different shells

are given in Table C of Ref. 3.

A major shell can be simulated7'8 by a simpler "shell" consisting

of a large single-j orbital with identical degeneracy. The quadrupole

moment spectra (normalized to the corresponding stretched "SU(3)" spec-

tra] for the various shells are also given in Table C of Ref. 3.

The quadrupole moments given by the stretched "SU<3>" model and the

singls-j model can also be averaged for use in Eq. (4).

An inspection of the Nilsson energy levels as a function of riofcr-

mation shows that beyond /32»0.15 the slopes of the energy curves become

almost constant for most of the levels. This constancy implies that the

quadrupole moments (given by the slopes) of the Nilsson orbits change
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very little beyond p2"0.15. The spectrum of the quadrupole moments of

the Nilsson states with large deformation can be generated quite easily

and these values can be inserted (after taking the Pauli principle into

account) into Eq. (4) to generate, in turn, the B(E2)T values.

The Fermlon Dynamic Symmetry Model10"14 (FDSM) evolved out of ^he

search for a microscopic basis for the IBA. Despite some differences in

the tacit assumptions regarding the underlying physics, the entire group

structure of the IBA is included in the FDSM. We have discussed this

model at length elsewhere4 particularly as it pertains to the the B(£2)T

values. In the exact symmetry limits, the FDSM yields easily calculable

QplQn) values as a function of Np(Wn) depending on the choice of the

group. These Qp(5n) values (reduced El matrix elements) replace the QplQn)

values (intrinsic mass quadrupole moments) in Eq. (4).

In our work, universal models refer to attempts15"16 to calculate

the various properties of a large number of deformed nuclei through a

unified macroscopic-microscopic approach in which the ground-state de-

formation is obtained by minimizing the total energy of the nucleus with,

respect to the shape coordinates. The required sp levels are generated

either by a folded-Yukawa potential (as in Ref. 15) or by a Woods-Saxon

potential (as in Ref. 16). The sp wave functions, obtained at equilib-

rium deformation, are used to calculate the total mass quadrupole moment

Qp of all the protons in the nucleus, which is just the sum of the

quadrupole momenta of the individual proton quasiparticle orbits. The

resulting Qp value is inserted in the expression.

to deduce the B(E2)t value. Because this model calculates the electric

quadrupole moments of all protons and not just the valence ones, it is

rot necessary to employ effective charges, as was done earlier, to simu-

late the contributions due to the deformation of the core.

Now that we have a variety of models for estimating the 0p and Qn

values, we can apply Eq. (4) to calculate B(E2)t values. These models

require at most three constants that can be determined by least-squares

fits to the data in a particular region. The B(E2)T trends for the rare-

earth region are shown in Fig. 1. A variety of models with very differ-

ent starting points, assumptions, and calculational difficulties are all

capable of reproducing the overall trends in a satisfactory manner. For

nuclei that are stable or are close to the line of stability both the

magnitude and trend of the B(£2)T values are determined simply by the

harmonic oscillator shells occupied by the protons and the neutrons.

However, for nuclei far off the stability line, the higher oscillator
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shells may become increasingly important. The existence of these sys-

tematics does not obviate the need for new measurements. On the con-

trary, more than a quarter of the currently known1 B(£2)T values carry

an uncertainty of greater than 10%. Measurements for nuclei off the

stability line are especially needed, and if the results are confirmed

and they indeed happen to disagree with the systematics, new physics is

likely to emerge.

140 180 220 tOO 140 1W 220
Matt Numbtr A

Fig.l. Measured £(£2)T values and predictions in the rare-earth region.
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Fig.l(continued). Measured B(£2)T values and predictions in the rare-
earth region.

IV. LOW-LYING £2 STRENGTHS

Our earlier fit for the 2j »tate, Eq. (3), can be rewritten as

£XB(E2)T»(2.8±O.5)Z2A"2/3 keV. e V (13)



if the fit is restricted to those A > 60 nuclei for which ejrer-

information is available not only for the 2* state but aiso fo

22,2j,2|,.. states. The energy-weighted sum-rule £2 strength (EWS

given by (see, for example, Ref. 1)

The quantity £xfl(£2)T for just the 2i states expressed as a percentage

of the EWSR becomes simply (39±7)A"1/3. Thus, our estimate, arrived at

in an empirical fashion, is in excellent agreement with the estimate

*=f,0A~1/3 made by Bohr and Mottelson17 on more general grounds. The data

for selected nuclei are shown in rig. 2 in which the Et,A^)/E[2\) ratio was

used to separate the rotational (>2.7) and vibrational (S2.7) nuclei.

0C

c
01
o
a

£(4t)/E(2t)_S2.7 -

. o£(4;j/£(2;)>2.7 J

140 180

Mass Number A
220 260

Fig.2. For selected nuclei, £xB(E2)T expressed as a percentage of the
energy-weighted sum rule strength. The open symbols represent the
strengths of just the first 2* state, the closed symbols the measured
total strengths for all 2* states below 2.3 MeV.

Another interesting question concerns the fractions of the EWSP.

strength exhausted by th« sum of all known low-lying £2 strengths, say

below 2.3 MeV. This cutoff energy is a compromise between selecting as

high an energy as possible on the one hand and ensuring that the

selected energy region has been adequately explored in Coulomb excita-

tion measurements on the other. The summed strengths are also shown in

Fig. 2. They are, on the average, -135% of the respective 2,* strengths

in rotational nuclei and -107% in vibrational ones. The total strengths

are remarkably constant in the A = 60 to A=170 region, dip to zero at

A=208 due to double-shell closure, and increase again (almost symmet-

rically) for the actinides. Smaller dips are also expected due to the

N = 50, 2 = 50, and N«82 single-shell closures.

'i
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A SIMPLE nODEL FDR THE DESCRIPTION DF TU)O-QUAS I PARTICLE

STATES IN EUEN - A NUCLEI

R.U.Jolos and fl .11 .tiichai lova

* Joint Institute Df NuclBar Research, Dubna, Russia

•• Bulgarian AcadBmy of ScisncBs, Institute Df NuclBar

Research and NuclBar Energy, 17B4 Sofia, Bulgaria

Abstract: A model far unified considera-
tion of low-lying two-quasiparticls states
in odd-odd and even-even nuclei is proposed.
The aigsnstatBs of the neighboring odd nuc-
lei enter the description as a basic ingre-
dients. The approach is illustrated by calcu-
lation of the ol state energy in " Sn,

There arB two different mays to construct nuclear

structure modBls. In the first Dne, the particles which

constitute the nucleus arB used as basic elements. In cases

where only states with a single-particle C-quasi-part icle')

main component are considered WB could confine ourselves to

the independent particles model Cor a version which involvs

also rBsidual pairing interaction). ThB necessity to takB

into account the affects of the quadrupolB collectivity and

other fBrmion interactions leads to further complication oF

the residual interaction. In this may, Fermions a m always

used as basic elements and all the complexity nF tho

treatment is transferred to the rBsidual interaction.

Another way far thB construction oF nuclBar models is to

involve most of the Bffscts related to thB rBsidual in-

teraction in the basis elements. In this case one deals with

a simple residual interaction but the important paint be-

comes the choice of the basic elements which should bear the

necessary physical information about core vibrations or ro-

rotational bands, for example.

Here, we propose • simple quantitative model far the

calculation of the odd-odd nuclei and those states in the

even-even anas which contain two-quasiparticle components.

The model is founded on our previous work on the odd mass

nuclei C13 and uses their physical states as ingredients Df

the basis states far the odd-add ones.

In the nuclear models bosons and fermions play the role

of fundamental elements in terms of which ground and excited
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states are dascribBd. Tha lowest Bxcitatians of the BVBn-aven

nuclBi Far from the doubly magic anas are mainly collective

quadrupolB states for which the interacting boson model

turnad out to suit particularly wall C23. Farmions enter by

nacessity the description aF odd-A and odd-odd nuclei and can

appear as two- and multi-quasiparticle excitations in tha

evan - even ones as well.

ThB consideration of the add nucleus as interacting

systBm of one fermion and a set of basons is much more

complicated task than that of tha oven-even nucleus. ThB odd

nucleus treatment can be simplified if it involves the

knowledge of the wave functions of thB BVBn-evan C2,N) core.

In this case the basis vectors far the construction of the

ground and axcitad stats wave functions of the odd-nucleus

are obtained by coupling of the odd nucleon Cin an

appropriate single-particle states) with soma choosBn core

states C1.33

Z
J n J k

a. |ln^; 2+5,N or Z,N+2> C15

uhare a. Ca. ) are particleCholai creation operators for

proton C?~TfJ or neutron Cf~fJ particlBs, |Iny; 2,W> re-

presents the states of the evan-evan CZ,N) nucleus and V.f is

thB sat of additional quantum numbers which spBcifiss the

state. Tha P, . and h, . amplitudes are calculated numeri-
Inj^ Inj.

cally by our computer program* C43 for diagonalisation of the

model Hamiltonian as it is discussed in C13.

As a further natural extension of this approach one can

built the lowest tuio-quasiparticle states of the CZ+1,N+1)

odd-add and C2,N) even-even nuclei. For this one can use the

two- particla(hole) creation operators and the statns of thn

even-even nuclei

Ca* a + ) J W x liny; Z.N>
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There is an alternative way to follow the genera 1 iiina

of C1D by anothBr ansatz which will allow us to Gxplorn the

possibility to take into account in the basis part of t.hn

Bffacts related with particlB-cora coupling. On a phenomeno-

logical lavsl this possibility emerged from the systematic^

of thB experimental data For tha odd-odd transitional nuclei

C53. BBIIQUI wa present thB accomplishmBnt of this idea by a

formalism in which the rsal states of odd-proton and odd-

neutron nuclei are ingredients oF the basis.

Let H is the nuclBar Hamiltonian, |0.> is the grrjnci

statB of the BVBn-Bven nucleus with 2 protons and N neutrons

H|0*> - 0

and the operators Y. M . CY. M 'J acting on |0 > statej n K J n K xv v v n w Tf
creata thB eigBnstatas of thB add-neutronCproton) nucleus

The operator Y- - Y. M . , C^-TT,I>) could also be repre-

sented as a combination of terms, each of them being the

product of a quasiparticla creation operator and a certain

number of phonon creation operators

+ +

The operators Y and Y written in this form commutB. Hare WB

can consider Y as operators which create dressBd particles

C in a sensa that tha interaction with the Bven-avan CDFB IS

already included into th» riefinition of Y^ Ji ,

Let us consider tha odr' -add nuclei . As a basis states

far the odd-add nuclei we suggest to use the following

state-vectors

Strictly saying this basis is ovorcomplet if all the states

of odd-proton and odd-neutron nuclei are taken into account.

In the B*naral case it is necessary to calculate not only the

Hamiltonian matrix elements bu:. also the norm-matrix elements

far the vectors (5) in order 'to Find linearly independent
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states. CThB linearly independent set of state-vBctors can be

constructed by coupling the pratan quasi-pBrticle with thB

physical state of the neutron odd-nucleus or vice-versa [73).

However, this basis becomes more convenient if a limited

number of states, known from physical paint of view as

linearly independent, is taken into account.

Let us find the Hamiltanian matrix BlBmants in the basis

" Cej k + ej k K Y J k Y J k ';i n I0!* + C 3 5

V

Only those terms of the Hamiltonian which act on both pro-

tan and neutron subsystems Codd-particlB-CDrB interaction

and direct proton-nButron interaction^ givs contribution.

to the double commutator in C3D. Taking this into accoun and

using the Hamiltanian

H " "core" SK / - *' -5^

and the results for odd-nuclei C13 we obtain
+ + +u r v v i I n ^ •H ( - Y T U : Y I k J T M ° i *

V V Tt IT i t y WP

- f« + « I f V* V* 5 IO+>

J ;
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Z. ̂ \ 1 X J; J J w w ' X X w

j n I V i
From C43 ana can obtain thB Hamiltanian matrix alamants in

basis C23.Here the matrix Blements of the singlB-particlB :;

multipola CO? v 3 and spin-multipolB CC^Q.)"'1' 3 apBratars, f-
0as wall as of tha collective quadrupolB operator CQ^0 3

Cacting only on thB corB-statBs), appBar. Thasa matrix

elementB could be determined using thB state vBctors C13 with
J k J k

P.jl and h.)" amplitudes computed in thB way alreadyinj _ *nj,

presented in our odd-nuclei calculations [13. The collectivs

opsrators H , 0p° only act on thB cars-states and the
core Cii _ _

singls-particle operators D, and (a •!? 3 , on the operators
A.JJ A. l m

a , a, . ThB proton-neutron interaction is takBn in thB same
Jm Jm r

Form as in C73.

In its simplest variant Cthe diagonal approximation:!

this modBl gives the BnergiBS EC I D of the statBs of the

odd-odd nucleus with angular momentum I by the expression

W 1 + I
f f V r J i J i

+ > C-l) \ ," T ," x D,CJ k , J k )
f I Ju ^yJv J 1 w w

uiherB

X-l-1,1,1+1

ThB enemies c, . and « could DB calculated by the
Jukv ;wkir

excitBd state energies C e ^ in the corrBspondinH odd-mass

nucleus and bg the ground state energies of the BVBn-even

nuclei in the absolute scale
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c CZ+1.N1 - « CZ+l.N) + c CZ+l.N)

- 1/2 C egrCZ,N) + s CZ+B, N) D

ThB structure coefficients D.CJ k ,J k 3 should bB calculated

using odd-nuclBi uiave functions obtained in thB Framsmork of

model, discussBd in ill. All the dependence of the
i

EC I 3 of thB odd-odd nucleus states on tha angular momentum

I is contained in thB geometrical factor in C53 which is ^

polinomial of order 1 in x-I CI +15. In particular, if one #

only takBS into account the terms proportional to D, and D_ ^

Cuihich contain the affect of the core-quadrupole excitation '

of the odd-particle mot ion 3, then the energies oF the .;

proton-neutron multiplet folloui a parabolic dependence on x. £
v

In this particular case our aq.CS} reduces to the parabolic '\,

dependence proposed in CS3. It is (north noting that WB get ;

this rBSult without any assumptions on thB structure of the |

Y operators. These operators can include the Bffect not only J
+ -3

of the ground and the first excitBd 2. states of the ?

even-even core but also of the higher collective core 5

excitations. An application of the parabolic rule far the i

description of praton-neutron multiplBts in the transitional j

odd-odd nuclBi has been shown for instance in C33. |

Another application of the formalism suggested above i

is the description of the twD-quasiparticla excitations in 1

Bven-BV/en nuclei . The tuio-quasiparticlB wave functions of |

such a CZ,N5 nucleus can be constructed by means of thB uiave |

functions Df tha neighbouring odd-proton CZ+1.N5 nucleus Cif

thB quasiparticles are of proton type) or CZ.N+l.i odd-neu-

tron nucleus CiF the quasiparticles are oF neutron typej.

Let us apply the expression CS3 for thn calculations of ths

tuia-quasiparticle state energies in an even-even nucleus.

Suppose for definitness that the quasiparticlBs are of

proton type. Since the residual forces acting betueen the

fermions of the same kind mem weaker than the proton-

neutron residual forces one can neglect the last two terms

in the expression for D.. Than thB formula for the excited

state energies becomes
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j CZ + 1.N5 ~ j j j j f * D g C J l 'ECI.Z.N5- £j CZ-l.N) + £j CZ + 1.N5 ~ j j j j f * D g C J l ' J 2 : '

inhere

The matrix BlemBnts of thB . singlB-particle and

collective quadrupole moment operators in CS.i can bs

calculated with the same method as outlined abavB in

consideration of the odd-odd nuclai, using tha wave Functions

•btainBd Far the corresponding odd-mass nuclei in thB

framework of the approach discussed in C13 . die could gave

same idea about the plausibility of the method by a

sympliFied qualitative estimate of the energy oF the 0_ C1757
1 IE

KsU3 state in Sn, which could be treated also as C2n-21Ti

conFiguration using thB approaches developed in R B F S . 1 0 , 1 1 .

In the simpler case where the relevant low-lying states

J. P in thB odd nuclei have mainly two components corraspan-
1 + +

ding to 0. and 2. core states and the coupling amplitude of

the S. component is much smaller than that oF the 0. core-

state the approximation

M g l l j j II 2'i
is valid. Here U.,UT are the coaFFicients oF thB Bogolubov

transformation For thB singla-particla states with angular

momentum J. It is easy one to show that nBar the spherical

limit

< J || C Q , Y * 3 || 0* > * 1/2 < J || D || J >

In the deformed casa this matrix element goes to zero and the

energy ° f the two-quasiparticle states is just the sum of the

single quasiparticle energies c.CZ-l,N3 Cif the direct

interaction of the quasiparticlas is not taken into account).

In the case discussed hare the collective matrix 'alament

<J I I Q 5 O 1 1 I IJ> depends on the amplitude fa+ , of the core

excited component of the state | J,Z-1,N >
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- 4/5 C7)j

HBTB EC2.3 is the energy of the 2 stats in thB Bvan-evan

nucleus. Ule mill USB tuia possibilities Far the calculation of

thB state 0_ in Sn CFig.l). In the First one g9/2 singlB-

(d

™rc«>- 1313

-(2180) (g9/2L®
1i8Te-(2i04).

1160

116r
50Sn66

115,
49In66

117

possible coupling schemes Far Op statu in Sn:

ci:i

C2 [ 4 8

-iC

hCg3/H3
Ja/2 Cgr.st.3
,115

-|i in J

Jg/2+C94lJ

r l
© hCB9/2)

CIIBO:I

,CU7Sb)

J5/S'Cor.st.)

115 -f

-hole stata Ctha ground stats of * In) is, couplsd with 9/2

stats at anargu 1160 KaU in ^175b, intarpratad in CIO] as

stata with C2p-lh> confiouration. Both nuclai 115In and ll7Sb

are considarad in this casa as • hola in 9/5 singla-particla
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statB couplBd to thB C O T B nucleus 116Sn and 11BTB,

respectively. In sacond possibility thB ground 5/5 stats of

Sb is coupled with S/S* stats at energy 341 KBU in 1 1 5In,

both intarprBtad as particle in dS/S single-particle stats,

coupled with tha coro nucleus of Sn and 114Cri,

respectively• If one suppose for tha configurations mentioned

above that they are purs anas, for thB BnBrgy of tha 0_ state
HE

in Sb th» calculation Qivas 1313 KaU in the First case and

1S44 KeV in the SBcand. This result should only bB improved

by taking into account thB corresponding impurities.

Fig.2. Schematic representation of thB ground and excited

statas in even-even, odd and odd-odd nuclei. In tha plana the

coordinates ara tha numbers of tha protons CZ) and neutrons

CN). ThB number of thB quasiparticlas is shown on the

vertical axis. In thB box are presented the coupling schemes

for 0* state in 1 1 ESn CdenotBd with (••).

The approach suggested here provides a simple method for

calculation of statas with complex structure. Thereby, the

collective quadrupole excitations in the even-even nuclui

play an essential role in the description of the ground and
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excited nuclear states. An information about their structure

could be obtained B.Q. from ths experimental data or

interacting boson model. Taking into account ths oild partir.lp

degree oF FrEsedom one can QBt the uiave functions of the

louiBst states in the odd nucleus which are mainly of

one-quasiparticle type. The wave functions of the lowest

states in thB odd-odd nuclei and of the two-quasiparticlR

states in the even-oven ones can be nhtajnrui Further nn t lie

basis of the physical states in the odd nuclei, Following the

procedure prBSBntBd in details abovB.ThB procedure could, in

principle, be applied For mare than two- quasiparticlBS.

This consideration nF the ground and Bxcitsd nuclear

statas as building blacks aF diFfBrent levels of the nuclide

chart, is illustrated in Fig.5, whose third coordinate is the

number oF quasiparticlas. The scheme suggests also a relation sj

with the supermultipletes of nuclei, defined by the A

requirement that tha total number of basons Cconsidered as a i|

pairs of valsnt particles or holes in ISM) and fermions in i

constant. Such multiplatas can easily be recognized in fig.2. p
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f
ABSTRACT I

Nuclear structure studies of Z=53 iodine and Z=65 cesium nuclei I
1

have been carried out using 7-ray spectroscopic techniques with heavy- f
i

ion induced reactions. Experiments on odd-A I and Cs isotopes were I

carried out over the range N=62-76. These nuclei are particularly in- 1

teresting both because they have collective quadrupole shapes whose

potential energy surfaces are soft with respect to the triaxiality param-

eter 7 and because they are relatively close to the Z=50 magic proton

shell. A shell gap at Z=54 for collective oblate 7=—60° shapes and yrast

non-collective 7=+60° states result in important structure effects. Three

specific topics examined are: A) coexistence of prolate and oblate nu-

clear shapes associated with the same single-quasiproton, 6 ) rotational

band termination by non-collective 7=+60° shapes , and C) rotational

alignment properties as a function of neutron Fermi level and induced

shape changes.
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1 Introduction

The competition and resulting balance between the single-particle and the collec-

tive degrees of freedom are important factors in the determination of the nuclear

structure. The single-particle structure that exists for spherical nuclei near closed

shells gives way to more collective rotational structure for deformed nuclei that have

several valence nucleons outside closed shells. Nuclei in the mass A~120 region lie r

in a transitional region between the primarily spherical Sn (Z=50) nuclei and the %
.4,

well deformed Ce (Z=58) nuclei. The valence protons in this region involve the ^

9T/i(dr,/i), hlt/j intruder, and g^/\ extruder orbitals, while hu/j is the dominant $

active neutron orbital. Systematic nuclear structure properties will be discussed for

the "•'•-•'•'•"I (7 = 53) and """ ' "Cs (Z=55) isotopes. Three separate structure fenlur<\« /

will be covered: A) Coexistence of prolate and oblate collective shapes for irhu/>

and 7T07/2 orbitals (1I7~I28I); B) Band termination into non-collective oblate shapes

( " s - m l ) ; and C) Indued shape changes and crossing frequency differences for vhyy/-,

pair alignment vs. Fermi level in irfcn/j and irg^j2 bands (Mn~i:"C» and ' " - ' " I ) ,

In a number of odd-proton nuclei for Z>50, the unique-parity A-n/j proton

orbital forms the basis of the low-spin yrast band and is observed as a low-A*

(A" = l/2) decoupled A/ = 2 rotational band with a prolate (7 = 0°, Lund con-

vention [I]) quadrupole deformation 0 ~ 0,2 (e.g. Ref. [2, 3, 4, 5, fij for Z^.W.on).

Potential-energy surface (PES) calculations, however, reveal that in the specific

region (52<Z<56) where the proton Fermi surface is near the Z=50 closed shell, I

the oblate minimum (7 = ±60°) for a single high-K (K=j=ll/2) hu/i proton

orbital, is competitive with the usually observed K -~l/2 prolate bandhend. e.g.

Itcfs. [7, 8). The lack of admixture between the two stales can lead to the coexis-

tence of collectively-rotating prolate (7 = 0°) and oblale (7 = -60°) nuclear shapes

at low spin associated with these two potential-energy minima for a single h\U: or-

bital. In fact, the Nilsson diagram, which shows downsloping orbitals at both prolate

and oblale shapes, already suggest! this general tendency provided the potential-

energy surface! allow significant deformations. The vg-,/1 orbital alto shows bands

for the two collective shapes.
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In addition to the collective rotation of an oblate shape (7 = -60") , the nuclei

near the Z=50 shell closure are predicted to have non-collective oblate states (y —

460°) that become yrast at aspin /~24A [9]. In these states, the angular moment urn

is generated more efficiently by the. alignment of the vnlencc particles outside cinscd

shells. Thus, at high spins the rotational level structure gives way to a more complex '

single-particle structure. Evidence for band termination in the mass 120 region lias

recently been found in several light Xe isotopes [10, 11], while l l ! ) m I studies show

the first evidence for non-collective oblate termination states in odd-proton nuclei l'{

in this region [12]. In the case of iodine nuclei, the configuration is rather limited s£

with only three protons outside the closed Z=50 shell, and the band termination #

is observed to occur at relatively low excitation energy- Band termination has also ,<v

recent ly been seen in " • ' • " r ] . []3J T h e s e n o n - c o l l e c t i v e s ta te s ^ p r e s e n t n test of :v

theories such as the cranked Woods-Saxon calculations for which non-collective and /

collective excitations are treated on the same footing. i

The alignment of a pair of hu/-2 neutrons has different shape driving properties '

depending on the neutron Fermi level. The nucleus will be driven towards a shape •

similar to the orbital topology in order to achieve a maximum overlap between the

orbital and the nucleus, which minimizes the orbital energy. The band properties

below and above the alignment, provide information about the structure and nuclear

shapes. In addition, the crossing frequencies for alignment and the band interaction

strengths yield further structure information. The alignment crossings hnvc been

systematically observed for the irhi,/2 and the vg<>/2 bands in the I and Cs isotopes.

The purpose of this presentation is to review the experimental systematic prop-

erties of the above three structure features for the 1 and Cs odd-proton nuclei. No

extensive theoretical interpretation will be attempted.

2 Experimental Techniques

The level schemes of these iodine and cesium isotopes were studied making use of

heavy-ion fusion-evaporation reactions. The HI beams, ' Iji, "B, IVC, "'0, '"F, and
a7AI, were provided by the Stony Brook superconducting LINAC facility. Coinci-

dent 7—rays were recorded with the Stony Brook array consisting of six Compton-
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suppressed HPGe detectors plus a fourteen element bismuth germanate (BGO) mul-

tiplicity filter.

To assist in the assignment of transition multipolarilics, angular correlation in-

formation was extracted from the coincidence datn. The two detectors close In 9(1"

were sorted against the forward and backward detectors and average directional

correlation (DCO) ratios extracted. In addition, 7-ray angular distributions wore

recorded in separate experiments.

Complete level schemes for "" • m I [14] and I M I 2 7Cs [15, 16] are presented in

Figs. 1-4, respectively, as examples for the I and Cs isotopes. When discussing the

three structure features, only partial level schemes involving the individual features

will be shown.

3 Discussion

The study of odd-mass nuclei is particularly rich in structure information because

of the occurrence of & number of A/ = 1 transitions connecting both signatures of a

given configuration along with the unique signature ul = 2 transitions. This feature

allows precise measurements of the signature splittings and the branching ratios of

competing A / = 1 and A / = 2 crossover transitions. Both of these quantities along

with the A/ = 1 mixing ratios, are very sensitive to the specific configurations and

their associated nuclear shapes. Information on electromagnetic transition matrix

elements are extracted from the branching and mixing ratios as well as from lifetime

results. Magnetic dipole moments are sensitive to intrinsic structures of different, va-

lence configurations while electric quadrupole moments exhibit directly information

on the collectivity of the nucleus, i.e. the deformation of the system. Experimen-

tally, B{Ml\ I -* I - l)/B(E2; I -» / - 2) ratios of reduced transition probabilities

can be easily obtained from the measured branching ratios for the A / — I and

A7 = 2 transitions. Such B(Ml)/B(E2) ratios can be compared with calculations I*"

for various quasiparticlc configurations based on the geometrical model of Donau and

Frauendorf [17]. For a strongly coupled band (signature splitting Ae' ~ 0) based on

a single-quasiproton configuration, the sign of the intrinsic quadrupole moment can

be determined from the sign of the mixing ratio 6 if (gi< ~9R) i» known. Since Urge
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positive g factors are expected for all proton orbitals in this mass region

"•ffo/2, T # 7 / 2 , rds/2), then (gK - gn) > 0 and Sign(Si;2/M\) = Sign(Qo), '-e-, the sign

of the mixing ratio is directly related to the sign of the quadrupole moment. Exper-

imental B{M1)/B{E2) ratios and E2/MI mixing ratios are discussed for several of

the bands in the following sections.

In order to examine the alignment properties in terms of the quasiparticle struc-

ture, the experimental alignments iT for various rotational bands arc studied n.s n

function of rotational frequency. The alignment is defined by reference [18).

In focussing on the three structure features, A) shape coexistence, B) band

termination, and C) alignment properties, only the vhll/2 and the Tgr/-i bands in

the I isotopes will be presented for feature A); the ff/iu/2 band and non-collective

terminating states in the I isotopes for B); and the trhu/j and Trg<>/2 bands in both

I and Cs isotopes for the t>hu/i pair alignment of feature C). Details of the four

specific examples, I I ! ) I21I and l 2 s l 2 7Cs, will be presented; however, the systematic

properties of these structure features will be examined for the entire I and Cs range

of nuclei studied, I | r - m I and 1l0-«3lC«.

3.1 B a n d s tructures in t h e I i so topes ("B I 2 1I examples )

3.1.1 Single-quasiproton bands

The yrast A / = 2 band in II9I (Fig. 1 band 6) is built on a negative-parity 11/2"

state with signature a = —1/2. This band is best reproduced in cranked-shell-model

(CSM) [18] calculations involving the 7r/i|,/2[550]l/2" intruder orbital for a collective

prolate shape (7 ~ 0°). The unfavored a = 4-1/2 signature component, which is

expected to exist at a higher energy because of a large signature splitting Ae' — 500

keV, was not seen in this reaction. The alignment ir ~ 4.5ft extracted for this hand,

shown in Fig. 5, is consistent with this assignment. In m I , the same negativc.-pnrify

yrast band structure ii shown as band 6 in Fig. 2, with the alignment also shown in

Fig. 5.

A second negative-parity band (Fig. 1 band 2 for II!)I and Fig. 2 band 1 for m l ) ,

also built on an 11/2" state was observed, but instead shows A7 = 1 character.

This bmd has no signature splitting, namely the energy levels are evenly spaced.
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The 11/2" bandheads lie about 515 keV above the bandhcads of the same spin and

parity of the prolate A/ = 2 bands. No interaction between the two (tlntc.ii noenis )

to exist, i.e. no connecting transitions were found, indicating that these states are !

orthogonal to each other. Instead, these bands decay into previously identified [3] j

high-j' go/2 proton-hole bands via two linking transitions. These properties, together

with large B(M1)/B(E2) ratios and negative E2/M1 mixing ratios, have been taken ,

as evidence that this band is built on the oblate high-If /in/2|505]ll/2" orbital r

as expected from PES calculations [7]. The observation of this low-lying oblate rs

band gives clear support for the predicted oblate potential minimum. The study >•*

of the unique-parity orbitals is particular valuable in this regard. The theoretical f

calculations can be tested more straightforwardly for these orbitals, since they retain j;

their orbit-1 purity over a wide range of rotational frequencies. The observed oblate il

kn/2 bands in "9- l2lI [8] will be compared later.

In rilI, the coexistence of prolate-oblate bands was nUo observed for pnsiiive-

parity orbitals. [8] The A / = 2 band with signature a = - 1 / 2 , labeled 4 in Fig. 2, :

may be associated with the prolate (/7/2[422]3/2+ orbital (note that the decoupled

positive-parity band in "!>I was associated with the 7rrfs/2[420]l/2+ orbital). The

ground-state band in I2II, labeled 5 in Fig. 2, is built on the Iw = 5/2+ stntc.

Whereas only the a = +1/2 component was observed in "nI, both signature compo-

nents of this band were observed in 12>I. CSM calculations indicate large signature

splittings (Ae' > 300 keV) when the nucleus is prolate for all low-lying positive-

parity orbitals, except for th </0/j proton hole. In order to reproduce the small i

energy splitting of band 5, a nearly oblate (7 ~ -60°) shape is required. Band 5 j

is interpreted as being associated with the rr37/2[404]7/2+ oblate orbital with pos- ,

sible admixtures from the nearby 7r<£5|/2[402]5/2+ orbital. The observation of (his

low-lying oblate irgi/ii^dr,^) band together with the decoupled prolate rrg-ifi band

4, further indicates the competing prolate-oblate potential minima in this nucleus.

The g»/-i proton-hole bands (in ""I band 3 and in I2II band 2) have been pre-

viously identified [3] and are extended to higher spins in the present study. These

bands decay predominantly by in-band A / = 1 transitions. The 252/Ml mixing

ratios were extracted for several transitions; positive values were found which imply
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a prolate shape. The band shows no signature splitting, which is consistent with

a high-A configuration. Indeed, by a comparison with similnr bands observed in

Sb, I, and the light Cs isotopes [19, 20, 21], these bands have been associated with

the )r^n/2[404]9/2+ proton-hole orbital from below the Z=50 shell closure, where

the nucleus possesses a prolate quadrupole deformation of 0 ~ 0.2. The experi-

mental mixing ratios and the extracted B(Ml)/B(E2) ratios for these bands arc in

agreement with this interpretation.

3.1.2 Non-collective yr«st states

At the highest spins, an irregularity is seen in the yrast band 6 for both II! )I2II. The ')}

near yrast 39/2" and 43/2"" states represent aligned non-collective oblate (7 = +60°) i

band-termination states. The nature of these states will be discussed in detail in a Q

later section. '.-??

3.2 Band structures in the Cs isotopes (I25|127Cs examples) \j
I

3.2.1 Siugle-quasiproton bands I

I
In l2SCs shown in Fig. 3, band 4 has been assigned the negative-parity ir/i,1/2[55O]l/2" J

I
configuration. The band consists of two AJ = 2 cascades, associated with the fa- f

vored signature (a = —1/2), based on the isomeric 11/2" state, and the unfavored \

(a — +1/2) signature. As expected for a low-K band, the signature splitting between \
1

the two cascades is large (Ae' as 350keV). In l27Cs shown in Fig. 4, the same negative

parity structure is labeled band 7, where the signature splitting is approximately |

300 keV. AJ — 1 transitions are observed depopulating the unfavored signature to

the favored in these bands for both nuclei; the B(Ml)/B(E2) and mixing ratios,

which have been extracted, are coniistent with previous experimental results for this

band in the region.

In both l2lVI27Cs, band 2 is associated with a go/2[404]9/2+ proton-hole config-

uration which has systematically been observed in the Sb, I and Cs isotopes. The

strongly-coupled nature of this band is related to the large K value (K = 9/2) of

the irgn/j orbital which originates from below the Z = 50 spherical shell closure.

The AJ = 1 M1/E2 transitions linking the states of opposite signature are rrla-
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tively strong compared to the crossover E2 transitions and exhibit zero signature

splitting. The extracted positive M1/E2 mixing ratios are consistent with a prolate

deformation and the positive g-factor of the ng»/2 quasi-particle.

3.2.2 Multi-quasiparticle aligned bnnds

The rotational alignment of a pair of i'hu/-i neutrons has been observed for the

7r/i,i/2 bands in the Cs isotopes over a large range of N, and for the irg>)/2 bands in

Die lighter Cs isotopes. Alignment plots as a function of rotational frequency for

several bands in l25 ' l2 'Cs are presented in Fig. 6.

Band 4 in l2r'Cs and band 7 in l27Cs, related to the 7r/i|1/;, orbital, are crossed at

rotational frequencies of Aw ss 0.42 and 0.45 MeV, respectively, with a corresponding

gain in alignment of about 4ft. This crossing is interpreted as being due to the

rotational alignment of a. pair of /in/2 neutrons. The bands above the crossings nrc

labelled 5 and 8, respectively. Neutron pair crossings were not found in the irg<)/-i

bands in m ' m C s up to the highest frequencies observed.

3.3 A) Shape coexistence

In this section, the properties of the oblate structures in l l7- |2r>I will be discussed.

This include* the oblate collective bands [7, 8) associated with the irhu/7 orbital

and the 1^97/2(^^/2) orbital.

3.3.1 Calculated bandhead energies

The energies of the relevant bandheads have recently been calculated [22] within the

Strutinsky formalism using a Woods-Saxon potential and an approximate pitrticle

number projection to account for the pairing [23]. In this calculation, the deforma-

tion parameters (/3 ,̂/3.|) were treated self-consistently, with the total nuclear energy

being minimized with respect to them. The calculated low-lying single quaaiparticle

states for a range of I isotopes at both prolate and oblate deformation arc shown

in the upper part of Fig. 7. Hole states are plotted below the ground stale (at

zero energy) and particle states arc plotted above. The corresponding deformation

{0ti@\) values are shown in the lower part o! Fig. 7, The results clearly show that .

the oblate bandhcads built on a single /in/?, (]-/•! and rf-,/v proton orbital decrcasr
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in energy ns N increases; their energies are competitive with those of the nnrrrwl

prolate minima. For N>66 the oblate states become lower than the related prolate

states, and in addition, the oblate irg-/j (irdr,/j) orbital is predicted to be the ground

stale configuration. In contrast, the g^/2 proton-hole configuration shows only stn-

ble prolate minima. The stability of the oblate minimum may be associated with a

shell gap at Z=54 which ii predicted by these Woods-Saxon calculations for oblate

shapes as shown in Fig. 8. Thus, the light iodine nuclei are unique cases for studies

of shape coexistence.

3.3.2 Oblate irhn/2 bands in

To facilitate the discussion for the irhti/j oblate band in 11H-IJII) three relevant

rotational bands, i.e. the yrast prolate h, i/3 band, the. prolate gr,/? and the proposed

oblate ha/? bands are displayed in Figs. 9 and 10. The intensity of this proposed

oblate A/ = 1 band built on the 11/2" slate is about 10% of the prolate yrast band

related to the irfou/2(550]l/2~ orbital. The "!1I oblate band, which was discovered

first, will be discussed in detail.

The extracted B(MV, I -» / - l)/B(E2; I — I - 2) ratios of reduced transition

probabilities for this band average ~ 12(/i/v/eb)2. These ratios are in agreement

with the estimates provided by the semiclassical model of Donau and Frauendorf

[17] for the K=\\j2 xhn/j orbital. On the assumption of this K value and a variable

moment of inertia reference extracted for the new band, a small constant alignment

of ix ~ 0.3ft is extracted as expected for this high-A' single quasiproton state. The

results of angular distribution data combined with the DCO ratios indicate that

several of the A / = 1 transitions in this negative-parity band in "''1 have large

negative A-i/Au values; for comparison the A-i/Ao values for the &I = 1 transitions

in the gn/i proton-hole bands were near zero. The negative AJ/AI, values for the

strongly-coupled An/j proton are consistent within statistics of negative mixing

ratios 6 for the A / = 1 transitions, which specifically indicates an oblate shape.

Because of the lack of wave-function overlap betwenn the high-ft" ohlnlr hu/i

band and the low-rV prolate kn/i band, transitions out of the oblate band are the-

oretically expected to favor other high-if final states following the /f-forbiddenness
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rule. Indeed this band was observed to decay into the high-it gn/i proton-hole

band via two interband transitions rather than into the low-A" hnj-t yrast band.

The 11/2" —» 9/2+ 895 keV transition has about one third the intensity of the

11/2" —+ l l / 2 + 601 keV transition. The angular correlation results are consistent

with the assigned 251 multipolaritics for these two interband transitions. The tran-

sitions from the high-K oblate /iu/2 band to the high-A" prolate <fa/2 band should

be hindered due to the different shapes. Calculations [7] show that reasonable 3~

octupole-core admixture would allow these interband 251 transitions to proceed in

a manner which would enhance the A/ = 0, 11/2" —» l l / 2 + transition relative to i2
ii

the A/ = 1 stretched 11/2" —» 9/2+ transition as is observed experimentally. *i

The experimental findings in II!)I for the coexistence of prolate-oblate A.n/2 or- 'y.

bitals are in a very good agreement with the calculation shown in Fig. 7; the oblate

ir/i| t/2 configuration lies 516 keV above the corresponding prolate configuration com-

pared to ~ 450 keV predicted by the calculation. The oblate A/ = 1 band built on ''•

the same oblate An/2 orbital was identified in 12II with similar properties |8] (sne

Fig. 10). This high-A' band again decays into the high-A g»j-i proton-hole band

with no A A" hindrance as in "°I. The Ml/252 branching ratios and E2jM\ mixing

ratios extracted are consistent with the oblate fcn/2 configuration.

A recent niMo(J7Al,2p2n)1l7I study [24] revealed a similar oblate-band structure

in M 7 1 , as displayed in Fig. 11

3.3.3 Oblate irg7/2(ndr,/7) band in ' " • ' ^ ' I

In addition to the irhuft oblate bands observed in " i 7 1 1" 1 - 1^ a A/ = 1 oblate

band built on the positive-parity Ttgiji (»rd.-,/2) orbital was identified in |2 | I21I: '"1[.

Partial level schemes for these three isotopes showing both the prolate and oblate

positive-parity bands are presented in Fig. 12.

The positive parity AJ = 1 band in I2II has similar properties to the oblate*-A n/v

band at lower spins with regard to the extracted B(M1;I -* I - 1)/B(E2;I -»

/ - 2) ratioj and the 2J2/M1 mixing ratios 6 for the lowest members of this band.

The average B(Ml)/B(E2) value is ~ 0.7, a factor of 15 times smaller than thai

for the oblate /in/2 band. This difference is due to the Kl dependence in the
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ratios and a smaller (/-factor magnitude compared with the hn/-2 orbital [17]. The

extracted mixing ratios S are consistently negative, which again specifically indicates

an oblate shape. Very similar oblate and prolate positive-parity structures have been

observed [25, 26] in m - m I as shown in Fig. 12.

It is apparent from the level schemes shown in Fig. 12 that the energies of the

positive parity band members are affected by the near degeneracy of the g7/2 - &t>ji

orbitals. At low frequency, the 7/2+ and 5/2+ states are expected to be relatively

pure gy/2 and rf5/2 configurations, respectively. However, admixtures occur as the "?

spin increases. Particle-rotor calculations [27] confirm the purity of the stales near

the bandhead, which implies that the 7/2+ and 5/2+ states are the correct oblate

orbital energies. The observed near degeneracy of these two states is consistent with

the predictions shown in Fig. 7. J

No collective oblate single-quasiparticle bands have been found in " : | . ' " . '"- iwcs [28, •'•

15, 16, 29], despite the experimentally well documented characteristics of such bands j

observed in the iodine isotopes, as discussed above. The absence of these oblate |

structures in the Cs isotopes is possibly related to the single-particle level struc- I

ture around the Z = 54 oblate shell gap. For Cs isotopes (Z = 55), all the levels J

below the Z = 54 gap are occupied, and thus the proton pairing is expected to ;
a

be quenched. In the I isotopes, with the availability of unoccupied orbitals below

the Z — 54 gap, the proton pairing is expected to stabilize the oblate shape. The

proton pairing energy difference in addition to the shell energy correction difference

in Cs and I, perhaps explains the lack of oblate stability for the Cs ir/in/? oblate

configuration.

3.4 B) Band termination

An interesting aspect of the studies of these iodine nuclei is the observation of non-

collective oblate (7 ~ +60") yrast states at moderate spins. For this focus on

band termination, the y ru t band lequence in ' " I together with a gated coincidence

spectrum that document! this sequence is shown in Fig. 13. This yrast cascade,

initialing on the 11/2" state, is extended up to a spin of 45/2. For spins / <

27/2", a collective rotation pattern associated with the decoupled prolate rh.u/i
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(550]l/2~ orbital is clearly observed. A variation in the rotational sequence occurs

at 31/2" and 35/2" suggesting the onset of valence-particle alignment, above which

the 392-keV stretched quadrupole transition reveals a termination of the collective

band. The transitions observed in coincidence above the 39/2" state suggest a non-

collective behavior. The 39/2" state, which is yrast at 5433 keV, and levels observed

above it, do not have the energy behavior consistent with collective rotation. To

show these energy characteristics, the energy of the levels are plotted in Fig. 14 as

a function of spin, with an average rigid-rotor energy subtracted. The plot is seen 1

to be flat up to a spin of 35/2 reflecting the collective rotational behavior of the *

yrast band below this spin. The non-collective 39/2" stale is seen to drop to a '

much lower energy, indicating that it is yrast. In addition, for the states above, the i

39/2" state, the branching ratio and mixing ratio information arc inconsistent with

collective rotation and indicative of single-particle characteristics.

Total-Routhian surfacei have been calculated for the A = 120 - 130 mass re-

gion [30]. The lower part of Fig. 14 illustrates the results for the negative-parity

states of m I . For low frequency, the lowest nht ,/a configuration favors a. nenr-prolate

collective deformation. This result is consistent with the yrast A/ — 2 band struc-

ture observed experimentally. Because the proton Fermi surface lies at the bottom i'

of the ir/in/2 subshell, the favored signature of the rotationally aligned hu/-> proton

has a broad and deep energy minimum ai a ftmction of the y-ihn.pt! parameter from !

7=0°, a prolate chape, to near 7=4-60°, an oblate density distribution relative to the j

rotational axis. This minimum would not hinder a shape change towards positive j

7-values. With increasing rotational frequency, the alignment of pairs of nucleons is

expected. For the additional two protons outside the Z=50 closed shell, the aligned *

(•ngj/i)1 pair {irgiji and irdj/j are mixed) has a low-lying potential energy surface

with a similar 7 dependence. (An additional aligned ( T A , ( / 2 ) 2 pair occurs at a higher

frequency because of Paul! blocking.) In the case of m I , the three protons outside

the Z=50 closed shell together with neutron alignment results in yrast states involv-

ing a major shape change. This dramatic shape evolution is illustrated in Fig. 14

where at hu =0.36 MeV another energy minimum has developed in the TRS. The

minimum at 7 = +60° corresponds to a non-collective yrast state at /*=39/2~, i.e.
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single-particle excitation which is the lowest frequency terminating state.

The TRS calculation shows that the microscopic proton structure consists of a

fully aligned irA.u/2® Ksr/s]2 configuration coupled to 23/2". For the three protons,

this is the most favored non-collective configuration. For the four neutrons outside

the semi-closed N=64 subshell, the calculation reveals for the 7=4-60° minimum

shown in Fig. 14, a single aligned (ffcn/j)2 pair coupled to 8+ , which involves K" -

- 9 / 2 " to Kr = +7/2" promotion in the deformed mean field. This results in

a total nuclear angular momentum 7 lr=39/2~, as observed experimentally. The

43/2" state seen at higher energy is perhaps related to a neutron pair fully aligned to

10+. A second possible terminating state from the calculations consists of {vhuny

maximally aligned to 16+ giving a total angular momentum I*=55/2~. The present

experiments did not reach such high spin.

In ""I a similar non-collective state at 39/2" as in l2lf was observed (Fig. 1).

However, because this state wu not yrast (the 39/2" rotational stale was 200 keV

lower), the termination appeared to occur at 43/2", consistent with a fully aligned

neutron pair. Band terminating states have also been recently established in the

lighter l | r > l l 7I nuclei with 27A1 induced reactions. [13] The band termination sys-

tematics for the light I isotopes are shown in Fig. 15. However, no evidence has

been seen for band termination in the Z=55 II! '- |27C8 isotopes from recent Stony

Brook experiments, although there are indications in Z=54 "B I 2 2Xe [10, 11]. These

observations seems to indicate subtle subshell effects in going from Z=53 to Z=55;

the difference is probably related to the oblate shell gap at Z=54 predicted by cal-

culations based on a Woods-Saxon potential.

3.5 C) [f fru/:]2 rotational alignment

3.5.1 Crossing frequency differences

Cranked Shell Model (CSM) calculations suggest that the first band crossing in this

region it due to the rotational alignment of a pair of h,i/t neutrons. The band

structure above the first neutron crossing, that often identifies the configuration, is

sensitive to the resulting nuclear shape (7). The shape driving force of the aligned

pair depends on the position of the neutron Fermi surface within the h,,/j subshel);
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neutrons in the upper-midshell favor a collective oblate shape, while those in the

lower-midshell favor collective prolate shapes. Furthermore, the neutron crossing

frequency is expected to be sensitive to the position of the neutron Fermi surface. J

CSM calculations suggest that the neutron crossing frequency should decrease as

the neutron Fermi surface approaches the Q = 1/2 component of the hu/j orbital.

Band crossings are observed in both the itg^L and the irhtl/2 structures in the |s

Cs isotopes. The alignment plots as a function of frequency for these two band i

structures in the Cs isotopes studied [31, 28, 15, 16] are presented in Fig. 16. This =|

crossing frequency has been obtained by extrapolating the alignments at low and jf-

high frequency to the crossing point. These alignment changes have been system-

atically identified with [v^n/j]2 alignment (at). The ng^2 bands in the light Cs

isotopes also show an increase in alignment, which again is interpreted as the onset

of the [f/iii/212 pair alignment.

The experimentally observed ab neutron crossing frequencies in the irh,,/3 and

wjty1;, bands in a number of odd-Cs isotopes are displayed in Fig. 17. This crossing

is not observed in the irg^L bands of I M i l 2 rCs below the experimentally observed

highest rotational frequencies hw ~ 0.45 and 0.40 MeV, respectively. The a6 crossing

frequency shows a clear dependence on the configuration for the N < 68 isotopes.

For the JT/IH/J bands, the crossing frequency remains fairly constant across the

isotopic chain, with an average value Aw ~ 0.43 MeV, whereas for the irg'^ bands

the corresponding average value is hw ~ 0.36 MeV. It is expected that the difference

observed in the two crossing frequencies may be the result, in part, of different

deformations in the two configurations. Consequently PES calculations have been

performed to determine the deformations of the two configurations.

The deformation parameters appropriate for both the irhu/-t and irp^j band-

heads have been extracted from axially-symmetric PES calculations at zero rota-

tional frequency, using the Nilsion-Strutinsky method with the newly fitted («,/*)

parameters[32], and including a monopole pairing term[33]. The pairing gap parame-

ter is taken at 80% of that obtained from odd-even mass differences from neighboring

even-even nuclei.

Crossing frequency resultt from CSM calculations using the deformation pa-
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rameters extracted from these PES calculations are also displayed in Fig. 17 (the

deformation parameters are shown inset ) . It is apparent that the differences in the

deformations of the two configuration* do not affect the crossing frequency to n large ',

extent for N < 68 ( the P E S calculations show that the quadrupole deformations

in the two configurations are similar for these isotopes) . For N > 68, however, the ;

calculations do show that the ffcu/2 crossing should occur at a lower frequency in f

the irh^fi band than in the xg^L band. This effect can be attributed to the sub- -Vf

stanttally larger quadrupole deformation (e 2 ) in the vg^2 band with respect to that | |

in the irfc, , / 2 band for the N > 68 isotopes. It should be noted that although the If

magnitude of the crossing frequency in the irAn/2 band is consistently underesti-

mated, the trend in rather well reproduced. The striking feature in the lighter Cs ,J|

isotopes (N < 68), however, is that the [vh^/i]'* pair alignment in the irhn/3 band | |

is delayed relative to that in the ^g~f\ band; a feature that is not reproduced in the |f

calculations. $

A similar delayed crossing frequency in the Jrfen/2 band has been observed in J
i

the light "5-"7.ll9I [13, H] nuclei. The vhu/2 alignment in the irg'Jj band occurs j

consistently for the I isotopes as shown in Fig. 18 near a frequency of 400 kcV -

without a corresponding alignment occurring in the ir^n/j band. Band termination I

sets in at a higher frequency for the light I isotopes making it difficult to observe the •

neutron alignment in the ithu/j bands. In the case of "71 it has been noticed that a

quadrupole deformation t% ~ 0.29 it necessary to reproduce the crossing frequency

in the ir^n/z band, whereas 1? ~ 0.25 gives good agreement in the *#7/2 band. The

PES calculations, however, suggest that the quadrupole deformation in the irhU/i

bands of both the light Cs and I nuclei, is similar to that in the corresponding irg,^\

bands (e» ~ 0.25). As *hown in Fig. 18, the neutron alignment for the irjfo/j bands

in the I and the Cs isotopes have different N dependencies.

In contrast to the I nuclei, where a weak band interaction is observed in the

ir/»n/2 bands, the light cesium nuclei show a strong band interaction. This implies

a significant mixing between the band* above and below the crossing (manifeit as

a gradual upbend of tx as a function of hu>). However, while the magnitude of the

interaction strength does affect the nature of the crossing, it is not expected to shift
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the crossing frequency.

B{M\)IB{E2) ratios indicate that the ir/in/* bands in the Cs isotopes inny

have a degree of triaxiality both below and above the uku/i crossing. The crossing

frequency with different deformations above and below the crossing cannot be ex- I

traded from a CSM calculation performed at one fixed deformation. Alternatively, j,

the crossing frequency may be estimated by taking the average of the values ob- |;
r'tained at. the two deformations. The results of this procedure lower the predicted ^
I?crossing frequencies for all but the lightest Cs isotopes, where the value converges t|

with that obtained at 7 = 0°. !§

3.5.2 Rotational alignment shape changes

Information on the nuclear shape changes resulting from the neutron alignment can

be extracted from the observed signature splitting below and above the crossing.

For the Cs isotopes, the signature splitting in the ichwji band below the crossing is

large varying from over 500 keV for the light Cs nuclei to 300 keV for the heavy Cs

nuclei, which implies near prolate shapes for the low-K decoupled orbital. Above

the vhu/2 crossing, the signature splitting remains large for the light Cs nuclei,

but drops to 130 keV in l27Cs and below 100 keV for t:)lCs. This decrease in the

signature splitting implies that the nuclear shape is becoming triaxial approaching

7 = —60°, the oblate shape, where the signature splitting would vanish. Thus,

the 7-deformation becomes more negative as N increases, namely as the Fermi level

of the aligning neutrons increases to the upper ^n/v midshell, which is consistent

with theoretical predictions by Leander [34]. Fig. 19 shows the results of a C'SM

calculation of the single quasineutron Routhian as a function of 7 for different N

positions of the Fermi level. The different energy minima reveal the nature of the

shape driving force of the aligned neutron pair on 7-soft Cs nuclei. For l27Cs, [16]

the nuclear shape above the alignment is triaxial with 7 = -40°, as defined by the ( /

signature splitting; this is consistent with the minima for N=72 in Fig. 19. The light

Cs nuclei remain prolate near 7 = 0°. A complete prolate to oblate shape change

caused by the rotational alignment of upper midshell neutrons was first observed [35]

in l:tlLa.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1. The decay scheme of "9I. The transition energies are given in keV and the

widths of the arrows indicate their relative intensities.

Fig. 2. The decay scheme of m I .

Fig. 3. The decay scheme of m Cs .

Fig. 4. The decay scheme of l27Cs.

Fig. 5. Experimental alignments t, for several of the bands in llf)I and '"I. A

variable moment of inertia reference has been used.

Fig. 6. Experimental alignments ix for several bands in l25Cs and U7Cs.

Fig. 7. (a) Calculated energies of single-quasiproton states relative to the ground

state in several I nuclei from Nazarewicz [22]. Particle states are shown with positive

energies, and hole states with negative energies. The filled and open circles corre-

spond to prolate and oblate configurations, respectively, (b) Deformation (03t0,)

values for single /in/2 and gg/j quasiproton states from the same calculations.

Fig. 8. Single particle Woods-Saxon levels for protons above the closed Z=50 shell.

Fig. 9. Partial level scheme of "!)I displaying the prolate and oblate fc|,/2 proton

bands together with the prolate pn/2 proton-hole band.

Fig. 10. Partial level scheme for I2II showing comparison as in Fig. 9.

Fig. 11. Partial level scheme for "7I showing comparison as in Fig. 9.

Fig. 12. Partial level schemes for I J I I i ; l l 2 5I showing the prolate and oblate irg7/i

bands.



Fig. 13. A partial level scheme for 121I showing the negative-parity yrast sequence

with the band-termination states at the highest spins. The inset shows a gated

coincidence spectrum with the relevant transitions labeled.

Fig. 14. The upper part shows the energy versus spin for the yrast levels of m I . A

rigid-rotor reference has been subtracted. The lower part shows TRS calculations

(Wyss) for states of parity and signature ( — ,—1/2) in I 2 II. The non-collective 7 =

+60° configuration becomes yrast at a frequency huj = 0.363 MeV (/ ~ 21ft) while,

at the lower frequency Aw = 0.302 MeV (/ ~ 9ft), the minimum corresponds to the

near-prolate (7 = +10°) collective irftn/2 configuration.

Fig. 15. Systematics of the rotational yrast bands and the non-collective, oblate

band-termination states in the "S~ I 2 II isotopes.

Fig. 16. Experimental aligments ix of the irhit/2 and Trg^j^ bands in the "r '~ l27Cs

isotopes (N = 64 to 72).

Fig. 17. Experimental u[h\\/-^ crossing freqnencies for (lie irhu/-_, (filled squares)

and ffPj^j (open squares) bands, for the odd-mass Cs.isotopes. Also shown are the

results of a CSM calculation for the vhu/2 (solid line), and the vgn/2 (dashed line)

configurations, using deformation parameters (C.M) appropriate for Uic bandhcari of

the given configuration taken from PES results shown in the inset.

Fig. 18. Comparison of the alignments i* of the *g~,}7 bands for the I and Cs isotopes

{N = 64 to 72).

Fig. 19. Single quaii-neution Routhians e' as a function of 7 for a number of different

locations of the neutron Fermi lurface calculated within the CSM at a rotational

frequency of ftw = 250keV.
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ELEMENT FORMATION IN RED GIANT STARS

F. Kappeler
Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe, Institut fur Kernphysik, Postfach 3640

W-7500 Karlsruhe, Germany

ABSTRACT

Nucleosynthesis In Red Giant star* provides a variety of processes and
contributes to the observed abundes from He to Bl. For the production of
the chemical elements heavier than Iron, neutron capture reactions during
helium burning In Red Giants (*-proces») or during stellar explosions
(r-proces«) are by far the most Important mechanisms. The slow time
scale characteristic of the s-procasa Implies that most of the Involved
Isotopes are stable or at least close to the valley of stability. Henc», the
s-process abundances are determined by the respective stellar (n.y)
rates. The s-abundances still reflect the physical conditions in the stellar
plasma, I.e. neutron density, mass density, and temperature, This informa-
tion can be deduced from the observed abundance patterns provided that
the relevant nuclear physics data are reliably determined. The corresponding
analyses are Illustrated by means of recent experimental results, empha-
sizing the Information on nucleosynthesis and stellar evolution one can
deduce via a-process studies.

2. NEUTRON CAPTURE NUCLEOSYNTHESIS

For very general reasons, the heavy elements can only be produced by neutron

capture reactions and subsequent beta decays. Beyond A ~ 6 0 , the Coulomb barriers

are too high and the binding energies per nucleon are decreasing, so that fusion of

charged particles Is limited to the mass region up to iron. For explaining the observed

abundance distribution1* between Iron and the actinides, essentially three processes

must be Invoked as Illustrated In Fig. 1. The dominating mechanisms are the slow and

the rapid neutron capture processes (s- and r-proctss), which both account for

approximately 50 % of the abundances in the mass range A > 60. A minor part of the

resulting abundance distribution Is modified by thep-process at very high temperatures,

which produced the rare proton rich nuclei mostly by photodis integration reactions.

Lecture presented at the 10th International School on Nuclear Physics,
Neutron Physics and Nuclear Energy. Varna, October 14- 19, 1991
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region ol
r-process synthesis,
decoy ol r-process
material indicated
by arrows

valley of
beta stability

Fig. 1 An Illustration of the neutron capture processes responsible for the formation

of the nuclei bctwmn Iron «nd the actlnldes. The observed abundance distribution in

the inset show* characteristic twin peaks. These result from the nuclear properties

at magic neutron numbers under typical s- and r-process conditions, an obvious

oxampte for the Intimate correlation between the observed abundances and the physical

conditions during nucleosynthesis.

The s-process being associated with stellar helium burning is characterized by

comparably low neutron densities. This implies neutron capture times of the order of

several months, much longer than typical beta decay half-lives. Therefore, in the N-Z-

plane of Fig. 1 the s-process path follows the stability valley as indicated by the solid

line. The developing s-abundances are determined by the respective (n,y) cross sections

averaged over the stellar neutron spectrum, such that isotopes with small cross

sections are built up to large abundances. This holds in particular for nuclei with

closed neutron shells N= 50, 82, and 126, giving rise to the sharp s-process maxima

in the abundance distribution around A = 88, 140, and 208.

Their r-process counterparts are caused by the effect of neutron shell closure

on the beta decay half-lives. Since the r-process occurs during stellar explosions,

presumably in suparnovae, on time scales of a few seconds, neutron captures are

much faster than beta decays. This drives the /•'-process path off the stability valley to

where the neutron separation energies are of the order of only 2 MeV. At these

nuclei, (n.y) and (y,r\) reactions are in equilibrium, and the process has to wait for

beta decay to the next higher element. Accordingly, the r-process abundances arc

proportional to the half-lives of these waiting point nuclei. This means that - again -

abundance peaks accumulate at magic neutron numbers, but these r-process peaks
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appear at lower mass numbers compared the related s-process maxima. In turn, the

distance between the abundance peaks indicates the intersection of the r-process

path with the magic neutron numbers.

The following discussion is restricted to the s-process that is more easily

accessible to laboratory experiments as well as to stellar models and astronomical

observations25. Attempts to describe the r-process are hampered by the large uncertain-

ties in the nuclear physics data far from stability, but also - and perhaps more severely -

by the problems related to a detailed modelling of the stellar explosion3'. These difficul-

ties are best illustrated by the fact that the site of the r-process could not be reliably

identified by now4'.

From the above, it is obvious that most isotopes received abundance contribu-

tions from both, the s- and the r-process. But as shown in Fig. 1, there are stable

isotopes that are not reached by the s-process because of their short-lived neighbors.

Consequently, this species Is of pure r-process origin. Moreover, these nuclei shield

their stable isobars against the r-process, so that there is an ensemble of s-only

nuclei as well. The existence of these two groups is of vital importance for nucleosyn-

thesis, since the credibility of any model depends on how well the abundances of these

particular nuclei can be reproduced.

A second observation from Fig. 1 has significant impact on the role of the

s-process with respect to stellar models: At some points, the neutron capture chain

encounters isotopes with long beta decay half-lives that are comparable to the neutron

capture times. The resulting competition between beta decay and neutron capture

causes the s-process path to split, e.g. at 63Ni, 79Se, and 85Kr, leading to abundance

patterns that reflect the physical conditions of the stellar plasma. Obviously, the

s-process neutron density, nn , is one such parameter, that can be inferred from

reproducing the respective s-only nuclei involved in the various branchings.

Other plasma parameters are the temperature, Ts, or the electron density, ne,

which is directly related to the mass density, p. These quantities manifest themselves

themselves by their influence on the beta decay rates as outlined below.

3. HELIUM SHELL BURNING IN AGB-STARS

Most of their life, stars are quietly burning their central hydrogen inventory.
The stellar structure during that phase is characterized by the equilibrium between
the gravitational pressure exerted by the outer layers and the radiation pressure
created by the energy production In the Interior, a situation that can be described, for
example, by the standard solar model55.

After hydrogen exhaustion in the central region, stellar evolution speeds up and
becomes much more violent. While hydrogen burning continues in a shell around the
centre, the Inert helium core is no longer producing the energy to maintain the radiation
pressure. Therefore, it shrinks and heats up by the released gravitational energy until
He burning is Ignited at temperatures in excess of ~ 150 million K. The high central
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temperatures cause the stars to expand and to cool on the outside - they are becoming

Red Giants.

This stage of evolution is schematically sketched in Fig. 2 for a star during its

Red Giant phase when it has already exhausted its central helium. Energy is produced in

a narrow double shell on top of an inert core consisting of 12C and <6O. The inset shows

that hydrogen burning at the bottom of the deeply convective envelope produces helium

that accumulates in a thin layer around the core. As soon as this layer exceeds a

critical mass, helium burning is ignited, leading to a highly unstable situation because of

the large associated energy production. As a result, strong convective motions cause

practically instantaneous mixing in the helium burning layer, and eventually freshly

synthesized matter is dredged up to the surface. It is important to note that helium

burning lasts for only about 200 yr, while it takes about 2 • 10s yr for hydrogen burning

to replenish the consumed helium. These helium burning episodes can repeat up to

about 20 times. As a consequence of the comparably short time scale and the strong

impact of convection, stellar models for the Red Giant phase are very difficult to quantify

and often have to resort to crude approximations6'7).

CONVECTIVE
ENVELOPE

Fig. 2 Schematic sketch erf the stellar structure during the> AGB phase. Energy Is
produced In a narrow zont on top of the Inert core consisting essentially of 1ZC
and 18O. Tho envelope Is deeply convectlv*. so that freshly "lynthesizod matter is
transported to the surface. Helium burning occurs In repeated flashes, which
renders the associated s-process difficult to model.
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An alternative way for ga'lnlng insight In that state of stellar evolution is to investi-

gate the s-process abundances, which still carry the information about the physical

conditions at which they were formed. Neutrons are liberated during helium burning by

side reactions, i.e. by 13C(a,n)16O and to a smaller fraction by 22Ne(a,n)25Mg. Surprisingly

successful descriptions for the s-process in such scenarios have been worked out

during the last years. However, since these calculations8"I3J are starting from the

stellar models, there are inherent difficulties that can independently be checked by an

empirical approach.

4. THE CLASSICAL ^-PROCESS

This first attempt in dealing with the s-process dates back to the fundamental

paper by Burbidge et al.14) and was later improved mainly by Seeger et al. '5 ' . In thic

approach it is empirically assumed that a certain fraction G of the observed S6Fe abun-

dance was irradiated by an exponential distribution of neutron exposures

G N§6
p(t) = =• expt-t/Xg) ,

*0

characterized by a mean exposure To- If this ansatz is applied to the system of differential

equations describing the neutron capture flow

an analytical solution can be obtained if a possible time dependence of the rates for (

neutron capture, Xn = nn<o> v-j-, and for beta decay, X(j = \o2./\.-\/^, is neglected. In j?

other words, it is assumed that temperature and neutron density are constant. Then. I

the characteristic s-process quantity, stellar cross section times s-abundance, can b<> £

given by a simple expression \

G ' N 5 6 A , 1 I

o n ( 1 + r .
Apart from the two parameters G and T<> (which are adjusted by fitting the abun-

dances of the s-only nuclei), the only remaining input for the expression of <o>Ns are

the stellar (n,y) cross sections <0>. Given the very schematic nature of this classical

approach, it was surprising to see that it provides for an excellent description of the

s-process abundances. In fact, the agreement between observed and calculated abundan-

ces became the better the more the input data could be improved. This is illustrated in

Fig. 3, which shows the calculated <o>N values (solid line) in comparison to the empirica!

products of stellar cross section times observed abundance of the s-only nuclei (symbols)

in the mass region between A = 56 and 209 (Ref.2). The error bars of the empirical

points reflect the uncertainties of the abundances and of the respective cross sections.

One finds that equilibrium in the neutron capture flow was obtained between magic

neutron numbers, where the <o>Ns-curve is almost constant. The small cross sections

of the neutron magic nuclei act as bottlenecks for the capture flow, resulting in the

distinct steps, e.g. at A = 140 and 20S.



90 120 150

MRSS NUMBER
180 210

Fig. 3 The characteristic product of cross section times s-process abundance
plotted as a function of mass number2'. The solid line was obtained via the classical
model, and the symbols denote the empirical products for the s-only nuclei.
Some important branchings of the neutron capture chain are indicated as well.

The global parameters, G and t(j, that determine the overall shape of the <o>Ns-

curve, represent a first constraint for the stellar s-process site with respect to the

required seed abundance and total neutron exposure. It is found that 0.04% of the

observed 56Fe abundance are a sufficient seed, and that on average about 15 neutrons

are to be captured by each seed nucleus. These numbers refer to the main s-process

component given by the solid line in Fig. 3. At A<90, the line falls below the empirical

points, and these discrepancies require to establish an additional, the so-called weak

component. In terms of stellar sites, the main component can be attributed to helium

shell burning in low mass s tars 6 " 9 ' , whereas the weak component is due to helium

core burning in massive stars10"13 ' .

The excellent agreement between the empirical points and the data obtained with

the classical model provides some confidence that at least the s-abundances can be

reliably described by this schematic approach. In fact, those s-only nuclei that are not

affected by branchings, are reproduced by the model with a mean square deviation of

3%(Ref.16)!
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This result also suggests that the simplifying assumptions introduced by the
classical model may to some extent correspond to the true conditions at the s-process
site. However, such a conclusion is strongly questioned by the scenarios obtained via
stellar models, which predict a strong time dependence for the relevant parameters of
the stellar plasma, such as neutron density, temperature and mass density. These
problems can be addressed in detail by analyzing the abundance patterns in the various
s-process branchings.

5, BRANCHINGS IN THE 5-PROCESS PATH

In addition to the parameters G and T<J , which were deduced from the overall
shape of ths <o>N s - curve, analyses of the abundance patterns in the various branchings
can be expected to yield more detailed information on the stellar s-process site. Some
of the important branchings are shown explicitely in Fig. 3. Whenever the neutron
capture flow encounters an unstable isotope with a half-life f typically a few months to
oa few years, competition between beta decay and neutron capture gives rise to a
branching (see Fig. 1). The strength of such a branching is preserved in the respective
abundance pattern and can be used to determine information on the physical conditions
during the s-process. As an example, Fig. 4- shows the s-process flow in the mass
region between tin and tellurium, with the possible branchings at f21Sn and l22Sb.

}

*

Te

Sb

Sn

\ \ \

Fig. 4. Tha s-proce«« flow between tin «nd tollurlum. Branchings at A=121,122 should
reduce the <O>NJS-values of the partly bypassed isotopes 12i!To and IZJTo compared to
that of 12*Te, which experiences the entire flow.

Note that 122Te, 123Te, and 124Te are shielded against the r-process by their tin and

antimony isobars. Any significant branching at A = 121.122 should therefore result in an

inequality of the <0>Ns-values of the s-only isotopes 122Te and 123Te with respect to
124Te
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The strength of a branching can be expressed in terms of the rates for beta

decay and neutron capture as well as by the <a> Ns - values of the involved s-only

isotopes,

f|3 =

Inserting the equations for the decay rates and solving for the neutron density, one

obtains
1 - fB :__ In 2

fB

This equation is to demonstrate the kind of input data that is important for reliable
branching analyses. (For simplicity, the branching at 121Sn was neglected in this ex-
pression).
(i) The first term depends on the cross sections for the s-only nuclei, which define the

branching factor, fg. Since the neutron density is required to better than 10%, the
branching factor - and hence the cross sections for the s-only nuclei - need to be
known to about 1% in many cases. Conventional techniques are limited to uncertainties
>4%, but a new detector17 >18> allows now to reach the 1% level. This technique is
presented In Section 6.1.1.

(ii) The second term contains the stellar cross section of the radioactive branch point

isotope. Since there are practically no measurements for the unstable branch point

nuclei, only calculated cross sections are available at present. But even the most

careful statistical model calculations are limited to uncertainties of 20 - 30%, not

sufficient for deducing the entire information contained in the abundance patterns.

Recently, it has been suggested that the necessary 5% uncertainty for these cross

sections can, in principle, be achieved with conventional techniques, and an example19*

will be presented in Section 6.1,2.

(Hi) The last term denotes the stellar decay rate of the branch point isotope 122Sb.

While there Is no difference between the stellar and the terrestrial rate for some

of the branch points, a variety of examples exhibit sometimes drastical changes

under the high temperatures and densities of the stellar plasma. These effects have

been calculated in detail by Takahashi and Yokoi20'. Two examples, where these

calculations could be complemented by experiments are given in Section 6.2 (Refs.

21-23).

Along the s-proc»ss path there are about 15 to 20 significant branchings, which can be

studied with respect to the physical conditions at the stellar site. In a first step, the

neutron density must be derived from those branchings which do not depend on tempera-

ture. With that Information, the equation for the branching factor of the remaining

examples can be solved for the effective stellar decay rates. Eventually, their dependence

on temperature and/or electron density can then be used to derive the s-process

temperature and mass density16'.
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The present status of branching analyses can be summarized by an approximate
neutron density,

nn = (3.0 ± 1.1)- 108 cm-3,

and a temperature,

Ts = (3.1 ± 0.6)- 108 K.

Within the classical approach, the branchings can also be fitted simultaneously

using a least square minimization245, since the assumption of constant temperature and

neutron density implies consistent solutions from all branchings. However, one has to be

aware that the stellar models suggest these parameters to vary strongly with time.

Consequently, the freeze-out behavior at the end of each neutron exposure may wei!

cause a distortion of the abundance pattern predicted by the classical approach. So far,

the uncertainties of the input data did not allow for sufficiently refined branching analyses

in order to identify these effects.

Therefore, future efforts have to concentrate on improving the cross sections

band eta decay rates for the relevant nuclei, which characterize the various branchings.

In the following section. Several such attempts are presented in the following section.

6. EXPERIMENTAL s-PROCESS STUDIES

6.1 Neutron Capture Cross Sections

6.1.1 The Karlsruhe 4-n BaF2 detector and the tellurium problem

The best signature for the identification of neutron capture events is the total

energy of the gamma cascade by which the product nucleus deexcites to its ground

state. Hence, the accurate measurement of (r\,y) cross sections should use a detector

that operates as a calorimeter with good energy resolution. In the gamma spectrum o'

such a detector, all capture events would fall in a line at the neutron separation energy

(typically between 5 and 10 MeV), well separated from the gamma-ray backgrounds

that are inevitably In neutron experiments.

This consideration points to a in detector of high efficiency, made of a scintillator

with reasonably good time and energy resolution. In addition, this detector should be

insensitive to scattered neutrons, since - on average - the scattering cross sections

are about 10 times larger than the capture cross sections. The combination of these

aspects is best covered by a An detector of BaF2. Most important is the weak neutron

sensitivity of that scintillator, which keeps the background from scattered neutrons at a

manageable level. In addition, the excellent time resolution is of great advantage for

time-of-flight (TOF) measurements. The mechanical stability and the rather high density

are also appealing features of BaF2, whereas the energy resolution at low energies is

slightly worse compared to Nal(TI). However, BaF2 does not exhibit any quenching

effects, so that the energy resolution exceeds that of Nal(TI) above ~4 MeV.
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pulsed
proton
beam

sample

I flight path 77cm

4n BaF2 detector neutron collimator

(schematic)

Fig. 5 A ske tch of the Kar ls ruhe 4-n BaF2 de tec to r .

The concept of the Karlsruhe 4it BaF2 detector and the way it is operated is

sketched in Fig. 5, showing the setup at the accelerator. The detector is indicated

schematically by a computer simulation, which presents only the spherical BaF2 shell of

15 cm thickness and 20 cm inner diameter consisting of 42 BaF2 individual crystals, and

the supporting structure. All other details are cut off for the sake of clarity. The

crystals are shaped as pentagonal and hexagonal truncated pyramides. Each crystal has

a volume of 1.5 I and represents an independent module equipped with PM tube and

subsequent electronics. The modules are separately mounted in a structure of aluminum

frames to allow for easy access or replacement.

Neutrons are produced by means of a pulsed Van de Graaff accelerator (repetition

rate 250 kHz, average beam current 2 (iA, pulse width 0.7 ns) via the 7U(p,n)7Be

reaction. A carefully colllmated neutron beam hits the sample in the centre of the

detector at a flight path of 77 cm. The flight path is evacuated in order to minimize

neutron scattering into the detector volume. Up to 8 samples can be used in the measure-

ments, all mounted on a vertical ladder. One position is occupied by a gold sample for

determination of the neutron flux, while an empty sample position and a scattering

sample are routlntly used for background determination. The samples are cycled into

the measuring position in intervals of about 10 min that are defined by integrating the

beam current on target. Additional neutron monitors are used to check for equal neutron

exposure per sample and to collect data for the correction of backgrounds due to

scattered neutrons.

The resolution In gamma-ray energy that is obtained with the 4-TC detector ranges

from 14% at 662 keV to 6% at 6.13 MeV. The time resolution of the detector is 500

ps, and the overall efficiency is about 98%. For a detailed description of the detector
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and of the first measurements see Refs. (17,18).

With this new detector, (n,y) cross sections can be determined with an accuracy

of 1 to 2%. It was first applied to study the cross sections of the s-only tellurium

isotopes, which have been shown to define the possible branchings at A= 121, 123

(Fig. 4). The measurement has been performed with the above setup using metallic

samples of high isotopic enrichment, ranging in mass from 0.4 g ('S^Te) to 4 g ('26je)

The neutron energy range from 10 to 200 keV was covered by three runs with different

neutron spectra in order to minimize the background in different energy regions.

The efficiency for capture events was evaluated by means of the experimental

pulse height spectra shown in Fig. 6. Most of the events are, indeed, recorded in a line

at the neutron separation energy, but there is also a tail towards lower energies. This

tail corresponds to neutron captures where not all gamma-rays of the cascade could be

detected, mainly due to losses through the openings for the neutron beam and the

sample changer. The fraction of events below the experimental threshold of 2.4 MeV

(-3% for the odd and ~6% for the even tellurium isotopes) was determined usinq

O
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u
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CHRNNEL NUMBER

Pig. 6 Sum energy spectra used for determination of the detector efficiency

capture gamma-ray cascades calculated for the various isotopes by means of the

statistical model, and theoretical values for the detector efficiency. The resulting system-

atic uncertainty of 0.7% Is the major contribution to the overall uncertainty.
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The differential capture cross sections, o(En), were folded with the stellar
neutron spectrum for the "standard" thermal energy of kT = 30 keV, which is normally
used to compare 5-process rates. These Maxwellian averages <o> are listed in Table I
together with the best previous data25 '. Despite of the remarkable agreement, the
precision of the present results provides for a new quality that is indispensable In the
astrophyslcal discussion of the branchings at A = 121, 122.

The improved cross sections have been used to compare the observed s-pro-
cess abundances of the tellurium isotopes 122, 123, and 124 with the calculated values
obtained via the classical model and via the realistic stellar model for the AGB phase
sketched in Section 3 (see Refs .6-9 , 16). These calculations need not to be presented
in detail here, but a thorough discussion will be given elsewhere265.

The most Important Information from these studies is summarized in Table I. For

each model, the calculated abundances were divided by the observed values, respectively,

and then normalized to 124Te, since this Isotope experiences the entire mass flow. For a

perfect model, this means that all values should be unity. Obviously, the classical approach

comes very close to this ideal case: keeping in mind that the quoted uncertainty corre-

sponds to one standard deviation, all isotopes are well described. However, this does

not hold for the stellar model, where 122Te and 123Te are clearly underproduced, primarily

because of the predicted higher neutron density. In order to reconcile the stellar model

with the observed abundances, one has now to search for possibilities to reduce the

neutron density in the stellar scenario. This invokes a discussion of parameters linked

to problems of the neutron source and the hydrodynamics of helium shell burning, a

discussion that could be quantified only with the improved cross sections. The 4 to 5%

uncertainty of the previous data did not allow for such a stringent conclusion!

Table I. Stellar (n,if) cross •actions of the s-only Te Isotopes In Imbarn), and the abun-
dance ratios calcu.Vced ccordlng to different s-process models {normalized to tho
observed abundances).

Isotope

>22Te

'23Te
124Te

Stellar (n.r)

Ref. (25)

280 ± 10
819 * 30
154*6

cross sections

this work*

295.4 ± 2.7

831.5 * 7.7

154.6 * 1.6

Abundance

classical

0.984
1.003

ratios relative

approach

± 0.012
* 0.012
1

to observation

stellar model

0.91
0.95

1

'uncertainties refer to the astropyalcally relevant cross section ratios; for absolute
values, 1.5X uncertainty of gold cross section Is to be added in quadrature.

6.1.2 The activation technique - a method for measuring unstable nuclei

For accurate branching analyses, the cross sections of the unstable branch

point isotopes are required as well. The comparably short half-lives of the branch

point isotopes imply high specific activities. Therefore, direct detection methods for
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the prompt capture gamma-ray cascade, e.g. the 4JC BaF2 detector, cannot be applied.

These methods require usually sample masses larger than about 100 mg, which would

result in unacceptable backgrounds due to the radioactivity of the sample.

For many of these cases, the activation method represents a promising alterna-

tive27', since its higher sensitivity allows for considerably smaller sample masses. One

of these examples Is 147Pm, which is part of the combined branchings at A= 14-7,148,
149. Similar to the example of the tellurium isotopes, these branchings depend on the

neutron density, and the branching ratio can be defined by two s-only isotopes of a

single element, 148Sm and t50Sm. While 148Sm is partly bypassed, lS0Sm experiences

the total s-process flow28'. Hence, the precise determination of these Sm cross

sections, which is presently under way at Karlsruhe using the 4rc 8aF2 detector29',

must be complemented by a measurement of the neutron capture cross sections of

the unstable branch point nuclei. So far, experimental data are not available for any of

these. In the following, a first measurement19' is described on w7Pm at keV neuiron

energies. Apart from its immediate impact on the branching analysis, this result can

also be used for improving statistical model calculations on the neighboring branch

point nuclei.

The measurements were carried out at the Karlsruhe 3.75 MV Van de Graaff

accelerator. Neutrons were produced by means of the 7Li(p,n)7Be reaction. For proton

energies of 1912 keV this reaction is known to yield a quasi-stellar neutron spectrum

for a thermal energy of kT = 25 keV, very close to the conditions during the s-pro-

cess30 '31). This feature is essential for the use of the activation technique in s-process

studies. The 197Au(n,y) reaction was used as a cross section standard315.

A M7Pm sample was prepared from 5 mg of freshly separated Pm2O3 powder
with a total activity of about 1.5 • 1011 Bq. The powder was sandwiched between two
lead foils, and then pressed to a compact disk. The sample was mounted between two
5 (im thick polyethylene foils that were fixed to a glass fiber frame such that the
sample was centered In the opening of 110 mm diameter. Since all neutrons from the
7Li(p,n)7Be reaction at Ep=1912 keV are emitted in a forward cone of 120 deg. this

geometry ensures that the frame was always completely outside of the neutron beam.

The M7Pm sample was Irradiated between two gold foils in a flux of about 109

neutrons per second for 47.9 h. The Induced 148Pm activity was then counted by

means of a HPGe detector. From the decay scheme of w8Pm, gamma-ray lines associ-

ated with the decay of the short-lived ground state (t\/z - 5.4 d) are expected at 611

and 1465 keV, while the decay of the co-produced isomer (t-,/2 = 41.3 d) gives rise to
lines at 630, 726, and 1014 keV. Additional lines at 550 and 915 keV are common to
both decay modes. Fig.7 shows the measured gamma-ray spectrum of the activated
promethium sample. Though the low energy part of the spectrum is dominated by
gamma-rays from a M6Pm Impurity and from sample-Induced backgrounds, the induced
M8Pm activity can clearly be Identified via the high energy transitions shown In the
insets,

Comparison of the observed line intensities with the activity of the simultaneously
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irradiated gold samples yields eventually the stellar cross section for u7Pm. Application

of this method to the transitions at 1014 and 915 keV yields a preliminary cross

section in agreement with the calculated value of 1275 ± 260 mbarn28'. Before a

quantitative result can be presented, additional studies of the dead time and pile-up

effects in the HPGe detector must be performed. However, from the actual status of

data analysis, a 10% uncertainty can be estimated for the final cross section, a consid-

erable improvement compared to the existing model calculation.

After this first successful step, a series of activation experiments on other

important branch point nuclei is now under preparation, i.e. on 155Eu and 163Ho. Though

there are no principal difficulties to be expected for these examples, considerable

efforts are required In preparing samples that are sufficiently free of disturbing

impurties.
I
I
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Fig. 7 The girrmi-ny spectrum of the activated promethlum sample. The relevant
transitions for the crosa section determination are presented In the Insets.

6.2 Weak Interaction Rate*

6.2.1 The stellar beta decay ratt of 79Se

As outlined In Section 5. there are branchings where the beta decay rate of the
branch point Isotope depend* on temperature. Hence, such branchigs can be considered
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as thermometers for the s-process site. One of these examples is 79Se, for which },
Fig. 8 illustrates the mechanism responsible for the enhancement of the decay rate j
under stellar conditions. The decay of the ground state is unique first forbidden with a
terrestrial half-life of about 6.5 • 104 yr. The first excited state is a 3.9 min isomer at
96 keV which decays by internal transitions but can also undergo allowed beta decay. '|

From log ft systematics one expects a half-life of about 20 d for this decay branch.

The intense photon bath in the stellar plasma gives rise to thermally induced transitions,

resulting in a finite population probability of low lying excited nuclear states. At typical "\

s-process temperatures, the isomer in 79Se is populated with about 1 % probability.

Therefore, the effective stellar half-life is reduced to about 2000 d - an enhancement a

by a factor 10* compared to the terrestrial value. In addition to the decay from the 3

isomer, there are other minor effects that are discussed in literature20-2", but will be 4

neglected in the following. •"!

The most important nuclear physics parameter in this problem is the log ft value •

for the isomer in 79Se. Since theoretical estimates were too uncertain, this quantity f
;;

was determined experimentally2" by producing 79Sem via activation with thermal "
neutrons. Because of the small expected branching ratio :'

Xp/XY - 10"* , j
the detection of the weak beta branch required a high neutron flux to achieve sufficient ,
activity, an extremely clean sample to avoid background electrons from the activation
of sample Impurities, and a beta spectrometer for suppression of the strong conversion
lines from the competing internal transitions. '

The samples were prepared by implantation of 78Se into 0.1 mm thick carbon ;
disks. These backings were cut from spectroscopic grade carbon and then recleaned

Fig. 8 The decay scheme of
79Sem

to highest purity. In this way, critical impurities of Al, V, Cu, and 80Se could be reduced
to a level that was undetectable both by PIXE and by neutron activation analysis. The
final samples consisted of 15 (ig 78Se on 6.7 mg graphite.

The beta spectrometer for detection of the decay electrons from "Se™ had to
combine high sensitivity and efficient suppression of the conversion electrons at 83
and 94 keV. This was achieved with a Mini-Orange spectrometer (Fig. 9) consisting of
a Si(Li)-detector and a filter of permanent magnets with a geometry that allowed for



an absolute transmission of 5.5% In the energy range from 100 keV up to the beta
endpolnt of 256 keV. A sharp cut-off at energies below 100 keV was obtained by
shielding the field Inhomogeneltles near the magnet surfaces with a lead mask.

The neutron Irradiations were carried out at the high flux reactor of the Institut
Laue-Langevin, Grenoble at a thermal flux of 1.6 • 10u neutrons per arfi and sec. The
activity measurements started about one half-life (3.9 min) after the end of the
irradiations and included the measurement of the beta spectrum (magnetic filter in
place), which was recorded in 1 min intervals for about 4 half-lives, and of the conversion
lines (magnetic filter removed). From these spectra, a branching ratio

X 0 /X Y « [1780 t 56O]-1
was derived, corresponding to

log ft = 4.70± o.io

for the beta decay branch of the isomer, significantly smaller than the previous esti-
mates. With this result, the temperature dependence of the effective stellar half-life
of ™Se was recalculated with the formalism of Takahashi and Yokoi20), which accounts
for the additional enhancement by beta decays into ionized states. In ?9Se, this so-called
bound state decay contributes ~25% to the overall s-process rate.

SAMARIUM COBALT
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V
a
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0 5c
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Fig. 9 Mini—Orange spectrometer for suppression of conversion electrons below 9A
keV. In the right part, Idealized trajectories for 140 keV electrons are Indicated.
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2 3

temperature [10*KI

FI9. 1O Stellar half-life of
79Se as a function of
temperature. The error
band reflects the uncertain-
ty of the experimental
log ft value. The dashed
line refers to the estimated
lower bound for the ground
state decay.

The resulting half-life is plotted in Fig. 10 with the error band according to the

experimental range of log ft values. This figure Indicates also a remaining ambiguity in

the half-life of the ground state: While only an upper limit of 6.5 • 10* yr is known

experimentally, a lower limit of 1700 yr would also be consistent with the log ft system-

atics for unique first forbidden transitions. Nevertheless, at temperatures above

200 • 106 K, the effective half-life Is completely insensitive to this ambiguity. This leads

to the rather strange consequence that, at present, the stellar half-life of 79Se is

much better known than the terrestrial one!

6.2.2 176Lu - from a cosmic clock to a stellar thermometer

For many years, 176Lu was considered as a promising chronometer with respect
to galactic history32-33). The fact that this Isotope can be attributed to the s-process
allows for a rather precise determination of the original nKu abundance, which could
be compared with the present abundance in the solar system for deriving an age of
the s-process elements.

The s-proctss flow in the Yb-Lu-Hf region is sketched in Fig. 11; it follows the
solid line due to subsequent neutron captures and beta decays. At A = 176, abundance
contributions from the r-process (Indicated by arrows) are accumulated at 176Yb,
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leaving the s-process as the only production mechanism for the isobars 176Lu and
176Hf (apart from minor p-process contributions). The original s-process abundance of
176Lu can reliably be determined by means of the classical approach*) and the only

complication in interpreting 176Lu as an s-process chronometer seemed to be the

existence of an isomerlc state, which causes part of the s-process flow to bypass the

long-lived ground state. This effect is considered in Fig. 11 by showing ground state

and isomer separately. As Indicated by the strength of the lines, neutron capture on
17sLu leads more frequently to the isomer, leaving only a small probability for the

long-lived ground state.
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Fig. 11 The s-proceos
n«utron capture chain
b t t w n n Yb and Hf. Note,
that 178Lu and 176Hf are
shielded against the
r-proco»s.

Since the isomer decays exclusively to 176Hf with a half-life of only 3.68 h, the
the original s-process abundance of 176Hf is determined by the fraction of neutron
captures feeding the Isomer. The Idea that ground state and isomer could be treated
like two different nuclei appeared plausible because direct transitions are expected to
be completely Inhibited by selection rules. However, this picture was questioned by an
obvious discrepancy: The partial capture cross section for populating the isomer in
176Lu was found too large3*' for producing enough 176Lu to account for the abundance
observed today". On the other hand, Beer et al.35 ' found from a comparison with the
l76Hf abundance that the s-process flow through 176Lu9 was considerably more efficient
than expected from this result.

Therefore, additional feeding mechanisms for the long-lived ground state had to
be identified. The most important one was that higher lying states may be excited in
the hot photon bath at the stellar s-process site36 '375, which then decay back either
to the isomer or to the ground state. In this way, the initial population of these two
states can be changed, and in the extreme case even thermal equilibrium can be
achieved. Then, the s-process abundances of 176Lu and 176Hf are no longer determined
by their cross sections alone, but by the competition between their stellar beta decay
and neutron capture rates, resulting in an abundance ratio that is sensitive to tempera-
ture and neutron density during the s-process.
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In order to identify suited levels for linking ground state and isomer, the level

scheme of 176Lu has been reinvestigated by detailed experimental studies22'38>. At the

high flux reactor of the ILL Grenoble, gamma transitions in 176Lu were investigated

with the bent crystal spectrometers G A M S , and complementary information on the

conversion electron spectrum for determination of multipolarities was obtained with

the magnetic spectrometer BILL. An additional measurement of y-y coincidences with

two germanium detectors served for the reliable assignment of the gamma transitions

within the level scheme. Furthermore, Information on the lifetimes of relevant levels

was obtained from a measurement of delayed coincidences, and in one case from the

Doppler broadened line shape In the gamma spectra. The measurements in Grenoble

were supplemented by a study of the l75Lu(d,p)176Lu reaction with the Q3D spectrograph

at the Munich tandem accelerator; the results obtained in this experiment were impor-

tant for determining the energy of the l w = 1" Isomer as well as for the assignment of

levels at high excitation energies.

In total, 509 gamma transitions could be Identified In 176Lu, and multipolarities

were determined for 228 of these transitions. Based on this information, on the

results from the f-y coincidence measurement and from the 17SLu(d,p)175Lu study, as

well as on earlier Investigations, the level scheme was determined in three steps:

(i) As in previous studies, two separate level schemes were constructed by

means of the Rltz combination principle, which are built on the ground state and on the

isomer, respectively. In both schemes, an excellent precision of AE/E = 5.7 • 10~5 is

achieved for the level energies, but the absolute energies of the second scheme

remain uncertain due to the ~2 keV uncertainty of the Isomer energy.

(ii) That energy could be considerably Improved by calibrating the spectrum of

the (d,p) measurement with the well established G A M S data. Eventually, the excitation

energy of the isomer was precisely defined to 122.855 ± 0.009 keV by several mediating

transitions between the two schemes that were ultimately identified in the G A M S

spectra. Accordingly, the neutron separation energy of 176Lu cou'd be revised to

6287.91 ± 0.15 keV.

(iii) The unified level scheme was checked for consistency with all existing data;

in this step, a level scheme was established, comprising 97 energy levels connected by

270 gamma transitions. About 30 Nllsson configurations and corresponding rotational

bands were Identifitd. The comparison with model calculations indicates that the level

scheme comprises all excited states with spins 1 < I < 8 up to 900 keV. In particular,

this scheme contains transitions that connect the l n = 7 " ground state with the 1"

isomer via mediating levels at higher excitation energy. Based on the fact, that more

than 90% of the observed intensities could be placed in the level scheme, an isomeric

ratio, Op(i)/dtot s ° - 8 7 0 * 0-025, was deduced for the fractional population of the

Isomer by thermal neutron captures.

These results were confirmed simultaneously by a parallel study at Berkeley

using the 176Yb(p,n)176Lu reaction and the High Energy Resolution Array of 20 Compton-

suppressed germanium detectors to collect gamma-ray singles and gamma-gamma
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coincidence data235.

With the improved level scheme, the temperature effects on the s-process flow

through the A = 176 branching could now be treated quantitatively. This discussion can

be found in full detail in Ref. (22). Here, it might suffice to illustrate the effect of

temperature on the half-life of "&Lu. F'9• 12 shows in a schematic way how isomer

and ground state are connected by transitions to and from a higher lying state. If one

starts from the ground state, a significant population of the mediating state can only

be achieved when the temperature Is high enough that the mediating state is reached

with finite probability. In case of 176Lu, the lowest mediating state was located at E| =

838 keV. Since its population probability p| is proportional to the Boltzmann factor,

PI ~ exp(-E|/kT),

it is obvious from a little exercise that pj becomes significant only for thermal energies

in excess of kT ~ 15 keV, I.e. at temperatures above ~200 • 106 «. According to

Fig. 12, one expects at that point a gradual depopulation of the ground state, resulting

in a reduction of the effective half-life, because the mediating level starts to feed the

short-lived Isomer. Since the mediating state occurs at rather high excitation energy,

MEDIRTING LEVEL

p(v,)B.

GROUND
STRTE

0 Xod

Fig. 12 A schematic sketch of the mechanism responsible for the temperature-dependent
decay of 176Lu: the long-lived ground state and the 3.6 h Isomer are connected by
thermally Induced transitions via a Higher lying state. Direct transitions between
Isomer and ground state are forbidden by selection rules.
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Fig. 13 The half-life of 176Lu

as a function of tompcraturo.

tine Boltzmann factor shows a very abrupt onset of this effect, resulting in the tempera-

ture dependence of the effective stellar half-life of Fig. 13. At low temperatures, the

half-life equals the ground state value and at very high temperatures it corresponds to

the solution for thermal equilibrium In the population of ground state and Isomer. What

Is important for the Interpretation of 176Lu as an 5-process chronometer is the extremely

steep transition between these regimes, which falls just in the temperature region of

stellar helium burning! Accordingly, the discussion of Ref. (22) yields a possible range

of s-process temperatures between 240 • 106 and 360 • 106 K, in good agroomont with

other s-process thermometers16 •2 < ' .

7. Summary

Neutron capture nucleosynthesis in Red Giants is presently a fascinating play-
ground, both for stellar modtllsts as well as for nuclear physicists. The interplay
between thest disciplines apptars to be quite fruitful in revealing the stellar production
mechanisms for the heavy elements. As outlined In this contribution, particularly
dtailed information on the physical conditions during the s-process can be deduced
from the observed abundances by means of the classical approach, provided that the
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relevant nuclear physics is known with good accuracy. At present, the quality of the
available data is not yet adequate, but it has been shown that new experimental tech-
niques are now available, which will allow for a more quantitative insight in the stellar
mechanisms of the s-process. This holds for very accurate measurements of stellar
neutron capture rates by means of the Karlsruhe 4rc BaF2 detector as well as for
experimental studies on radioactive branch point nuclei. In addition, weak interaction
rates under stellar conditions can - at least In some Important cases - be Investigated
experimentally. With the availability of a complete set of such Improved data, It Is to
be expected, that the models for helium shell burning in Red Giants can be considerably
refined by using the s-process abundance patterns as a diagnostic tool for the stellar
plasma.
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MOMENTUM DISTRIBUTIONS, OCCUPATION NUMBERS AND NATURAL

ORBITALS IN NUCLEI WITHIN THE GENERATOR COORDINATE METHOD

Anton N. Antonov

Institute for Nuclear Research and Nuclear Energy,

Bulgarian Academy of Sciences, Sofia 1784, Bulgaria

ABSTRACT. The nucleon-nucleon correlation effects on
nuclear characteristics (momentum distributions, natural
orbitals and occupation numbers) are considered within the
generator coordinate method (GCM).

1. AN APPROACH TO NUCLEON MOMENTUM DISTRIBUTIONS IN THE GCM

Experimental data and some theoretical results related to

nuclear quantities, such as nucleon momentum distribution

(NMD), occupation numbers of single-particle states,

spectral functions of deep-hole nuclear states etc. show

substantial deviations from the predictions of the

mean-field approximation. This fact is attributed to the

effects of nucleon-nucleon correlations (e.g. short-range,

tensor and others) which are not accounted for in the

mean-field theories. This correlations are related to the

properties of the nucleon-nucleon forces at short

distances, it turns out that such type of correlations are

responsible for the existence of high momentum components

in the momentum distributions1'. This phenomenon is

investigated experimentally in various nuclear processes,

such as inclusive and exclusive electron scattering, deep-

inelastic scattering of protons, pions, alpha-particles and

heavy ions on nuclei, photo-reactions etc. There is scanty

knowledge, however, about the exact behaviour of the

momentum distribution at high momenta (k>2fm"1) nowadays.

The information extracted from the experimental data is

strongly model dependent and is rather preliminary.

The main efforts of the theory are now related to the

correct account for the N-N correlations in methods and

models which are going beyond the Hartree-Fock

approximation. The examples of such methods in which the

problems of the NMD are considered are the exp(S)-method ,



the Jarirow-type methods3"8', the Brueckner theory of finite

nuclei9 , the two-body correlating operator method10'111,

the coherent density fluctuation model (CDFM)1'12'1" etc..

Another variational correlation method is the

. In this metho

is written in the form:

GCM . In this method the trial many-body wave function

0(rt/...r4) = Jf(x)0(r1,...rA;x)dx , (I)

where the generating many-body function 0({r1};x) depends

on the particle coordinates {r } and on the generator

coordinate x (it can be not only one).

The application of the variational principle:

SB - 0 (2)

leads to the integral equation for the weight function

f (x):

IT K(x,x' ) - E I(x,x' )j f (x' ) dx' = 0 . (3)IT
The overlap kernel I(x,x') and the energy kernel K(x,x')

are determined by:

I(x,x') = <«<r1,...rA;x)|*<r1,...rA;x'.ft (4)

and

K(x,x'> « <#<r1,...rA;x)|H|«(rI,...rA;x')> , (5)

A

where H is the Hamiltonian of the system considered.

In practice the many-body generating function

^(rl,...r ;x) is usually taken to be a single Slater

determinant constructed from proton and neutron orbitals

<Px(r;x). In this case it is seen that the GCM is in

principle beyond the Hartree-Fock approximation. The energy

kernel has the form171:

K(x,x'} = <0(ri,...rA;x)|0<ri,...rA;x')>jH<r;x,x')dr . (6)

when Skyrme effective N-N forces are used and in the case

of nuclei with equal number of protons and neutrons (Z=N),

18)

the function H(r;x,x') can be expressed by :

H(r;x,x') - 5i T + | t0p
2 + ^ (3V5t2)(pT+j

z) + ^
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I The quantities tQ, t^ t2, tg and cr are the Skyrme-force

parameters. The density p, the kinetic energy density T and

the current density j are defined by means of the proton

and neutron single-particle orbitals p. :
A

A/4
p(x,x';r) = 4 ) (N~

A/4

T(x,x';r) = 4

In (8-10) A is the mass number and N"1 is the inverse

matrix of

NAy(x,x') - J ^'(r/xxp^i^x' ) dr . (11)

The overlap kernel is given by

I(x,x') - ( det (N^)) 4 . (12)

In the calculations of the NMD within the GCM19l20) the

single-particle orbitals (o^(r;x) have been chosen to

correspond to two "construction potentials":

a) the square-well potentials with infinite walls:

V(r) - ] (13)
I » , r > x

and

b) the harmonic oscillator potential:

V(r) 2 £
In the case a) the radius of the wall x is chosen to be the

generator coordinate. At the same time it is related to the

size of the system of A nucleons confined in the sphere with

radius x, i.e. it is the radius of the system in the

"intermediate" state which is described by $( r^,.. «*A;x) •

The dynamics related to this collective parameter is the
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breathing monopole vibration. In the case b) the oscillator

parameter a=(mu>/h)1/2 is chosen to be the generator

coordinate. In the case a) the values of the Skyrme

parameters have been fixed to reproduce approximately the

binding energy of "He, 160 and *°Ca nuclei: to=-2765.0,

^=383.94, ta--38.04, t3=15865 and <r=l/6. The nuclear matter

characteristics corresponding to this set of Skyrme

parametrs are: the binding energy per nucleon E/A=-16.78

MeV/N, the incompressibility K=235.1 MeV, the effective mass
* 3

m=0.7m and the equilibrium density po=0.148 fm" . The

energies of the ground and the first monopole excited state

(without Coulomb energy) as well as the r.m.s, radii of

these states in 4He, 160 and 40Ca are presented in Table 1.

Nuclei

4 He
1 60
4 0Ca

Eo

-37.

-144.

-402.

06

58

92

1

2

3

ro

.78

.63

.40

E

-9

-111

-369

!

.83

.37

.21

2

2

3

r i

.75

.90

.52

E i

27

33

33

"Eo

.23

.21

.71

Tablel. Energies in MeV and r.m.s. radii in fm of the

ground and the first monopole exited states of He, O and
40Ca obtained in GCM vith an infinite square-well potential

The ground-state density distribution p(r) and the NMD

n(k) have the form:

p(r) = JJ dxdx'fo(x)fo(x') I(x,x') p(x,x';r) , (15)

n(k) = Jf dxdx'fo(x)fQ(x') I(x,x') p(x,x';k) , (16)

where

p(x,x';r)

A/4

(17)

The function fo(x) ie the lowest solution of the integral

eguation (3) corresponding to the ground-state energy Eo.

The function £ (k;x) is the Fourier transform of <P (r;x ).



In Figs. 1-2 the results for the NMD of *He and 0

obtained in GCM with square-well (GCSW) and harmonic

oscillator potential (GCHO) are presented and compared with

the results of the exp(S)-method21 with Reid soft-core

(RSC) and the de Tourreil-Sprung super-soft-core B nucleon-

nucleon potentials, wxth the results of the uncorrelated

Hartree-Fock case (using 21) for 160) and with CDFM results

as well as with available experimental data (for He)

extracted from the (e,e' j-reactions22"24'. The GCM results

for the NMD in *°Ca are presented in Fig. 3 in comparison

with the Hartree-Fock calculations using wave-functions from
21> as well as with the results of the CDFM and those from
lo'n) and 8).

Fiq.i Nucleon momentum

distribution for *He36>: GCM

vith square-veil - construction

potential (thick solid line);

GCM vith harmonic-oscillator

construction potential (dotted

line); calculations using pure

harmonic - oscillator wave-

functions (thin solid line),

exp(S)-method with the de

Tourreil-Sprung super soft- core

B (dash-one-dot) and Reid soft-

core (dash-tvo-dots) potentials
2>. Experimental data (black

squares) are taken from . The

normalization is J"n(k)k2dk-A

The NMD in the GCSW case has high-momentum components

at k^fnf1 which are the evidence of the accounting for the

N-N correlations. The GCSW result differs significantly

from the NMD calculated in the GCHO case and in the

Hartree-Fock method. It is obvious that the inclusion of

the monopole vibrations in the GCM is not sufficient to

account for the effects of N-N correlations. It is

illustrated by the difference between the NMD in GCSW and

in-10

1 MM



.o-

Nucleon momentum

distribution for 16O. Results of

the GCM and exp(S)-method are

denoted as in Fig.l.; CDFM

(dashed line); Hartree-Fock

calculations using wave

functions

line).

from'.21) (thin solid

Fig.3 Nucleon momentum

distribution for *°Ca. Results of

the GCM, CDFM and Hartree-Fock

method are denoted as in Fig.2.;

of: 10,11)
(dash-one-dot)Results

*(fm-i) and 8) (dash-tvo-dots).

GCHO calculations at k>2fm"1. In Fig. 4 the functions

p(r;r;k) (eq. (17) for a fixed r.m.s. radius r=2.6fm) for

square-well basis (SWB) and harmonic oscillator basis (HOB)

are presented together with the corresponding NMD n(k) (16)

for *He. The behaviour of p(r,r;k) and n(k) in GCSW case

illustrates that the account for collective monopole

vibrations is also important for the smooth form of n(k).

It can be concluded that:

1) The account for the collective motion is necessary

but not sufficient for the description of the high-momentum

components of n(k).



2) The choice of the intermediate generating states

is important for the correct account of the short-range

correlation effects. In the GCSW case the intermediate

states are states of all A nucleons confined in a sphere

with radius x. For small values of the generator coordinate

x the density of the system is large and the nucleons are

close to each other. This is not the case when

harmonic-oscillator construction potential is used.

2. TWO-NUCLEON MOMENTUM DISTRIBUTIONS IN GCM

The behaviour of the two-nucleon momentum distribution

(TNMD) is important for the description of various nuclear

reactions, such as pion-absorptions, the backward proton

production in high-energy proton-nucleus collisions, the

neutron knockout reaction etc. The dominant role which the

high-momentum components of the two-nucleon centre-of-mass

momentum distribution plays for the successful description

of the high-energy part of the back-scattered proton

spectra in proton-nucleus collisions is shown in the

phenomenological correlation model from 2 . Substantial

high-momentum components of the TNMD in *He are obtained in

the correlation method from

I
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Fig.4 The function p(r,r,q) (17)

and the nudeon momentum

distribution n(q) (16) for *HeJ1.

The quantity r is the r.m.s.

radius in the chosen intermediate

state (in this example r=2.6fm;.

SWB and HOB: p(r,r,q) in the GCM

with square-veil and harmonic-

oscillator construction

potentials, respectively. GCSW

and GCHO; n(q) in the GCM vith

square-veil and harmonic-

oscillator construction

potentials, respectively.



We consider the TNMD within the GCM 27> starting with

the definition of the two-body density-matrix:

p (?1,c2;?;,c;> = (18)

A(A-l)^
2

where €, = (r) ;cri ,T( )»(r(;T)(). Using the GCM expression for

the many-body function (1), the two-body density matrix can

be presented in the form:

P (€j/C2;?J/C2) =

|| dxdx' f*(x)f(x')p(2)(x/x';r1,c;;e1,c2)
where

P (x,x';C1,Ca;?'1,Ca) = (20)

If the generating wave function * is a single Slater

determinant constructed from a compete set of single-

particle functions <p (x,£), the matrix (20) will have the

form28':

,Ci

where
A

y~* ( ' j ^ x ' , ? ' ) , (22)
IN"1 1 is the inverse matrix to the matrix:

Nkl(x,x') - Y. I
 dr ^(XfOV*''*) (23)

)
and

I(x,x') - det (Hkl) . (24)

The TNMD n(2)(C,,C2) is determined by the diagonal

elements of the two-body density matrix in the momentum

space:

n(2)(clf<:a) = P < 2 ) « 1 , C 2 ; C 1 , C 2 > , (25)
where C1*(ki;tri,Ti )*(k(;7)i). For nuclei with Z=N and
summing over o^, <r2, z and T 2 (T^Z^, the following



expression for the case of n-p pairs is obtained27)

" np^.'-a' - (26)

| J| dxdx' f*(x)f (x')I(x,x')P(x,x'^j )p(x,x',ka) ,

where p(x,x',kj) is given by (17). Introducing the relative

q and centre-of-mass p moments of the n-p pair by:

q = (kj-k )/2 , P = k +k2 , (27)

the following expression for the centre-of-mass and the

relative motion TNMD for n-p pairs inside the nucleus can

be obtained:

np J (2TT)3 "P 2
- q)

The TNMD
27)

(2rt)3

re).

(28)

(29)

16,n ' ' and n ' are calculated for He, '°0 and
np np

Ca*" using Skyrme effective forces with the same

parameter set as for the single-nucleon momentum

distribution (part 1) with square-well (GCSW) and harmonic

oscillator (GCHO) construction potential. In the latter

have been used. The TNMD
case SkM* parameter set values29'

for 4He are presented in Fig. 5 and compared with the
4He i

Si-."

-6 0 1-

1

p.̂ —•— 6—•—1—^—A-
-v.o

Fig .5 The centre-of-mass n"n"" and relative n̂ °" momentum

distribution of n-p pair in He. Results of the GCM27': vith

square-veil (GCSW) and harmonic-oscillator (GCHO)

construction potentiai*:2S)-HftF,8s)-AR/
:K>>-FM, uncorrelated

case - HO. The normalization is (27T)"3J"n (k)dk«l.
np



results from 25>26), from the coherent density fluctuation

model (CDFM) calculation30' and with harmonic-oscillator

uncorrelated results (HO). As in the single-nucleon

momentum distribution, the existence of high momentum

components in the TNMD in the GCSW case, as well as in the

GCFM, is an evidence for the accounting of the short-range

N-N correlations in both approaches. This is not the case

when harmonic-oscillator construction potential is used. It

should be noted also that the results for nrel in *He, 160
40 "P

and Ca calculated in the GCSW case are close to each

other up to momenta q«4fm~l. They present the behaviour of

the proton-neutron relative motion momentum distribution in

the deutron-like pair when the latter is situated in the

nuclear medium. In the region qs4£nfl degrees of freedom

different from the nucleonic ones are important as well. It

has to be emphasized that the experimental investigations

of TNMD would be of great interest.

3. SINGLE-PARTICLE OCCUPATION NUMBERS AND NATURAL ORBITALS

IN THE GCM

The account for nucleon-nucleon correlations in various

correlation methods leads to a loss of the simplicity and

transparency which have place in the mean-field

approximation. As shown by Lbwdin , however, the

attractive properties of the single-particle description

can be preserved in the correlation methods using the

natural orbital representation (NOR). In it the one-body

density matrix has the simple form:

p(r,r') - ][ na^(r)*a(r') , (30)
a

where the so- called "natural orbitals" ^ a(
r) a r e

single-particle wave functions which diagonalize the matrix

p(r,r'). The natural occupation numbers nff in the state a

satisfy the conditions:
0 s n, si with T n,, • Aot L. a.

a
In the Hartree-Fock case na=l below the Fermi level and

n =0 above it.



The NOR has been already applied to studies of N-N

correlation effects in nuclear structure mainly in two

ways. In the first one (e.g. 31-32'33)) t n e natural

orbitals are considered using the wave functions

corresponding to Saxon-Woods potentials so that to

reproduce the density distribution311 or the energy-level

scheme of the self-consistent Hartree-Fock calculations331.

The occupation numbers are extracted from experimental data

on nucleon-transfer reactions311 or are taken from

theoretical calculations accounting for RPA as well as

short-range and ten6or correlations in nuclear matter33'.

It is obvious that in this way the natural orbitals and the

occupation numbers are not determined on a common basis.

In the second way the one-body density matrix

obtained in a particular correlation method is diagonalized

directly. In 34! the natural orbitals and occupation

numbers for *°Ca are obtained using Jastrow one-body

density matrix. In 35) the diagonalization of the one-body

density matrix in CDFM enabled us to calculate the natural

orbitals and the occupation numbers in the case of 16O,
40Ca, 58Ni and ^ P b . It has to be emphasized that the

diagonalization of the one-body density matrix makes it

possible to obtain both natural orbitals and occupation

numbers in a consistent way on the same footing.

The natural orbitals \l>a and occupation numbers na are

obtained within the GCM diagonalizing the one-body density

matrix36':

p(r,r') = J| dxdx'fo(x)fo(x') I(x,x') p(x,x';r,r') , (31)
where fo(x) is the lowest solution of the eq. (3) and

A/4

p(x,x';r,r') = 4 V ~ * flf^x.x')jMX «o* (r;x)(p(X(r
/;x') . (32)

The following equation has to be solved:

I p(r,r')\ft (r') dr' * na^a^r^ ' ^^^
It is possible in this way to restore the single-particle

picture in GCM. In other words, we obtain the effective

single-particle wave functions (natural orbitals) and
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occupation numbers containing the information on the N-N

correlation whose effect on the physical quantities is

quite substantial (e.q. the existence of high momentum

components in NMD and TNMD). The nuclear density and

momentum distributions expressed in terms of natural

orbitals and occupation numbers have the form:

P(r) = I na\>pa(r)\
2 , (34)

a

n(k) =

a
where $a(k) is the Fourier transform of 0a(r).

For nuclei with total spin J=0 the one-body density

matrix has to be diagonalized in the {i,j,m} subspace3t>

(i, j, m being the quantum numbers corresponding to the

single-particle orbital and total momentum and its

projection). In the case of nuclei with spherical symmetry

the natural orbitals have the form:
u.(r)

e'*> - - r Yi.<e'*> ' ( 3 6 )

Using(31-33,3^the following equation for the radial part

of the natural orbitals u ,(r) is obtained:
nl

Co

dr' = nn|unl(r) , (37)

where

rr' JJ dxdx'fo(x)fQ(x') I(x,x')

The summation in (38) is performed over all orbitals with

given i which- build the Slater determinant of the

generating function and Rnl(r,x) are the radial parts of

these orbitals. Equation (37) has non-zero solutions for

the occupation numbers only for values of I s i , where

I is the maximum angular momentum of the single-particle

states whose wave functions build the Slater determinant of

the generating function 0(r ,...r ,x).

The above-described GCM formalism has been applied to
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determine the natural orbitals and occupation numbers in

'He, 16O and 40Ca using both square-well and harmonic-

oscillator construction potentials. The values of the

Skyrme parametrs were taken to be the same as in part 1 and

2.

The results obtained in 36) show that the

correlations have a small effect upon the occupation

numbdre. In GCSW-case the total depletion of the Fermi-sea

is ; 1.6% for *He, 1.2% for 160 and 0.9% for 40Ca. In the

GCHO-case the depletion is smaller (less than 0.5%). The

natural orbitals for both construction potentials are

compared in Fig. 6 with those from CDFM35) and with

Hartree-Fock wave functions21' for the cases of the Is- and

lp-states in 16O in the coordinate space. All sets of the

wave functions differ significantly.

0 > 2 ) L S 6

Fig.6 Natural orbitals in coordinate space tor Is (a) and lp

(b) states in i60. Results of: GCM with square-veil

construction potential (thick solid line) and vith

harmonic-oscillator construction potential (dotted line)
361; GDFM 35) (dashed line); using Hartree-Fock wave

functions 21) (thin solid line).
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The effects of N-N correlations become, however, obvious

when the natural orbitals are compared in the momentum space

(Fig. 7). it can be seen that the GCHO natural orbitals are

close to the Hartree-Fock wave functions. On the other hand,

K)

Natural orbitals in momentum space for Is (a) and lp

(b) states in 0. Results are denoted as in Fig.6.

the GCSW natural orbitals differ substantially from the

uncorrelated wave functions both in magnitude and shape and

are apparently strongly influenced by the correlations. This

results in the high momentum components of the nucleon

momentum distributions. The comparison with .the results

obtained in the CDFM shows that in this model the

correlations affect both the occupation numbers and the

wave functions while in the GCSW-case the main effect is on

the natural orbitals.

Many efforts have been devoted in the last years to

extract information on the single-particle occupation

numbers from experimental data on (e,e'p) and (cl,3He)

reactions. In the case of lead isotopes 37"*4) attempts to

obtain the occupation probability of the 3s /2-state in
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Pb have been made using the sum rule method. In these

analyses the occupation probability is proportionally

scaled by an effective number Z reflecting the contribution

of the 3si/2-proton to the charge density distribution. If

the effects of the depletion of other orbits as well as the

core polarization effects are neglected, the effective

number 2 can be expressed simply in terms of the

experimentally deduced charge density difference

Ap(r)=pA'z(r)-p*"llZ"1(r> between the neighbouring nuclei

with the same neutron number and the single-particle charge

density p3 (r) = |vL (r)|2 of 3s -protons evaluated

within a particular model: Ap » Z | ̂ 3sl/2(
r) \Z • F o r t n e case

of 206Pb and 2OST1 the mean-field analysis shows4S) that Z

varies within the range 0.6 s z * 0.8. It was emphasized

m , however, that the core-polarization contribution

Apc is important in the analyses:

Ap = Z|03.1/2(r)|
2 + APcp • <39>

The significant role of the rearrangement effects has been

pointed out also in 46).

It was found in 44) that Z varies from 0.66 to 1.1

which lead* to 20-30% depletion of the 3s state.

Apparently, the determination of Z is the crucial point for

the model independence of the sum rule analysis so far as

the particular value of Z is extracted using

single-particle wave-functions from models in which

dynamical correlations are not included. It should be

emphasized that both occupation numbers and single-particle

wave functions have to be extracted from the experimental

data on one and the same footing.

The analysis of (e,e'p) reaction471 showed around 90%

occupation probabilities of the shell-model orbits below

the Fermi-level in 40Ca and 48Ca nuclei. From (3,3He) data

analyses 48> these probabilities are shown to be * 80% for

the Fermi-level (ld^ ) in 40Ca and 90-95% for the deeper

states. A depletion of 30-40% of the shell-model orbitals
On AQ)

near the Fermi-level has been shown for Y in
The spectroscopic factors for states near the Fermi
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edge deduced from the (e,e'p) cross sections indicate small

partial occupation probability of ~ 50% for 51V and 90Zr

nuclei ' . An analysis of (3,3He) data in which a bound

state wave function deduced from electron scattering data

is used, yields similar numbers. The study of (e,e'p)

reactions on 142'146Nd and 6Li S1) shows that the

experimental spectroscopic factors on Nd isotopes are

quenched by about 50%, whereas for the lightest systems the

quenching amounts to typically 15%.

We summarize the main conclusions in this lecture: \

1) The choice of construction potential in the GCM is

important for the account of the effects of nucleon- r

nucleon correlations on the nuclear characteristics. ]

2) Mainly the single-particle functions (their form)

are responsible for the description of the high-momentum

behaviour of the momentum distributions.

3) The diagonalization of the one-body density matrix

gives a consistent way for obtaining the natural orbitals

and occupation numbers on a same basis.

4) The available experimental data for the occupation

numbers are obtained in model-dependent analysis using

single-particle wave functions from independent-particle

models. In this sense, they are inconsistent and rather

preliminary.
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SELF CONSISTaTE THEORY OP THE COLLECTIVE EXCITATIONS
OF ATOMIC NUCLEI

B.I.Barts
Institute of Physics & Technology, Kharkov 310108, USSR

ABSTRACT: A model for the unified description
both of positive- and negative-parity collective
states has been developed. Besides the
quadrupole degrees of freedom, it also takes
into aooount the ootupole ones. The treatment is
based on the consideration of a self consistent
nature of the interaction between the vibrations
via the rotations.

1 . INTRODUCTION

As is well known last period was marked by powerful

progress of microscopic theories in nuclear physics ( such

as Hartree-Fook and Fermi System ones). Nevertheless

several phenomenologioal models retain their importance,

and these models are live and develop ing. One can indicate

some reason for this. First , exact microscopic

calculations are very hard in real situations. And second ,

we need olear-out notion and terminology to attain the

\iain purpose of nuolear soience which is to understand thr

nuclear structure. Phenomenologioal models are not so

fundamental as the miorosoopio ones, but they are simpler

and more convenient for immediate interpretation of

experimental data. Moreover, the phenomenologioal models

whioh have presented themselvees in a good light can prove

to be useful to oheok new results of microsoopic theories .

Now I'd like to tell about the development of one of

such modelB,namely, well known Bohr-Mottelson collective

model. These works were done to describe both positive and

negative parity excitations of a nuclear surface with

allowanoe for the interactions of these exoitations in

deformed nuclei through rotations.

As you know, there are a lot of collective levels in
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the speotra of deformed nuclei. In Pig. 1, as an example,

ise

£1
/000K3B

4 * - -

suoh a speotrum is shown. As you oan see, there are both
positive- and negative-parity states. These states may be
interpreted as quadrupole and ootupole vibrations and
rotations. The series of states which have the same
vibrational struoture constitute the rotational band.
Later we shall disouss this pioture in more detail but now
I'd like only to point out the subject of our interest.
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2. HISTORY

The phenomenological theory of rotation-vibration

spectra of deformed nuolei is based on the classioal works

by A.Bohr and Mottelson / 1,2 /. Bohr introduced the

intrinsic frame of referenoe, which is rigidly connected to

the nucleus, and thus he separated rotational and

vibrational variables of the nuolear surface.

Then the Hamiltonian constructed by Bohr was widely

used by Davydov and his collaborates to study nonaxial

nuolei - Davydov-Pilippov model / 3 / - and the coupling

between (3- vibrations and rotations in the so-called soft

nuolei - Davydov-Ohaban model / 4 /. Both the rotational

and vibrational degrees of freedom were consistently taken

into acoount by Paessler and Greiner / 5 /. Two

characteristic properties were fundamentally used in this

approaoh, known as rotation-vibration model ( RVM ) or

Faessler-Greiner model. First, a consideration of the

quadrupole vibration only results in the fact, that the

moment of inertia Jo associated with rotation round the

symmetry axis depends on only one vibrational variable.

Seoondly, the assumption of a strong static deformation

means a weak dependence of the moments J1 and J2
(assooiated with rotations round the transverse axes) on

vibrational variables and the theory has small parameters.

To describe properly the observed negative- and

positive-parity excitations , the treatment should include

octupole degrees of freedom as well. However, in this case

the moment of inertia J, becomes the function of several

vibrational variables a ^ with (i.#0, due to which the

vibrations beoome coupled. Much effort was taken by many

researohers" ( a review of which you can see for example in

/ 6 - 8 /, but this many variables problem turned out too

difficult to solve and up to 1982 when we started the

problem was still open.

We looked at this situation from another,

nontraditional point of view and used the fact that the
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moment of inertia J^ , which determines the interaction,
depends on a set of vibrational amplitudes. Hence, it is
reasonable to suppose, that the potential is a rather
smooth function of each of them.This allowed us to suggest
a self-oonsistent approach to solve the problem.Further I'd
like to disouas it in detail.

3. INTRINSIC FRAME OF REFERENCE

First of all we shall discuss briefly the choice of
the intrinsio frame of referenoe. If we try to describe the
surfaoe shape of deformed nuclei by usual formula

S>.un.(, p)),
Xjl ( 1 )

the variables a ^ correspond to both rotation and
vibration. To separate these motions Bohr / 1 / introduced
intrinsic frame of referenoe which is rigidly conneoted to
the nucleus. In this frame

i? (8', cp') = Ho (1 + S aUlYt» (6', (*>')).
Xji ( 2 )

and the variables oû , are expressed via a ^ describing
deformation itself and Euler angles {0i, 92, 03},
determining the.nuoleus orientation as whole,

v ( .•> )
Bohr fixed intrinsic frame of reference by conditions

These oonditionB mean that the axes of the intrinsic frame
of referenoe are the prinoipal axes of the inertia
ellipsoid.

Inoluding ootupole ( or higher ) degrees of freedom in
the treatment we assume that quadruoole static deformation
is predominant ( P2 ** Po> $3 = Pk — • • • = U ). It is
reasonable to keep Bohr conditions for quadrupole variable.
But we must add some conditions to connect the octupole and
quadrupole deformations. We complete the conditions (4)
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with

{ 5 )

These relations are , on the one hand, equivalent to the

requirement of the existenoe of ZOX symmetry plane.On the

other hand, they together with the equalities resulting

from the radius to be real lead to the conditions

It allows to treat the values a ^ directly as dynamic

variables. Really, coordinates should be even under the

time-reversal transformation while velocities should be

odd. In this oase time-reversal transformation reduce to

complex conjugation.

4. COLLECTIVE HAMILTONIAN

The collective Hamiltonian responsible for the

vibrations and the rotations of deformed nuclei can be

derived / 9 / from the classical, expression for energy of

small vibrations

Xu ( 7 )

by going over from laboratory system to the intrinsic frame

of referenoe

Xu i.Xu i.i

Here J. . is inertia tensor,

a^{\\i\Lt\ Xa) (\o\L}\ ( g }

the diagonal elements are the moments of inertia. Term
Pi PUn i e s o r i b e s a classical rotation-vibration coupling,

Ft. 5̂  • - 2 By. Im <Xv | Lt |2 y. | t | n> >.v
v ( 10 )

This term and nondiagonal elements of J^ • are due to
octupole variables aooording to Bohr's choise of the



intrinsio frame.In quadrupole and ootupole oase we have

^u = ( /3a 2 0 + /2a2 2)*£2 + (6a*0 + i "

+ 3a|s + 2 / 3 0 a30a32 + 2 / 1 5 03,033)

tu = (V 3 aiQ- / 2 fl22)2 Bt + (6fl,'o +

+ 3a3
2
3 - 2 / 3 0 a30c32 - 2, / 1 5 a31a33) B3;

^33 = 8a2
2
25., + (2a*I + 8as

a
aH

11 )

and

First, we shall consider the hard nuclei and shall

assume like in RVM that vibration amplitudes are small,

^ f ( 13 )
are determined by theThen transverse moments Ĵ  and

static component JQ ,

k ( 14 )

Further, performing the quantization according to the

general procedure / 9 /, we obtain the collective

Hamiltonian which may be expressed as

H = Hroi
where rotation part is

15 )

( 16 )
Like In RVM it is convenient to separate off the main

part in the complete Hamiltonian, which is diagonal

operator in view of rotational variables and consist of two
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terms

We write l a s t term as
3fl,n2 (n8—4)

( 18

introducing for brevity

33j^

The part H v i b r o t in (15) is nondiagonal ( at least,

under rotational variables ) operator associated with

nondiagonality of the tensor of the inertia moments and so

on.

The complete Hamiltonian problem is solved in RVM in

two steps. First, we must construct the wave functions for

the HQ , which are used then as a basis for the H

diagonalization.

The wave funotion of the HQ can be represented as a

product of the vibrational and rotational functions,

o (far)/ elf etl e3) = llK ({qr))D'jx (e,, a., e a ) ! { 2o )
where I is the total momentum of the nucleus and M and

K are its promotions onto axes 3 of the laboratory

system and 3' of the intrinsic frame - the symmetry axis.

The vibrational wave function is independent on M and

satisfies the Sohroedinger equation

r)) ( 21 }

with the effective vibrational Hamiltonian

2U • { 2 2 )



5. INTERACTION VIA ROTATION AND SELF CONSISTENT APPROACH

The effective vibrational Hamiltonian consists of
three terms,

r ( 23 )
One of them corresponds to transverse rotation. The

following is the Hamiltonian for independent vibrations.
ft +4cPg*.

LBT aqr <s ( 24
The l a s t term V. . ,Int

_ OK

where 6K = KV2 + S; yr = -(3/S)BT^ (n
3 - 4).

contains J- moment, which depends on a set of vibrational
amplitudes. Hence, this term is equivalent to the
interaction via rotations around the symmetry axis between
vibrational modes whioh are associated with axial symmetry
breaking. Thus we face a problem ofmany variables. In the
quadrupole oase - in Faessler-Greiner model - there was no
suohproblem, beoauee there was only one variable - a2£ of
suoh a type, and

m l"*" &
=-"T5K[r ( 2 6 )

was a centrifugal term in the Hamiltonian for 7 -mode.
To solve this problem we suggest a self consistent

approach / 6 /. Prom the physios point of view this is
based on the nature of the interaction potential, namely,
that the interaction potential (25) depends on eaoh mode
rather weakly. The situation is similar to the many body
system, where one can introduce a mean field. Assuming the
interaction to be self-consistent the wave function will be
sought as a produot



where the "one-partiole" wave funotions are determined by

the variational prinoiple

X X r }
This is Hartree approximation for collective modes

( phonons ).

6. ADDITIONAL REDUCTION ( N •» 1 )

The Hartree equations can be solved without any

additional assumption. However, these equations become

rather simple and the picture becomes especially olear if

we use the faot that number of amplitudes is large,

N •» 1 . Keeping the principal terms in order 1 /N ( terms

1/N3 are neglected ) one can obtain

( 29 )
Then the Schroedinger equations for phonons are

and the "one-partiole" Hamiltonian can be written as an

oscillator one,

tr __ * ** _) i_ c^'Q
12 r~ 2Br dq} ~ 2 r ̂ r

( 31 )
but the stiffness

L S v «%Av)
cyr

v' — cT —
( 32 )

is renormed and determined by mean values of all variables

of the set. In its turn, their mean values are determined

by the stiffnesses,

• ( 33 }

and depend on nuoleus colleotive state P={K,{nr}} . Thus,



Table 1.

Rearragement of nuclear characteristics

1/faa

initial

965

806

977

2000

g. b.
<B>

832

790

847

1715

124

n,,= l;
K=2

842

780

857

1813

79

n,i=l;
X=i

814

780

830

1736

106

K=2

841

780

856

1811

80

we obtain the oomplete set of the equations. In terms of

frequenoies

we oan rewrite them

( 34 )

( 35 )

here

r

and

( 37 )



Thus, for the set of quantum numbers P={K,{ap}} we

oan obtain the solution that is set of frequencies ixP ,

mean value of the moment J-, , wave functions and so on.

Rearrangement by exoitation you can see in this table.

In the first column there are the initial values which are

the Hamiltonian parameters. One oan see that effective

values differ from band to band, but not so strong. This

verifies our assumption, that interaction is the smooth

function of eaoh of the modes.

In the first column there are the initial values which are

the Hamiltonian parameters. One can see that effective

values differ from band to band, but not so strong. This

verifies our assumption, that interaction is the smooth

funotion of eaoh of the modes.

6. SELECTION RULES

The obtained set of frequencies determines immediately

wave functions for eaoh modes and thus the total wave

function (27). Taking into aooount the requirement of wave

funotion to be unique in laboratory frame we can obtain the

seleotion rule

Further, the total wave funotion for K/0 must be

symmetrized by

( 39 )
where parity

(
( 40 )

For states with K=0 we have immediately

„ = (-I)', K - 0. ( 41 )

and I is even only for the ground and p-band and I is
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odd only for the ootupole ( K=0 ) band. These are well
known seleotion rules.

7. TOTAL HAMILTONIAN PROBLEM SOLUTION

When we have the wave funotions of H Q Hamiltonian, we

oan oonstruot the total Hamiltonian wave function by

diagonalization,

p

( 42 )

The part H ^ ^ in (15) has a rather complicated

structure, and oonsist of the quadrupole and the octupole

terms,

rrb rot ( 43 )

I intend to disouss it only briefly ( you oan it in more

details in / 8 / ).

The diagonal part of H v i b r o t leads to renormalization

of moments of inertia for eaoh band ( see table 2 ).

Table 2.
Rearragment of the rotation energies

band

e<P>/e0

s. b

«>.u=0;
tf=0

1,08

P

« 2 0 = l ;
K = 0

1,20

V

K=2

1,15

octupole

1,02 1,07

n 3 2 = l ;
A'=2

1,05

nS3—U
tf=3

1,07

The nondiagonal part of Hvit>rot mixes the states

from the different bands ( with the same total momentum I

and parity of course ).It leads to deflections from the

pure rotation spectra for eaoh of the bands The major

matrix elements of H7.ibrot are due to classical

interaction vibration «» rotation ( term Fi<?un in (8) ).

This matrix elements are asBooiated with ootupole
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vibrations and are between the stateB with !AKi=1. Another
matrix elementB oontain an additional factor 1/wJ- or
1/UJO and are smaller. Thus, the rotation-vibration
Hamiltonian effeots are stronger for the ootupole bands.
They oan ohange the level order.

In the picture 1 you oan see the 1^ Gd speotrumas

example of our results. For eaoh band we show two

theoretical values ( before diogonalization - the left and

after diagonalization - the middle ones ). The value on the

rightis the experimental one . As you see it is a success

to describe a lot of states both having positive and

negative parity. For nucleus 1^ Gd it turns out possible

to reproduoe suoh a complicated phenomenon an abnormal

order of the levels in the ootupole band K=1.

I'd like to attract attention to the following. Taking

into account both the quadrupole and the ootupole degrees

of freedom is also useful for describing positive- parity

states. Namely, it enables one to obtain more natural

classification of the 7- band levels.

In quadrupole case - in Faessler-Greiner model - the

moment J_ associated with the rotation round the symmetry

axis depended on only one vibrational variable ^

therefore this moment was small while corresponding

rotation energy K2/2J3 turned out to be large, ofthe same

order as the vibration one, K2/2J^u . So one had to

interpret 7- states with K=2 as phononless, n22=0. On

the other hand octupole fluctuations lead to a much

stronger breaking of the axial symmetry. As a result, the

moment J~ turned out to be several times larger, while

the rotation energy being several times smaller. Thus we

oan classify 7-exoitation as the one-phonon state,

8. PARAMETERS AND THEIR CHOICE

The parameters of our model are the collective

Hamiltonian parameters. These are the mass coefficients B^

.stiffnesses Cj^ and statio deformation values P^ .We
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need only a set of frequenoies (Ĵ , to obtain the HQ

spectrum. To solve the total Hamiltonian problem it is
oonvenient to inolude the statio moment JQ instead of the
separate statio deformation PQ and mass coefficient B2

. Thus, we have six frequencies
«20» <">22, 0 ) 8 0 , 0 ) 3 1 , 0332, ©33.

( 44 )
and the statio moment of inertia JQ . Eaoh of the
frequencies influenoes mostly the phonon excitation, and
statio moment of inertia <JQ is the main thing that
determines the rotation energy. Therefore, we use the head
levels of the eaoh band and 2 + level of the ground band
to fix these parameters. Because K=3 octupole band is not
observed we choose to-_ rather large, to,., =2000 KeV. Then
the other results depend very weakly on this parameter.

9. HEXADECAPOLE EXCITATION

There is no problem to include the hexadecapole
degrees of freedom in our consideration, because our
approaoh becomes still valid fair as the number of variables
grows. This work was done and the set of the bands with

iff* i 1 1 1 1

K =0 ,1 ,2 ,3 ,4 was interpreted as hexadeoapole ones
/10/.

Unfortunately, there are no sufficient experimental
data on transition probability rates for these
states to make a final judgment on their nature.

10. GENERAL ( NON ADIABATICAL ) APPROACH

Up to now we assumed like in RVM that - dynamic
deformations are small as oompared to statio deformation,
a'Au* ^0 * Th*s assumption is based on the fact, that
vibration energies (0^ are greater than the rotation
energy whioh is inverse to statio moment of inertia JQ .
Thus, suoh a theory can be extended to low-lying levels of
so-called hard nuclei, in whioh the energy of the 2 + level
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o£ the ground band is muoh less than the energy of

vibrational quanta, Ep+ « ŵ j, .In other words, the

rotations are adiabatioal as regards vibrations.

To desoribe so-oalled soft nuolei and high-lying

states of hard nuolei where the condition a'^n* PQ is not

fulfilled our approach can be generalized. We consider soft

nuclei as well where the dynamio deformation is comparable

to the statio one and condition a'^« [3̂  does not hold.

The essential dependence of all the moments of inertia

on the vibrational amplitudes leads to the realization of

the interaction between the vibrations through the

rotations round all the axes. As a result, the structure of

the interaction becomes complicated involving all the

vibrational modes, unlike the case of hard nuclei with only

transverse ( (î O ) modes involved.

Aooordingly we must determine the rotational

Hamiltonian as

45

where the transverse moments of inertia J1 and Jg are

not equal to JQ . The terms in the effeotive Hamiltonian

responsible for the rotations depend on the set of all

vibrational amplitudes a and, hence, they are equivalen

to the interaction between different vibrational modes,

v - /({±!!zj£_/ * j_ * \_L K' i v

. ( 47 )

As you see, the interaction is strongly dependent on

the nuolear total momentum I . (This constitutes the main

difference between the hard and soft nuoleus oases. That's

why in the hard nuoleus oase, the major part of the

rotation Hamiltonian was independent of the v*'..rational

variables beoause J1 p^O '
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Assuming the interaotion between different
vibrational modes to be of self consistent nature we obtain
as above the set of Hartree equations, and the "one-mode"
Hamiltonian oan be written as

where the potential is averaged over all the ether
variables

Vr (ar) = < F ' « ) W - J{JJ dar, jcr. (ar.)

and

7e» = V -f F»»t. ( 50 }
Assuming that the vibrations, though modified due to

the interaction, remain small, we write the potential v^
in form

L ( 51 )
where the modified stiffnesses are

-!r ( 52 )
and the positions of the displaoed minima are found from

I ~
°r Pr ( 5 3 )

If we separate the mean values from the inertia
moments

( 54 )
and use

* « f \ l ¥\ < 55 )
we obtain finally

Iz7?l<-r)\ ( 56 )
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'where

. ( 5 8 ,

11 . GENERAL PROPERTIES OP THE SOLUTIONS

First of all, in this section we analyse some
relationships resulting from the structure of eqs. (56) and
(57).Note that since the expressions for the moments of
inertia (11) have no oomponents that are cross products of
the quadrupole and ootupole amplitudes, then there will be
no such oomponents in the expressions for 7 ^ ; hence the
set of equations (56) is split into two subsets of linear
equations for quadrupole and octupole 0 values
correspondently and the existence of the effective
deformation is directly determined by the presence of an
initial deformation of the same multipclarity. In other
words, under the assumption of no octupole static
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deformation

p8(t = 0 (n = 0, 1, 2, 3)
( 58 )

it follows from eqs. (56) that

?3v = 0 (v«0, 1, 2, 3). ( 59 ;

A s f a r a s t h e q u a d r u p o l e d e f o r m a t i o n i s c o n c e r n e d , t h e

s y m m e t r y b r e a k d o w n b e t w e e n a x e s 1 a n d 2 d u e t o t h e

p r e s e n c e o f t h e o c t u p o l e d e g r e e s o f f r e e d o m l e a d s t o t h e

o c c u r r e n c e o f t h e e f f e c t i v e n o n - a x i a l d e f o r m a t i o n P 2 2 e v e n

i n t h e c a s e w h e n t h e d e f o r m a t i o n p o t e n t i a l i m p l i e s t h e

a x i a l s y m m e t r y

Pto = p0 ̂  0, p M = 0.
( 60 )

In the general oase the equations for all values that

characterize a given oollective state jIK,{n_ }> turn

out to be coupled. Define the quadrupole deformation

parameters as

( 6 1

we oan rewrite our set of equations as

(*, #, {4?% ( 62 )
where the functions f, g and ?T characterize the

interaction considered and, thus, are dependent on all the

variables sought.

But the situation is simplified in the limiting case

wJ0«1 ( 0) being the excitation energy of a vibration

quanta ) This condition means that rotations ( with small

I) are adiabatio in order to vibrations. In this case which

corresponds to hard nuclei disoussed above we obtain

and another equations from the set (62) turn into "old"
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TABLE 3 Spectra of U (energy in keV)

Band. /

g.2"
4*
6*
8"
10"
12*
14"
16"
18"
20"
22"
24"

0.0*
2"
4*

r,2"
3"
4*

K"-0~,l"
3"
5~
7"
9"
11"
13"
15-

17"

Kn = r,\~
2~
y

r -2", 2-
3"
4"

Exp.

44.9
148.4
307.2
518.8
775.7
1076.5
1415.3
1788.2
2190.7
2618.7
3067.2
3534.5

993
1037.3
1127

1060.3
1105.6
1167.7

679.8
731.3
826.4
965.9
1150.3
1378.4
1648.9
1958.6
2305.9

930.8
950.0
997.5

1128.7
1169.4
1242.9

T

44.91
148.3
307.2
517.2
774.0
1072.7
1409.3
1779.7
2180.5
2608.9
3062.0
3537.9

989.2
1037.4
1148.3

1060.4
1106.6
1167.6

686.2
756.8
881.9
1058.3
1281.9
1548.6
1854.4
2195.5
2568.4

904.7
934.1
977.9

1120.1
1163.7
1221.3

f

44.9
148.2
306.7
515.9
771.1
1068
1401
1768
2164
2587
3034
3503

989.2
1037
1148

1060
1107
1168

681.1
731.0
830.0
982.5
1188
1443
1743
2083
2459

909.8
931.6
997.5

1123
1169
1230

/u/
44.7
148.2
308.4
522.5
786.7
1076
1458
1856
2191
2626

/ill
i

44.5 ,,
148.3
308.0 ;
519.0 .;
776.4 f

1100 \
1414 I
1786 -j
2191 ;
2626
3088
3576

L
i

j
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equations (35).

In the general oaee the Bet of equations (S2) is

properly Eolved by iteration and we can study / 7 /the

dependence of the sought oharaoteristics of the ground band

levels on total angular momentum I for hard (*~58U ) and

soft ( 9 4 Pt ) nuolei, respectively. As it turned out the

quadrupole stiffnesses increase with I, whereas the

ootupole ones decrease. This is attributed to the

assumption of quadrupole oharaoter of the static

deformation.

For illustration , tables 3 and 4 list our

calculated rotation-vibration exoitation energy values for

Table 4. Spectrum of 194Pt

Spectra of l94Pt (energy in keV)

Band, /

g,2+

4"
6+

8+

10+

0,2+

3+

4+

5+

6*

Exp.

328.5
811.2

1411.6
2099.2
2438.2

622.1
922.8

1229.5
1498.7
1925.7

T

330.8
822.8

1481.9
2230.6
3038.5

620.0
872.2

1179.2
1528.9
1911.3

f

328.4
800.2

1427.0
2144.0
2920.0

622.0
872.2

1201.0
1529.0
1963.0

RV1 MM/

331.0
810.0

1376.0
2115.0
3038.0

637.0
781.0

1235.0
-
-

RV2 fik/

345.0
1046.0
2129.0
3467.0

-

641.0
1252.0
1782.0

-
-

data and calculations by other methods. The results

obtained from the diagonalization of the complete

Harailtonian are listed in column T. The results for ""3 U,

obtained here and earlier ( as we descussed above ) appear

to be in good agreement for low momenta I . However, as I

grows, essential differences arise. This displays the fact

that the nucleus becomes softer, and thus the

approximations that reduce a more general approach to a

simpler one ( see above ) for the description of hard

nuclei are no longer valid. «>
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Note that the separation of the collective Haniltcniari
into rotational and rotational-vibraticnal components is
now differ from that typical of the RVM : the rotational
Hamiltonian rather naturally covers the major part of
oolleotive mode interaction through rotations ( except for
the negative parity bands with |AK|=1 ).

For comparison, table 5 gives the energies of the 2'8U
ground band levels calculated in the variable moment of
inertia model /11/ and in the anharmonic vibrator model
proposed quite recently /12/. Though these models present
the phenomenological approximation for the observed levels
of the ground band only using two and three parameters,
respectively, for this purpose, our approach reproduces the
description of the spectrum almost as well; the only
parameter being used to assign to the ground band is chosen
relative to the 2 + level.

12. AN ADDITIONAL BRANCH OF SOLUTION -
NON-AXIAL DYNAMIC ISOMER

When the adiabaticity condition is violated there

appears a possibility of a new branch of solutions /13/

(see table 5 for '"T't nuclei ) .
Table 5- oAK1./., (O^'J» w'i<<'J"

I

4+

6+

6+

8+

8+

I0+

I0+

N
I

N

N

A

A/
A

N
A

E

823

1482

4895

2230

5945

3038

6940

I

I

0

I

0

I
0

X

,1229

,2030

,5564

,2879

,5308

,3722

,5129

0

-0

I

-0

I

-0

I

y

,0007

,0617

,267

,0924

,394

,1056

,509

15,58

17,19

18,12

25,40

19,00

25,18

19,78

24,97

5

4

5

13

6

12

7

12

,839

,347

,299

,04

,327

,37

,143

,72

12

II

10

12

9

12

9
II

,71

,36

,61

,24

,88

,12

,23

,99
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This state can be treated as a dynamic non axial
isomer. We say "dynamic" because such a state corresponded
tc rather high momentum I ( 1̂ 6 )

We say "non axial" because such a state corresponded

rather high value of P22~^0 '
We say "isomer" because the transition rates from such

a state to normal

B(E2,IA -+(I-2)H)~

are rather small, ( ®r = ©} W (to*.*0 -f- CO?))

5 (£2, 6<+
A) - * 4*)/ B (E2% 6 ^ ->• 4+) ^ 0,8.10~3,

f (£2, 6£o -^ ^+) ^ 7,27 (E2t 6fN) -> 4+) » 1,1.10~15 c"
and the life-time is reletively long.

The concept of self-consistent nature of the |

interaction between rotational and vibrational degrees of f

freedom allows one to construct a theory of these f

excitations, where a consideration of the ootupole ( and |

even higher ) degrees of freedom together with the |

quadrupole ones is possible. The fact that the analysis

requires no expansion in termE of the vibrational amplitude

to statio deformation ratio offers the advantage of

considering in a unified way both deformed and transitional

nuclei, in which the static deformation can be small.

The dependence of the moments of inertia on the

angular momentum I results in an essential rearrangement

of the spectrum, viz. from the rotational law E-^Id+i)

at low I to the equidistant law at high I , this being

in agreement with the pioture really observed. The

comparison between our calculations and the experimental

data leads to an adequate description of both.hard and soft

nuclei up to rather large I .
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MODELING OF RESONflNSE CROSS SECTIONS IN THE UNRESOLVED

ENERGY REGION

fl.Lukysnov, M.ftlami, N.Koyumdjieva, N.Janeva

Abstracti Analytical investigations of the statistical
modeling of the R-matrix elements in the unresolved
resonence reqion arm performed. The characteristic
•function F of the distribution of the R-matrix elements
has been found and and it is uniQue -for all functionals
of cross sections with the same statistical laws o-f
distributions of the resonance parameters. Analytical
expressions for the F function for one ar>d two channels
cases have been calculated. The use of a characteristic
function gives a possibility fcr a spreading of the ener-
gy region, in which the cross section structure is
represented by a set of resonance parameters.

fl wide reqion of neutron energies in the reactor from the last

experimentally observable neutron resonances up to about 100 keV are

attributed to the unresolved resonance region. In this region the

actual energy structure of the cross sections is smoothed due to the

rapid growth of the width of the neutron spectrometer resolution

function (*>E y ) and the existence of additional neutron resonances

with hiqher anqular momentum. The existence of resonances and hence

interference minima in this region is in accordance with the general

conceptions for compound resonances and indirectly with transmission

experiments results for relatively thick targets Cl-43.

The development of models for a description of the "fine"

structure is needed by accuracy requirements of the reactor physics

calculations for the resonance self-shielding effects C3-53. fl model

example is the routinely used for reactor calculations the subgroup

cross section presentation, which utilize exponent series expansion of

the experimental transmission curve [63. The subgroup method, designed

to be handy for using, has been developed for reactor core and reactor

shielding calculations. But this method has no theoretical background

from the point of view of the resonance theory and, which is more

important, it docs not give directly well known analytical formulae for

resonance absorption integrals (the Wigner relation, the

Gurevich-Pomeranchuk relation, etc). C5,73.
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The presentation of cross sections in the unresolved region as a

sum o-f independent single level Breit-Wigner resonances appears to be

unsuitable for description o-f experimental transmission data in the

case of partial overlapping of the resonances. That is because i) the

single level presentation increases the cross section values in the

interferential minimal point value and ii) the experimental

transmission data are very sensitive to the cross section values at the

mentioned point. For a consistent treatment of the same problem for

isolated and for partially overlapping resonances it is necessary to

use models, which include the typical interference peculiarities of

detailed resonance crosr section structure, especially for fissile

nuclei. The most convenient approach appears to be the Winner's

R-matrix theory with real and independent parameters which obey known

statistical distributions [1,2,83. Different approximations of the

above theory have been considered for construction of the practical

schemes for a cross section modelling in the unresolved resonance

region. The excluding of the radiation capture channels is important in

our investigations and the Teichman-Wigner method has been applied

[2,8].

In the present investigation, for an independent system of

resonances with fixed values of the total momentum J and parity n, we

use the following expression for the R-tnatrix elements:

where F\ and T. are the resonance widths of the levels \ for the
\n \c

corresponding channels; F is the radiation width which is assumed to

be the same for all \; E^ is the resonance energy [13. The collision
A.

matrix is calculated via the R-matrix:

S^(E)«."t1"r,[[l-lRJ'rr(E)]"1[lHRJ-'T<E)]] e'^c 121

where f are the potential scattering phases. The R-matrix elements

define the corresponding cross sections according to the well known

relations of the theory of nuclear resonance reactions C23:

aJ<rT(E) -
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These are the tot*] cross section, the reaction cross section -for t'na

channel c and the radiative cross section. In the above natation Me

suppose one neutron channel for a system o-f resonances and -for
—2

simplicity the kinematic coe-f-ficients (nk g(J)) are omitted in /3-5/.

Further, when a particular system is discussed, we shall omit the index

J,rr.

In the region o-f resolved resonances the -full set o-f the R-matrix

/I/ resonance parameters is in principle defined, and that makes

possible the exact description of the detailed energy cross section

structure in the R-matrix formalism. In the unresolved region it is

possible to define only average resonance parameters ("strength

functions") and general laws for the statistical distributions of the

resonance parameters relativly to their average values for a.given

resonance system <J,rr> £1,23. Those are the well known Porter-Thomas

and Wigner distributions, which are defined in the random number

statistics 113. The random character of the resonance parameter

distributions in the R-matrix /I/ leads to the idea of resonance

structure modelling by the Monte-Carlo method for calculations of the

averaqe cross sections and the average functionals in the unresolved

resonance region [9,10]. We have discussed such an approach in previous

works C10-12,A]. Here we present some variants of analytical modelling

of resonances in the unresolved region for the single channel case (in

our definition) of the R-matrix /I/. More specifically nonfissile

nuclei under the threshold of neutron inelastic scattering are to be

considered. We discuss also possibilities for expanding the analytical

schemes for multi channel problems.

1. fl Model of Identical Resonances.

The R-function defines the total and the radiative capture cross

sections for the single channel case (one channel for elastic

scattering and multi channel radiative capture) C13:
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S(E)-»"*l*'[l-iR]"1[l+iR]-."*i*>[2(l-tR>"1-l] 111

o*<E)=2Re [ l - S ] , cr (E> = 1-JS|Z /B /

Let us assume that the neutron widths in the sum /6/ are equal F. -V ,
Kn n

and the levels are equidistant - E. -E -for al l X. Then if the summing

of /6/ is continued to in f in i ty [-co.ocO we obtain:
00 1 ^ 1

<7E - E + E . - E - v T 12
. O X O Y .. •—
\=-00 \=-00

where s*nr /2D, y«nP /2D, x=n(E -E)/D. Correspondingly;

1 + isctg<x-iy) ch<v-<5) tqx - ip '

1 - isctg(x-iy) ch (y+<5) tgx - ip

6=argths, p'=th(y-6), p=th(y+i5);

ch2«y-6) tg2x + p'2 1 + tg2x
a «1 "c / l l /

r ch2(y+<5> tg*x + p2 °r 1 +p"ztg2x

1 r ch2(y-6)_ dsthy
where: a * 1 = Trr* mt

oty 2 i 2 I (s + thy)

p u ch (y+o)J

If S from /IQ/ is substituted in / 8 / then the expression for the total

cross-section can be transformed to:
cos2f> - p~*tgx ,sin2i&

cr<*o +cr = /13/

1 • p-2tg2x

where:

ch<y-6> -, sin2io + sthy.cos2*>
a •

p

p-p' ch(y-6) ds(l-th2y)

V 2 o * ch(y+<5) * <thy+s) (1+sthy) l

t »inz<9 scos2^ -,

T ^ r + i • sthy J / 17 /

Obviously the above expressions mrm reduced to the single level case
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for small values of x (tqx ss x, xZ<< 1), s and y (sthy (( 1). In the

qeneral case there are differences and some of them are surprising, for

example the appearance o+ a certain "potential" radiation capture

cross section /li/ in the model.
sthy

-a p2 = A— r—T /18/

oy (1 + sthy)

and also the corresponding increasing of the potential scattering cross

section /IS/. This effect is related to the lack of interference in the

radiation capture and the summation of the "tails" of resonances in

/ll/ which is a direct consequence of the exclusion of the radiation

channels. Nevertheless the averse cross sections follow the known

expression of the theory [2,13:

1+ tg x 4sthy

V t^-2¥ 2
 UX " V <s+thy>U*sthy>

1+P tQ *
In the above formula p*th(y+«5)-(thy+s>U+sthy)"1.

scos2p-|
—r— /20/
1 + * J

The periodical structure of our expressions allows the calculations

various average cross section functionals by averaging corresponding

expressions over the period t-n/2£xirt/23.

The transmissions and also the averaqe radiative capture cross section

on the filtered beam (self-indication cross section) are obtained by

averaging over the resonances:

n/2

expL-nc(x)3dx

-ns2

n/2
f

<o e '"">• o (x)expl-no'(x)3dx / 22/

-n/z

The first term in the series expansion for a small filter thickness (in

our case n=ptrrK 2g(J>, p - density of the nuclei, t - thickness) is

proportional to the average cross-sections /19/,/20/, and the second -

to the corresponding averaqe dispersion value - <c2>, to ol. For our

model these values are calculated as:
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2
DC

TTTrz / 2 3 a /

5 ^o> (a > [© +,r5cos2p] = (a > <cy>+-^cos2.p

U-thy>Z

/ 2 : 5 b /

s(l-s) (1-thy)2

(a o)-<cf ><o-)=2<cr >cos2p— — — . . .';—TT~T /24b/
Y Y Y ^ I + s (J+sthy)(s+thy)

The -functionals with practical importance are <l/e/> and (c Jo):

oo oo

(a
Jo r Joo

and in this scheme they are calculated as:

(l+tazx)dx (a )
(a /o>=-^-\ — = Y /25/

-y (1+p tg x)+a (cosp-p tqx.sin*?) Vc cr
m o <n n

_i r*
(l+o~ tq2x>+cr' (cos*? -o 1tox.sin(c)

m ^ o ^

— 1 «f •• _/ ^ " ™ ^ y ' " I •*

/26/

where cr =a +o is the maxima! value of the total cross-section /Id/,
n (n o

and c^/17/ is its minimal valued]. It has to be noted that the

Laplace transform coincides with /25/ and /26/ and it is used for

calculation of transmission function and the self-indication

cross-section /2i/,/22/.Th» relations!

oo

<e~ >e~ dn • <1

o
ao

(o- e"'"'>=| <<y e'nof>«'nidn = «y /(er*t)> /2B/•L
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lead to /25/ and iibl after the substitutions o •* a +t ,o •* &+t. The
mm MM

inverse transformation gives the needed expressions C133. So when we

write the self indication -function transformation in the form:

-no.
e >

/2

we f ind:

t cno

>»(o' >I (no- /2)exDC-n» /2 - no- ]
y o o o m

/2?/

The inverse transformation for the transmission is more complex

/21/.Here w* can us* the expression /2b/ in the form:

1 shr?
/30/

oZ
m n

where: /31/
+o

After reolacement of a •* a +t and a •» c +t in the above expressions we

obtain:

CO

(l/(c+t))» / 32 /

where a=a +t + a / 2 , a=ty / 2 . The inverse Laplace transform is C133;mo o

k=i

The above series are equal to an inteqral [153:

°* a
1 >

/3d/

where t = ( l - p ) / ( l + p > .

For nc ) )1 the asymptotical l imit of the above integral is :o
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(e > •• ~tnm * m 3 5

s in <p + pcos f> Vrinc

After we qive the functional which is calculated in the model and

wil l be useful for our further presentation:

(e )= — I exDLCstctq <x-iy >-s t 'c tg (x+vy) Jdx =

-n/z

sh2y r dp
= exp [-j'(cosp+ ch2v)/sh2v]co5(f?5in$>/sh2y)-7-^

«> !
I -ucth2yT f fi lil . ,_. ,

= e I . . ru -ft du /36/
J y °lsh2y J

where ^=s<t+ t ' ) , /?=s( t~t ' ) . For the case t ' =0 /y=fi/ we have C153;

<e t R l>«e-* \ /37/

which looks l i ke a qeneralization of the well known result from the

R-matrix theory <R>*it C2J. Similar result is also obtained for y=0:

') = e'^ /38/

So our model of identical resonances makes possible relatively

simole analytical calculations of various cross section functionals in

the unresolved region which *rm of practical interest. The model

contains the known results for the average cross sections and does not

lead to qualitative contradictions in the transmission and

self-indication analysis -for thick sample*. It is important that there

are no assumptions for small values of the averaq* resonance

parameters. The models account both for the resonance and potential

scattering interference and also for the inter-resonance interference.

2. A Statistical Model of Resonance Cross Sections.

A more general approach for modelling of the resonance structure

in the unresolved region is when statistical fluctuations of the

R-matrix resonance parameters are taken into account. More important

are the resonance width fluctuations while the unequality of the level

space E. apparently does not affect significantly the accuracy of the

calculations of average cross section functionals or that unequalitv
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can be accounted by redefinition of the parameters -for the equidistant

approximation /Appendix A/. For the single channel R-function Ibi an

analogous expression to /9/ can be written:

The quantities ?.*r . /F satisfy the Porter-Thomas distribution for the
A. nA. n

limit of the big number of terms in the sum /6/ Cl]

The average value of a cross section functional over an enerqy interval

which contains many resonances is defined as:

n
Obviously from the condition:

nf^*)[cr(*1'<2'--"<x'
E)]P(V /42/

X.J
c<

one cannot introduce common model-resonance cross-sections c(E) for all

functionals in general. Nevertheless a generalization of the searching

procedure for 4> can be proposed by the utilization of the fact, that £

appears only as a linear combination in R /39/, and the R—function

participates in S 111 and in the cross sections l&l as a limited in

module quantity (1-i.R) .

Let <p be written as the Laplace transform of a certain function p:

/43/

v o Jo

Then:

' > ia.Hl
Jo Jo

where:

/ 4 5 /
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The i n f i n i t e product C-oo<X(co3 is calculated Cld] as:

[s i n ( x - i y ) s i n < x + i y )11'2

s i n ( x - i p l s i n <x+iq>J / 4 A /

where pM+fl, q»+-^, ^ - Y ^ y y + y 2 , y- -s<t+t ' l , tf=s<t-t'>, y=nr ,/2D,

fn/2D, xrr(E
n o

find by averaqinq over the period C-rr/2<x<n/2J we define the

characteristic function F -for our problem.

H/2

F (p,q)=i-l — l.«n.ijc-vy)BXfHx-- ' - 1 / Z

y -

It is a real function of three parameters and we have obtained a number

of presentations by using the complete elliptical integrals C16.17J

/Ropendix B/. Here an integral presentation is written c163:

/ 'c °? , p
F=Vsh 2y — — — — P <cthm ) =

where P - is the Leqendre function and

+ ?1+K J 4 64

and E is a complete e l l i p t i c a l inteqral of 2 kind:

We have calculated the function N=F.exp[z+/9] depending on parameters

y,^3 and z=f-y-^ (table 1) as an integral /48/ :

oo ll-e

©(K)dz' /51/

z 1 - e

where:

The asymptotic l imit of the inteqral /SI / for z>2 is:

2
N - 6<e"2y)" f l + e"2ylE<l/chy)t /S3/

as n I J
For z*0 N*l. Thus the values of the function N should be in limits l<
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N < &/n (Table 1).

Another presentation of F is in a -form of a differences (Aopendix

B) C173:

F-ch/S.Mio^a) - sh/9.\<*>2,a)=e~
(z+'ri>.N /54/

where \(p,a) is the complete elliptical integral of 3d kind (the

Heymann function ClBDt

TTV (K=K(z)

shz.sh(z+2y)
sh (z+2/9) .sh (z+2y + 2/?) J

The above representation is convenient for investigation of the

analytical properties of the characteristic function F and it

simplifies the numerical calculations by applying the alqorithm of the

arithmetic-qeometric averaqe CIS,19].The function Kip,a) is a slow

varying function from sinis> for am0 up to 1 (for p=n/2) . The suggested

approximation for k<tp,a)s

/5b/

contains the correct transitions for the limits and the difference from

the exact values in the intermediate points is less than 2% C17,183. In

qeneral the small variation of N from 1 (1 < N < A/rr) for all values

of the parameters makes possible an simple interpolations for z from 1

to N /53/ (Table 1):
as

A=expt-<5z3 /57/N (1N )A
as as

where A=l for z*0 and A^O for z -• » . ft good agreement with the exact

calculations (less than X'A error) qives the following presentation of

the parameter 6 in the above expression:

2 /58/

'59/

The important part in the function:

F (z,/3)-«xpt-<*+/?) JN (z,ft)

is the exponent expt-(z+/9) 3. For y«0 and for z=f-y-/3=

(/32+2>'y+y2)1''a-y-^«0 the result is going to:

/60/

which coincides with our result for identical resonances /38/. This

I
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oo oo

=2[2cos%> - •'**[ ."V^et - .ai"f e'V^dtl
L Jo Jo J

If the characteristic function F and more specifically its value

<eiRt>* <e"tR *> - e"^» e"st /60/ is used, the average crass section

take-* the form:

182

means that in the one-channel caste, when the radiative capture is

negligible , the fluctuations of neutron widths do not appear in our

calculations for averaqe functionals of cross sections /Hi/ and here

the identical resonances model gives the "accurate" result. The

distribution function for R, defined as the Fourier

cosine-transformation C133 corresponds to the characteristic function

/60/

1 r%T l s

= — I e cos(RT)dT=-'
rt 2 - 2

Frdhner has obtained this result applying the entropy theory C2O3. For

Y*0 two dimensional distribution of the function P(R ,R ) with

!R=R +R ) can be also found by using its characteristic function F.

Following our definition for the characteristic function:

oo oo
,_ , i(Rt-R t ' ) . , iR T -R T . f ._ f JC, iR T -R T _._ _ , ,,.,
F=<e > = <e l i 2 2>= dR dR e i i 2 2P(R ,R ) /62/

-oo o

( T =t-t' t T =t+t') it is obviously that P(R ,R ) is the

corresponding inverse transform of the characteristic function F over :

two variables T , T /S9/. Let us suppose that F <z ,/?>*»xpC-(2-»/})3, e.g. ;

N (z,/?)=l, the distribution function P is going to the form:

1 [" y R* + (R -5)21
P(R ,R )=— y«"2exp - — . 1 /63/ •:1 2 n * U \ J )

It can be verified directly by a substitution in (62) and then j

integrate C143. .

We shall give some examples for applications of the characteristic |

function for calculation of the averaqe functional* /HI/. The simplest

one is the average total cross section /8/, expressed via the S

function /7/ in the form:



00

00 scos2(p

[ r . . -i r scos2(p -.

2cos2*> - 2 c o » 2 p e e c l t • 4 s i n 2 f + { •» s" ~
Jo •* *• J

io

The above result can be also obtained if the distribution function P

/61/ is used and it proves to be correct for all y in this case.

Let us write the radiative capture cross section /8/ as: v

R*- R ^

00 00 -

Then:

oo oo

Y

I b l l •<

00 00 ^- .1
df i

5

a f r ot or
"" *™"̂ ™ I d/31 d^e "̂ ""̂  ̂""*~

*• o J /?

Recording to /4a/ one can obtain:

<>f sh 2f

Taking into account, that y=(f -ft -y 2)/2y, and using the new variable

z=f-/?-y, we writei

4 f°
/69/

The ratio <c > /69/ to its value, obtained in the identical resonances

approximation /19/, characterises the neutron widths fluctuation effect

in the averaqe radiative capture cross section calculation. This ratio

(siqned as F in Fig.U depends stronger on the ratio s/y » P fV than
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on the neutron strength -function s=nP /2D (Fig 1). This makes possible

to use for (c > the approximation o+ identical resonances with the

correction -for the neutron widths fluctuations, which has been

described by the well known -function o-f Lane and Lynn C21,1J:

Asthy
<c >=—;—.. . .. ' , Q(thy/B) /70/
y (s+thy)(1+sthy)

where:

1+a r°° Y~7 expC-x/23 1 +a1/2+0,625a9''2

Q(a) = — = — — dx a — — n\t
Tn JoV2lrJo X + a 1 + 2 . 2 5 a 1 / 2 + 0,625a3 ' ' 2

and a=thv/s « V /V .

The functional <c /o) characterizes the radiative capture

elective resonance integral and can be presented as Laplace trans-form

using the expression -for a /b&/ and o- /bh/i

R*-R
a /a

R*-R

U-iR-a)<l+iR*-a*>-|a|2
1121

where a=e 1"/2cos <p. Considering this result as a two dimensional

Laoiace trans-form /22/ j

oo oo

= dt dt'i

+ »2 Jo Jo
/73/

pq + a~ Jo

the inteqral expression can be written as:

r c
= — dtdt'Io(2|a|-/tT7")e"

2cos <o JoJo2cos"p JoJo

(t,f) nci

where the derivative under inteqral is expressed by 9f/9f /bB/. It is

also easy to write the expression for il/a) by using the presentation:

1 1 (1-iRXl+iK*)
/75/
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and by using the identity:

(D+aHq+a*) a* a 2la| Z a* a
_-l + + + j + ^̂  + / 7 6 /

oa - |a|2
 Q p DQ - la'2 l 2q

In our case D=(l-iK-a), q=(l+tR -a ) . flveraaing now separately the

additives in the sum /7&/ we havej

a < >* /78/
a 1 - a + s

oo oooo oo

r>" f fVTwF I (2
(PQ-|«|a> |«|J J

3-|a|2) |«|J J 4

/79/

0 0 0 0

a (o a-

/BO/

and takinq into account also /73/ , the expression for (l/cy> can de

presented as:

1 1 r a* a

<_)- „•_
Acos <p\_ 1-a +s l-a + s

.r°°r°r «*f..tJJ
•F(t,t')dtdt'

Considering the functionals obtained analogously <l/(o-+t)> and

<a /(o>+t)> as corresponding transforms of the transmission and

self-indication functions /27,28/ the last ones can be determined as

reverse transform (original). An directly calculation of the integrals

/74/ and /Bl/ at F"exp £-s|t-t' |] (y=0, 2»0) /60/ reduce these intagrals

to the result of equal resonances model /25/ /2b/.
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3. A Two Channels Case.

The method using the characteristic -function for construction of

the averaqe over resonances cross section -functionais cart be expanded

on multi channel cases. The idea will be illustrated for two channels

case, where the collision matrix S 17./ is presented as:

S=e'Ci°[2(l-vR)-i- l]e'L* /82/

where:

U-iR)

, 1-iR iR
1 11 12

™ J\ ^K I 1 Ota* W& 1 1 1 ^ . * U 1 ^ l " *

A iR 1-iR
21 22

R > U-iR )+R2

1* 22 12

The R-fliatrix elements in the eauidistant resonances aooroach are chosen

in the form / I / :

= s \ , R =s \ r-, R =VT
22 2 ^ x - i v + rr\ 12 1

X

R = s \ ^ r— , R =s \ r-, R =VTT\ .
n I ^ x - i y + r r X 22 2 ^ x - i v + rr\ 12 1 2 ^ x - i y + nX

X X X

where s =nP /2D , s *nF /2I) , and the values •/FT=Vr . 7v F and
1 1 2 2 N X i X i

•/TJ7=yf~~>/y r obey the Gauss d is t r ibu t ion low.
A. 2X 2

Let us write the expression for diagonal element S /82/ in the

form:

2 ( 1 - i R ) . . 2 2aZ

S i i=e " " * | . i i _ - 1 |=e "»-i | - _ _ _ — _ 2 _ - i | /85/

where g =l-iR , g =l-iR , a=R
1 1* 2 22 12

Using the two dimensional Laplace transform /22/:

2 00 00

/86/

a r T

(g g +a2) JoJo

r12 1 12
I0J0

and definition:

/87/

the averaq* result /S6/ over resonances can be presented as:
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2 CO 00

* r r " - i(R t+R t'+oR >,
e 11 22 12 )

12
q (g q +a )

1 1 2 0 0 "" /8b/

where ct*2Vtt 'sind. The presentation:

._ v(R t+R t '+aR ) , . i(R t+R t'+aR ).
<R e 11 22 12 >»—s—<# 11 22 12 >12 i 0a

leads to an average result of the corresponding exoonents. Let us

express;

, KaK +R t+K t ' ) %<e iz n 22 > =

CO 00

-CO CO

. exoli. r — =
L x - iy + nX

co nX + x - iy

..= -a> rinX+x-iy-2\.s t ) (nX+x-iy-2vs t')+a-« s ",
t I 2 l 2J

which is corresponding to an average over the energy and faaussian

distribution •for yf. and VYK . For a calculation of the above product

we can write:

<ffX+x-vy-2is t ) ( n X + x - i y - 2 i . s t ' ) + « s s =
7 1 ' 2 1 2

= (rrX+x-iy-iri) <nX+x-iy-iN)

and find out:

M=(s t + s t ' ) + / ( s t - s t < ) z + a 2 s s
1 2 1 2 1 2

/90/

In an analog with /A6/ , we can find:

oo »rX+x-iy sin(x-iy)

(nX+x-iy-i M) (rtX+x— ty-iN) J j"»xn (x-iy-iM)sin (x-iy-iN) J

/91 /

Hhicn gives in conclusion:

=exo[-(M+N)/2]=exD[-s t-s t ] /92/
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The integral /89/ is calculated by the method of residue because all

poles o-f the function under integral are situated in the uoper half

circle.

The result doesn't contain a and it affirms:

and corresponding to /B8/:
2

>=0 /93/
(g g -a )
*1 2

Then:

It

which is in according to general conclusions of the theory Cl,23.

To find an integral presentation of the average reaction cross

section (o ) and average radiative capture cross section (c ) we

write:

vI-i8iii'-»8«i'"aLI'K«|g»r+Hi9«a""l*rJ/|8*9«+'*|t

and use two dimensional Laplace trans-form C223 -

oo oo

2 «f dtf dt 'J (2aV!tT7')e~siV92t' =
1 2 JO JO

/97/
27T CO 00

f _ f f J i J i ( *>-R VtFrsin«> - ( t + f ) iR t iR22t'=r— d̂ c dtdt'e 12 e e it e
Jo J0J0

This makes possible to present A /83/ as an integral:

00
x 2ft 2fT

— r H-»I H^'irrrcjtt»t'dTdT'exp[-(t+t'+T+T')]
|g q + a 2 ! 2 (2rt>2Jo

.•xpi. [2ft ,-/tt7»in»»-2R* -/rFsin^'+R4 t-R* T+K t '-R* T ' ]
I 12 12 11 11 22 ZZ I

-00

/98/

fin averaoe over resonances in the above expression leads to the
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corresponding characteristic function:

F=<exo<.r2N - / t t 'sin«p -2K YTT 'sina>'+R t -K* T+R t ' - R * r '1> =
t 12 12 11 11 22 22 •»

s in ( x - i y ) s i n ( x + i y )
/ 99 /

s i n ( x - i . f ' - i . / 3 ) s i n ( x + v f - i / ? j

where f Z=/?2+2^y+y2 , f/2=/?'2+2)''y+yZ. The quantities fi,fi' tY%Y' can be

find from the solution of the corresponding system of eauations

/Appendix C/. The function F /99/ depends on five parameters and the

average cross section functionals /fS/ /9b/ contain fourfold inteqral

as a minimum.

A. Conclusions.

Analytical investigations of the modelling of the neutron cross

sections resonance structure in the unresolved region illustrate the

spread possibilities to obtain the corresponding cross sections models

on the base of the R-matrix formalism with exclusion of the radiative

channels. The main aim is to calculate the self-shielding coefficients

and in general case these are the transmission functions and

f. self-indication functions at arbitrary sample thickness. In the one

channel case it is solved analytically.*

The periodical functions, which are obtained for identical

' equidistant resonances can be used in one channel case as a good

i approximation taking into account only the correction for the neutron

j .i width fluctuations in the radiative cross section in the traditional

i- scheme of average cross sections calculation [213.

The universe character of the function F /Ml for arbitrary

average functionals /44/ allows to formulate an unique requirement to

the R-matrix modellings uniqueness of the characteristic function for

all values of the parameters y-nP /2D , /3«s(t-t'> and y»s(t+t'). The

correctness of the different averaqe functionals calculation depends on

the right choice of the Model, i.e. the model corresponds precisely to

our "precise" characteristic function. It seems to be useful for the

two channel and the multi channel cases, where the analytical
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calculations in our scheme are too cumbersome. To construct the

K-matrix model /I/ as a -finite level number sum with fixed resonance

parameters, it gives possibilities to optimize their values in the

consistency o-f the characteristic -functions in an de-finite energy

interval (energy groups). In this way it is possible to spread the

region o-f resonance cross sections in a -framework o-f the well known

libraries C233 where the cross sections are represented with a given

set of resonance parameters.

We are planning to continue this subject -for fissile nuclei

resonance cross sections modelling (two channel case) in searching of

the optimal parameter set in the R-matrix -formalism with the following

transformation to S-matrix parameters C243. The last simplifies

considerably the resonance Doppler broadening procedure in the model

cross sections which is important for self-shielding problems [25,5].
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Bppendix fl: Non-squidistant Levels.

The fluctuations of level space | t-E. | are not essential in the

average cross-section -functional calculations in the case o-f isolated

resonances and in a limit case - overlapping resonances, where the

averaging -formally can be lead down to the substitution o-f R by <R> in

S-function 111 C U . In the intermediate case the effect o-f such

fluctuations can be taken into account in R-function /39/:

/ x-iy+nX+6.

where 6. =n(E.-E )/\D. Let us consider parameters 6.
\ \ o A.

statistically independent with a distribution function Q<<5^). Then the

characteristic function <expCiRt]> can be determined as:

1

where P<£s > is the Portei—Thomas distribution /40/, for Q(6. ) we
A. A,

choose Lorentz distribution:

d<5
; C-co <<5. <oo] /03/

j 2 + 6z \

Then the two fold integral in /02/ is calculated in the fcrm:

00

""00

The characteristic function /P2/ one can express as:

, iRt, 1 f j / sin(x-iy-i5
(e >*-7T- dx / 1Lz~

J_ Y sin <x-iy-i<5-:

/fl5/

and the above expression coincides with the same one in the case with

equidistant levels. It is obviously the average .TOSS-section

functionals, which are constructed using the characteristic function do

not depend of th» level space fluctuations. In a qeneral case such an
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ef+ect formally influence the function F /45/, but our numerical

estimations have shown it is in an order less than the effect of the

resonance width fluctuations.

Appendix Bi Characteristic Function /AS/.

The result from an averaging over the energy and resonance widths

-ibui

product:

distribution functions <expURt~R fi>*F /45/ contains an infinite

n fi - 2 l s t • 2 i s t ' 11 1 x-ty+rrX x+iy+nX
= - 0 0 *• J

00

n
\=-00

_ .-. lx+nX-ift-if ) <x +n\-i.(3+i.f > _ s i n (x - i / 3 - i f ) s i n ( x -
. • • ( x - i y + n X ) Ix+ iy+nX. ) s i n (x-i. v ) s i n (x + i. y )
\=-oo

where f2=/52+2?'y+y2
t ^ * s ( t - t ' > , y = s ( t + t ' ) CiAl. As a r e s u l t we obtain

the basic formula / 4 7 / , where the func t i on under i n t eg ra l can be

presented as an i n t e g r a l :

n/z
,1/2F_ I f . [" s i n ( x - i y ) s i n ( x + i y ) 1

n \ [ ^ i n ( x - i p » « i n (x+iq) J
-nsx /B2/

00 fT/2

i f dz f M p | " _ z s i n ( x - i p ) s i n < x + i q ) " |d x

where p»f+/? , q^f-^. After a substitution tgx=thy .t (•p/2) the above

integral is going to:

oo n
_ sh2y T dz -zebzft/z r cos ( z s i nf>W2 )dy? -zu (ch2y+cosip)/2 - ^
F"-TT-J Q-j=» J ch2y+cos*> e

«ha2y
.

Considering the inteqral over ̂ > , it can be presented as an integral of

Bessel functions

oo oo
sh2yF= s n z y dz' / 7 d 8

2y2? J J
,- u o

i
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00

[(ch2/3+u'ch2y )2

ch2/3+u 'ch2y

) 2 - ( u

where P is Legendre function CIS]. After the substitution of the

variable:

u -
sh22y

the above integral is transformed into /4B/:

CO

r Af
F=Vsh2y " — — P (cthm') /B7/tsz

: c h m ' . C h 2 ^ U ' c h 2 y e fl«= I - • • ' s - ^ ' ^ ' ' " ' ^ ' - • r • | / B 8 /

Using the relation between the Legendre function P and the ful'.

elliptical integral of second kind E C183, we obtain the integral

presentation for the characteristic function F /AB/ and it has been

used for numerical calculations;

P <cth»')«-2_rth(m'/2)1~1^ErBech(m'/2)1 /B9/

^ ? ? / B 1 0 /

where: 9 <K>*-~<l+e~1"' )E[sech (m'/2)]=-^-( 1+IOE [-|~—']

H—y-• * (H-0.4873AK2); K=e~m'

The approximation function 0(K) varies from 1 for K=0 up to 4/n for K=l

and gives the uncertainty not more than 0.17. in the interval.

flnother presentation of the function F can be obtained by using

of the basic relation as :
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F=Re

71

j_r r ch2y-cosx
c h 2 f - c o s x , c h 2 / 1 - i s i n x . sh 2ft

5h2/? P si nx (ch2y-cosx ) ' / Z i l > :

rcV 2 Jo r fV -ch2-f + cos;< ,ch2/?l ' ' *

/B12/

[

where: rZ= (ch2f-cosx .ch2f?)2+sinZx .sh22/3 = (ch2f ch2/?-cosx )Z-sh22f .

Mate consequently the following subs t i t u t ions :

.ch2/-J-cosx =

t!ip integral /B12/ is trans-formed into:

ichf? f
~rr I

n/z

dp- , 2 , 2
c h f —c os i

"1.2 2(i+1 ) ['ch2f .where:

[ sh f-z . 1 /2
1 makes an transform o-f the

c h 2 f - z 2
 i

expression -for the characteristic -function F as a difference:

i 2

/B15/

2 L.2 r

ch t
4K

( c h 2 f - z ) < s h 2 f - z
1 2

K

( 1 + K ) '

2_ s h (-f +fi~y ) s h tt-ft-y )
s h

n/z

The function
/ l - c s i n '>

/Blfe/

/B17/
I o 1 +(5s i n " x

i s expressed through an standard tabulated e l l i p t i c i n t e g r a l of
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k i n d C I S ] :

/BIS.'

6+c v f / 6
—z A l a r c s i n /—? ,6 o{ Y 6+c ' - ) •

(/.•;=sin 'id

(X (<p,ct) - Heymann function). Expressing y/ by the -function \ and

using relat ions /B16/ -for 6 ,<5 ,and £ we obtain a presentation o* F

/ 5 1 / which is a compact and a handy for using o* numerical estimations:

(p ,a) ~ %hft.\l,p ,«> /B19/

where:

/ P 2 0 /

sinp
1 [ch (f -y ) +Kch (f +y ) ]

— ; sim:i=—'—~
[ s h ( * - y > +Ksh t- f+y

v

fippendix C: Characteristic Function o-f Two-channel Case /99/

In searching o-f the integral presentation o-f the characteristic

function /99/ ne write the exponent averaged value taking into account

the explicit form o-f the R-matrix elements

oo

:=_!_rdxn 4-ffd
O K I ' ' 277 I 1

J X=-i» JJ
- C D

where:

/

=2Vs s 'jytt 'sisinp -VTT ' |

= S i [ x-iy+rrX x+iy+nX J= ^
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ft <x+rr\)+i>- y ft =s (t-T I , y =s (t + T)

(x+ r r \ ) Z +y Z ft =5 I t ' - T ' l , y =5 (t+r ')

The integrals in the product / C l / are calculated as:

CO

- 0 0

= [<l-2iBx> d-2iCx)+fi^] /C5/

The product in the above equation we present as:

<l-2iR ) U-2iC. )+B. = tl-2iM^ ) <l-2iN, ) /C6/
J A A. A. A. A.

w h e r e :

M.
X . . ,22 X , 2 2

(x+rrX> +y (x+nX) +y

To determine the parameters ft,y,ft',y we subst i tute fl. , B. , C. and M.
j A A /v X

! N> in /C6/ with their expressions /C2/, /C3/, /Cd/ and /C7/ and denote

I ?.->:+n\. One can obtain:

C 2 2
z +y

Equalizing the coefficients o-f the same degree of z a system o+

equations relative to ft, ft', y, y' is obtained:

/ c 8 /

2 r
It can be shown that the problem is turn out to a solution at the

corresponding third degree equation by using 0+ an successive exclusion

o-f tha variables . Using the presentation /Cb/ we obtain:

si n (x-iy) sin (x + ty)

-n,'2 L
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s i n ( x - i - f ' - L f 3 ' ) s i n ( n

rt f o l l o w s f r o m t h e i n f i n i t e p r o d u c t f o r m u l a / B ( / wi t n f 2 = r / ' * : - ; y < - y ? «
2 2 2

'• ' ~,O' Oy'y+y and from the determination of the averaged value over •:
as an average value over period C-rc/2 < x < n/21.

Table 1. Function N=exp (z+fi)F^Scalculated by us ing t h s exact

f Q.'niu! .\ / ? . ! / (upper d ig i t s . ) and the asympto t ic formula / 5 3 / (clown

d i g i t s ) .

y = 0 . 0 0 1

0

0.01

0 .001

1 . 0003
1 .0002
1.0008
1.0007

0 . 1

1 .0343
1 .0342
1.0374
1 .0373

0 . 2

1 .0663
1 .0662
1.0691
1 .0691

1 .2190
1 .2189
1 .2200
1 .2199

1 .2644
1.2640
1 .2646
1.2642

10

1 .2720
1 .2720
1.2720
1.2720

0 . 1 1 .0010
1 .0010

1 .0519
1 .0519

1.0864
1 .0863

1.2270
1 .2270

1.2657
1.2655

1 .2720
1 .2720

1 .0010
1 .0010

1 .0661
1 .0660

1 .1102
1.1101

1.2424
1 .2423

1.2682
1.2680

1.2720
1.2720

0

0.01

0. 1

1

1 .0005
i .0005
1 .0007
1 .0012
1 .001 1
i.0021
1.0012
1 .0024

1.0298
1.0288
1.0327
1.031B
1.0472
1 .0464
1.0621
1.0615

y=0
1 .0607
1.0598
1 .0635
1 .0626
1 .0805
1.0797
1.1045
1 . 1038

01
1.2098
1 .2091
1 .2107
1 .2100
1.2176
1 .2169
1.2326
1.2319

1.2540
1.2533
1.2541
1.2535
I.2552
1.2543
1.2576
1.2558

1.2614
1.2614
1.2614
1.2614
1.2614
1.2614
1 .2614
1.2614

To"
y=0. 1

1 . 0 0 0 3
1 .0007

1.0115
1 .0108

1 .0301
1.0245

1.1385
1.1267

1715
1702

1 . 1769
1 . 1769

0 .01
1.0004
1.0026

1.0131
1 .0118

1.0320
1.0261

1 .1392
1.1274

1716
1703

1.1769
1 . 1769

0 . 1
1 .0006
1 .0055

1 .0229
1.0198

1 .0443
1.0372

1.1444
1.1324

1724
1709

1 .1769
1.1769

1 .0008
1 .0074

1.0370
1.0339

1.0650
1.0575

1 . 1 5 5 7
1 . 1 4 3 5

1741
1 7 1 9

1 . 1 7 6 9
1 . 1 7 6 9
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Figure 1. The fluctuation correction factor F? -for the one

channel case. The solid lines represent the results,

calculated by using of the Monte Carlo method C11,123 for

several cases: S =0.1,
n

Sn=0.3, S =0.5. Other symbols
n

are results, obtained by using of our model: xxxSn=0.1,

ooo S =0.2.
n
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RADIATIVE STRENGTH FUNCTION DETERMINATION IN THE

Cn,?.>O REACTION FOR SOFT PRIMARY TRANSITION IN HEAVY NUCLEI

A. M. Sukhovoj

J o i n t I n s t i t u t e for Nuclear Rer.'-Mrt-h. Dubna

H. P. O. Box 79, 101000 Moscow, USSR

The study of two-step gamma-ray cascades, has
being performed in Dubna, USSR for some time
past, provides some additional information on
primary ^-transition intensities in a wide
range of energy C including j'-ray eneryifls beJow
3 MeVD. Up to now several nuclei in the mass
region 144<A<187 have been studied and the data
showed, that i t is impossible to describe the
widths of primary and secondary transitions
without taking into account the st.ruct.ure of
the connected by them levels below B. I t is
found the lower estimation of radiative
strength functions fpc_soft primary transitions
for even-odd nuclei Ba and Hf.

INTRODUCTION

The process of t he h igh - ly ing l e v e l s populat ion CE >2

MoV} of heavy deformed nuclei has not been s y s t e m a t i c a l l y

s tudied up t o now. Some information on t h i s phenomenon has

been obtained from a comparison of measured and c a l c u l a t e d

by d i f f e r e n t model values of t h e emmiLed y - spec t r a . The

main parameters of cascade }"-decay as r a d i a t i v e s t r e n g t h

function and leve l spacing for given quantum numbers

CJ.n.et.c.D a r e u sua l l y unknown. The r a d i a t i v e s t r e n g t h

function of soft primary transitions, for instance, h*ii

been studied only in the NdCn.̂ cO reaction

The possibility of a direct and systematic: investiga-

tion of the excited states in the whole energy range below

the neutron binding energy,B , appeared after the applica-

tion of the method of amplitude summation of coinciding

pulses CSACP3 with two GeC Li 3 -detectors. This method allows

one Lo study two-quanta cascades fol 1 owj ny thermal rn?utrcm

capture. These investigations extend our knowledge of the

properties of nuclei at excitation energies, intermediate
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bet-ween the low-lying simple-structure states and the

extremely complicated compound states.

Accurate determination of y-decay parameters of higMy

excited st.ates CE >O.5 B 3 is based on knowledge of:
n

a5 radiative strength functions C RSF3 of the transitions

following the highly excited states decay Ce. cj. soft prima-

ry y-rayS following neutron captureO ;

b} Nuclear level density CLK> , especi al 1 y, at excitation

energies 0< E <B ;

c3 expected fluctuations of RSF and LD wi i,h respect to mean

value of the both.

The RSF and LD data are extremely important for the

development of nuclear theory. Their random fluctuations are

not so essential for practical application because of their

averaging over a large number of levels, formed the y-decay

properties. Up to now 15 nuclei from the ran? earth region

have been studied. For these nuclei rich and reliable data

on cascade intensities for transitions of energy E >O. 5 Me»V

already exist. The most important result of this

investigation i s that,, in many cases i t is impossible to

reach sufficiently good agreement between the predicted in

the framework of usual nuclear models and measured values

of cascade intensities!

EXPERIMENT

Measurements were performed at t h e reac to r IBR-3O

C JINR. DubnsO and the reac to r of I n s t i t u t e of Physic of

Latvian Academy of Sciences CRiga}. The spect rometers

cons i s t ed of two GeCLO- or HPGe-detectors. A fast -s low

device allows one to detect and write y-y-cax ncidenc.es in

the time interval of 40 nsec. The two-s tep cascades with

cons tan t to ta l energy E =E +E =const were so-.] ected

performing summation of amplitudes of co inc id ing pulses . A

typ ica l coincidence summarized spectrum CE.-<EO i s shown in

f i g . l . After background subtraction ( co inc idences from

Sec.3 in fig.13 and efficiency correction we obtain few

Cn,= 3-103 intensity distributions i =fCE.D=fCE -E ">. One?
f rr *• c e

of them, the spectrum of cascades to the first excited
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state of 174
Yb. is shown in fig.E.
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True events CSec.1 in fig.ID are composed of all pairs

transitions, that have lost their whole energy in the

detectors volume. The background C Sec. ?. in fig. 1 ."> under

peaks of the SACP spectrum consists of several components:

a3 if the total cascade energy is E < B , the

corresponding peak is in the left part of the spectrum SACP

and many of the background events are due to incomplete

absorption of high energy cascades;

b} the radiative capture of scattered neutrons in tho

detector material. This effect becomes essential by

studying of nuclei with small radiative neutron capture

cross section Ca <i~10 b5 , if appropri atc> suppression i •=:

not taken;

<~~> pi 1 e-up in the slow part, of th*» fast-slow rni ni~idonr»

tiovi ce. This type of background is ossoiit i al far- l.hw casca-

des t.o the ground state. Cor instance.

Each two-step cascade in the spectrum Cfig.S^ is re-

presented by two equal in intensity and width photopeaks.

They are located symmetrically relative to the spectrum

centre, i.e. at half of the total cascade energy. The

continuous part between the resolved peaks is due to the

many low intensity cascades that are unresolved by the

apparatus used. The positions and areas of the peaks in the

spectrum Cfig.23 determine the cascade transition energies

and intensities. Using the data on the energy and intensity
33of cascade transitions, it is possible to place the

largest part of them into the gamma-decay scheme of tho

nucleus studied and to determine the both:

a3 the level density

b3 the radiative strength function of primary transitions.

EXTENDED DECAY SCHEME OF COMPLEX NUCLEI

The technique, employed in the construction of the
43

level scheme *r* described in detail . It should be

mentioned that the obtained level scheme are extended up to

3-4 MeV, not complete Conly intensive dipole transitions

involved!) but very reliable because of coincidences.

Comparison with the published complete schemes Cusually tip
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to 1-3 Me\O confirmed that. Some new levels in that

relatively high energy region up to 3-4 MeV are "tentative"

and the probability to give a false level should be tested.

On the basis of the data for two nuclei " Hf that

problem was developed and tested. It was revealed that

the probability of presence a false level in obtained by

SACP- method level schemes below 3 MeV is less then 10'A.

More complete and extended scheme may be obtained using

data of the both Cn.jO- and Cn, 2>O-reacti ons, as was done

for 1 8 7W and 181Hf.
1 81 187

The obtained Hf and W decay schemes contain more

than 1OO states at the excitation energy E >1 MeV. The

method for construction of such a decay scheme is described
. S3 _,

in .It uses:

A 3 the data on the existence of the cascades of known

intensity and transition energy, as well as of known

transition sequence;

b} more precise data on j'-quanta energies and intensities

to establish the fact of the existence of multiplets of

levels and transitions;

c3 the correlation of absolute intensities of cascades and

transitions to remove transitions placed in the decay

scheme by error due to random coincidence of their

energies;

d? the most probable balance of intensities of the

populating and depopulating transitions in the presence of

a large number of unresolved transitions multiplets and

transitions in the experimentally measured distribution
continuum.

Unresolved doublets of intensive transitions in the

Cn,/O-reaction spectra measured with germanium

spectrometers i s a typical peculiarity of deformed nuclei.

Fig. 3 i l lustrates the comparison of the experimental

and theoretically predicted growth of the number of levels

with spin J=l/a and 3/2 for the Hf nucleus at excitation

energies above 1 MeV as a function of E. The experimental

data are being compared with the predictions of the
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Ignatyuk model Ccurve 2!> and of the Fermi-gas model with

back- shift7^Ceurve O .

Both models are parameterized so that the average

distance between neutron resonances equals the
8}

experimentally obtained one . In both cases one can see

that the Ignatyuk model of level density predicts a

considerably smaller excited level density than that from

the Fermi-gas model with back-shift. Agreement between the

latter model predictions and the observed level densities
i 81

i s good for excitation energies up to = 1 . 8 MeV for Hf.

At higher excitation energies the level density can be

obtained by simple model extrapolation from low to high

excitation energy experimental data. Part, of levels at

excitation energies up to 1.7-2 MeV i s not observed in the

experiment because of the low intensity of the

corresponding cascades. Higher efficiency detectors will

allow to push, down the threshold for registration of

resolved cascades by several times and decrease the

interval of missing levels .

ENERGY SCALING OF CASCADE INTENSITY

The p o s s i b i l i t y t o d iv ide the measured cascade

i n t e n s i t i e s i n t o two par t s , corresponding t.o the primary

and secondary t r a n s i t i o n s for a given energy can be

r e a l i z e d under the fo l lowing condi t ions:

aD spectra t o be analysed have s u f f i c i e n t l y high

statist ics;

bD sufficiently high peak/background ratio in the SACP

spectrum-,

c5 the ^-decay scheme for intense cascades Cat least,

position of excited levels of the nucleus) should be well

known from the complete decay scheme.

These conditions are satisfied in the investigation of

even-even and even-odd compound-nuclei, at least. with

136<A <188, if the detectors efficiency is higher than

S.iO events/decay in the Co summarized peak at 2505 keV

and the ^-^-coincidences accumulation time more than 4OO h.
136The investigation of the reactions
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NdCn,2}O. x ^YbCn^jO. HfCn.a^5 was performed under

the above outlined conditions. When dividing intensit ies

into components corresponding to different primary

transition energies i t was assumed that positions of

intermediate levels for intense cascades in the decay

scheme were exactly and completely determiner) up to tho

exfiitation energy of 3. £3-3 MeV .

The cascade intensit ies in the energy interval AE were

given by the following relation:

Ai =cr\ , / r . 5cr. ,,/r. :><p. >AE C O
YY \t X tf t t̂

Here P and P . are the pa r t i a l widths of
t r a n s i t i o n s , connecting the cascade leve ls X-t-f; P and P

X t

- the to t a l f-widths of the decaying s t a t e s X and t respec-

t i ve ly ; <p>- the mean level densi ty in the in terval AE.

The experimentally obtained dependence of the cascade

in t ens i ty C13 on the primary t r a n s i t i o n energy, F , can bo

used by two ways to ext rac t physical information:

a3 i t can be compared with d i f ferent model predic t ions ;

bD i t cnr\ be used to determine the primary t r ans i t i on

T'-width, P. . , at d i f ferent exc i ta t ion energies of the

invest igated nucleus.

The experimental and calculated cascade i n t e n s i t i e s

were compared in for the compound-nucl ei Nd, Yb -ind

W. The cascade i n t e n s i t y ca l cu l a t i on was performed by

two versions of the level dens i ty model, below B •

1. the Fermi-gas model in combination with the S t ru t i nsky' s.

she l l co r rec t ion approach ;

2. the Fermi-gas model with back-sh i f t

Both vers ions use th« same s e t of models of p a r t i a l

r a d i a t i v e widths as in : the p a r t i a l widths of Ml- and

E2- t r ans i t i ons are proport ional t o E and E , r e spec t ive ly ,

and the E l - t r a n s i t i o n s a re determined in the frame of the

giant e l e c t r i c d ipo le resonance model CGEDR5 . More

detailed description of the intensity calculation scheme is

given in . In figs.4-6 the experimental cascade

intensity sums for given primary transition energies are

compared with the calculated one. The figures show i t is
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impossible to get a good description of the energy

dependence of the cascade intensities in the frame of those

simple calculations.

10 1.8 2.6 3.4 £;M

Fig. 3. The increasing number

M of observed levels in

Hf as a function of ex-

citation energy E .
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However,some characteristic features could be noted:

for the primary transitions in some of energy intervals the

best possible agreement between the exper i ment. and th«

calculation can be achieved, if the Fermi.-gas model is

used, taking into account shell inhomogeneity of the

single-particle spectrum by the Strutinsky1s shell

correction method.

The observed local cascade intensity enhancement might

be connected with the partial ^-width enhancement. The most

probable reason is the presence of single-particle

transitions between the 4S —• 3P shells at 3 or 4 MeV below

Rn for Nd. For the deformed nucleus Yb this

enhancement is at higher excitation energy and it could be

connected with the transitions to the states of the

deformed potential with asymptotic quantum numbers fStO]''',

[SOI]''' and [501]^. For the W such an enhancement das not

observed because of the small T° of termal neutron
n

capture.
The total primary ^-transition intensities are

1 6̂ 5 1 7^
presented in Table 1. f or 4 deformed nuclei: Dy, ""Yb.
17Q 181 1 37

' Hf and the spherical nucleus, Ba.

TABLE 1. Intensities of primary ^-transitions following

the neutron capture, measured in two-step cascade

experiment, i , and single j'-rays experiment, i , to the

number, n., of low-lying levels C'A per decay?.

nucl

£i
YY

Y

n f

n

© u s

n

1 3 7 B a

76C25D

2

3

1. 4

1 6 5 Dy

55C7D

1 4

7

1 . 5

1 7 5 Yb

69C9!>

12 .5

9

5. 4

1 7 9

67C

1 0

1 0

2

Hf

45

5

. 2

1 8 1 Hf

S2C43

3 8

5

7. 2

The integral Intensity of primary transitions in the

interval AE. is:
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rr y rr >-^

wore «=£ '"".--•'T < 1 is a coefficient getting near to 1 when

(.ho number of final levels n̂  accessible by t.h^se cascarl«s

get to the complete set in this spin window. Therefore «
1 becomes smaller when the excitation energy increases
1 because of impossibility to observed two-step cascades to

highly excited states.

: RADIATIVE STRENGTH FUNCTION OF DIPOI.E TRANSITIONS

According to eq.C23 p a r t i a l widths are re l a t ed to the

i measured i n t e n s i t i e s as:

< r . , > =AI r\ / c H< p. > AE, 3 , c 33
^t YY ^

Total radiative width of neutron resonances F was determi-

ned by the methods of tlme-of-flight neutron spectrometry,

AI was measured i n t h e exper imen t and <p. > cou ld be

rr y Hi-
defined as was described above. The coefficient M. is

usually unknown and x=l gives the lower limit of <P. >
A. v

•s es t imate , permissibly in the case when more than 805-4 of

K:: primary t r a n s i t i o n i n t e n s i t y have been observed.

t By these assumptions, using the experimentally

? observed primary gamma t r a n s i t i o n i n t e n s i t i e s one could

c a l c u l a t e the r a d i a t i v e s t rength functions averaged over

gi ven ener gy bi ns AE, :
t

KC El 3 = < r\ > / E D . A C 43

i For the both Ba and Hf, AE =O. S MeV Cfig. 7,83. The

experimental values include both El+M1 t r a n s i t i o n

intensities, as i t is impossible to separate the Ml

contribution yet. The point bars include the statistical

X error as well as the expected Porter-Thomas intensity

\ fluctuations in respect to their average.

I For these two nuclei we have detected about 805-S of the

{• total radiative width T . The rest 30H of total intensity
, 181

in case of the Hf we divide in 3 energy bins, Cl-1.5,

•; 1.5-2 and 2-2.5 MeV3. and add it to the detected intensity

'& to make an rough estimation of the total dipole strength
r
I
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function behavior. These 20^ of intensity were added just

in that energy bins, as the calculation of the quantity

<T ><p.> for different model combinations; of two density
A, X+ u-

models and two f\ . predictions reveals a maximum at. E near

2 MeV and the curve width is AE > 2 MeV.

Comparison of the experimental data with two different

model predictions favors the simple Lorenzian shape of GRDR

Cupper curved. Better agreement i s achieved in the recently

developed model *' , which uses a. modified shap<> of ths

Lorenzian dependence Clower curve).

Some points in figs. 7,8 show a. rapid increasing of

strength, which is an unexpected fact. In these energy bins

the measured level density was used and this strength en-

hancement might be attributed to the state structure; these

two compound nuclei have a relatively large one-quasi-

particle component of i t s wave function C4S-resonance of

neutron strength function?. On the other hand the final

levels are of single particle nature C3P ,, and 3P for
1-3-7 1 81
XS Ba and C51O3 rotation band for xHfD. I t i s diff icult

to detect 4S -• 3P transitions in deformed nuclei because of

10
.8 HF-181
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1

•10

-11

- I I 1 I I I I

:
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i > > i > 1 1 1 1 1 ' i 1-
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Fig. 7. Experimental (»stimation
of RSFC -the lower, -the up-
per ones) for Hf as a func-
tion of primary transition
energy K >O.52 MeV.

Fig. 8. The same for 137
Ba.
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3P-strength spreading over many states. Such conclusion is

correct for the single / - t ransi t ion detection but not for

the cascade registration - summation over many intermediate

stal.es eliminate this restr ict ion. Therefore one can expect

that the observed increasing of the two-step cascade

intensit ies i s manifestation of single-particle transitions

between 4S and 3P neutron shells. For Ba there are only

two strong transitions: E^ =4743 keV and 4343 keV to the

l/3

For Hf they are cascade primary transitions with

energy E 3= 3. 7MeV and the hard direct transitions E =5. 5MeV,

i .e . transitions to the excited final levels of band C510],

where the main component of the wave function is the 3P

neutron state.

CONCLUSION

The a p p l i c a t i o n of the SACP method al lows one t o

observe up to 8054 of the total primary transition intensity

aver a wide range of excitation energies and to extend

gamma-decay schemes of heavy nuclei up to 0.5Bn.

Concerning the even-odd nuclei with large F values of

compound s ta te , i t i s posssible to find out lower estimation

of radiative strength function for a broad spectrum of

primary transitions. Radiative strength function of those?

"vucl̂ i could be consider as a superposition of two

-otnponents: single-particle transitions between AS and 3P

neutron states and s ta t i s t i ca l nature transitions, in

accordance to the GEDR model predictions Cmore exact! y,that

roodi f ication of GEDR model, which take into account the
1 S3width spreading ,as a function of nuclear temperature).
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COLLECTIVE NUCLEAR POTENTIAL WITHIN THE MICROSCOPIC
Sp(6,R) MODEL

A.L.Blokhln

Institute for Theoretical Physics,
Kiev-143, 252143, Ukraine

ABSTRACT. It Is shown that the collective nuclear
potential in the scope of microscopic symplectlc
model consists or the invariants or the monopole-
quadrupole tensor and Its polynomial analogs,
coupling the properly collective and vortex spin
degrees of freedom. The potential, completely
equivalent to Its microscopic prototype, Is
constructed on the basis or arbitrary Irreducible
representation or the Sp(6,R) group.

1. Since the Idea or collective quadrupole nuclear
dynamics had been originated!}lt rormed a basis for numer-
ous group-theoretical models, in particular, the
unitary2<3) and symplectlc A~&) ones and their generaliza-
tions. Although the microscopic treatment of the collect-
ive and Intrinsic variables was put rorward7l8)and discus-
sed in detail?}a successive reducing or the microscopic
nuclear Hamlltonlan to Its errectlve rorm which rules the
collective motion, Is still encountering considerable
obstacles. This paper is aimed to show that the errectlve
Hamlltonlan, at most due to the central nucleon interact-
ion, can be constructed by rather simple algebraic means.

By accounting for the evident representation or the
many-particle kinetic energy through the symplectlc gener-
ators, the real dirricultles In deriving the errectlve
Hamlltonlan lie only in the potential part. So our princi-
pal task is to express the collective potential as a
runctlon or Sp(6,R) generators. Note that, contrary to the _,
SU(3) model, a precise rorm Tor the phenomenologlcal
Hamlltonlan Is still not round. While the structure or the
Integrity bases or the unitary group dynamical chains was
examined deeply enough10)to Involve all necessary terms
when constructing the collective potential!1 Studying or
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the bases or rotational Invariants for the symplectlc T
groups constitutes a serious problem. This is confirmed by |
the result of Couture and Sharp1,2 Concerning the generat-
ing function for the Sp(6,R) Invariants. At the other
hand, one can't be sure that all of the conceivable invar- 'i
lants are always necessary, or, at least, occur as lndep- "'
endent contributions Into the sought potential. They can
appear Inside the definite combinations, settled by the ^
symmetry or physical system. By this reason, our result is s
expected to provide the practically grounded solution to >
the problem or constructing the collective potential *
compared to the academic approach using the integrity *'•
basis. Simultaneously, this solution will indicate the ti>
validity region or the widely spread phenomenologlcal
potential consisting of the invariants of the monopole- :
quadrupole tensor!3^uch phenomenologlcal potential,
familiar arter Bohr and Mottelson!Ha apt ror spherical i
nuclei whose dynamics is described by an lrrotatlonal now -;

in terms or six properly collective variables. The def-\ I
ormed nuclei naturally need more complex potentials split- \
ting the raonopole-quadrupole and vortex spin variables. \
Hence the determination or explicit rorm or the additional •
terms, which are sensitive to vorticlty, Is a leading Idea r
or this paper. X

The study starts from selecting that constructions or \
the symplectic generators which are the polynomial analogs g
to the monopole-quadrupole tensor and since may serve as
collective components In the many-body central inter-
action. Then the idea or restoring the collective potenti-
al Is brought out and rollowed with the explicit result
rrom R e r . M ) The last section contains the concluding
remarks.
2. The microscopic treatment or the symplectlc algebra
Implies that the set or 21 generators may be interpreted
as the matrix elements or three 3-dlmenslonal
matrices? <9)The latter lncludethe matrix A=flAtJ,
ij=1,2,3, or the u(3) subalgebra,
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lAtJ,Akll = QJkAu - $uAkJ, da)
and two symmetric -Abellan tensors,

which commute as follows :

The set or commutatlonal relations (1) is associated
with the oscillator shell model by means of bilinear
products of one-body bosons. The latter are constructed
from normalized Jacobi coordinates xftJ, (3=7,4-7, j=T73 and
momenta pfl.=-td/dxft, or the 4-partlcle system in the
standard manner

(2a)

(2b)
Their bilinear forms,' summed over "the particle number,

(3a)

i, . — if fm / V w _ . w _ , — - —-^^ I > (<jD )

A'lj =At°-ptaft3> ( 3 C )

exactly realize the algebra (1).
Another physically relevant Interpretation holds]3' if

the raising generators are identified with the components
of monopole-quadrupole tensor

ftixpj^ (4a)

the weight generators - with the dilation tensor (or, what
is the same, the matrix of gl(3,R) subalgebra)

and the lowering generators - with the monopole-quadrupole
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momentum tensor

[Strictly speaking, the above parallel requires choosing |
the opposite sign before Ki,^ Both realizations are ;-
linearly connected: *••

U
Q = 1/2 (A++ A~+ A + AT;, (5a)
K = 1/2 (A. + AT- A+- A";, (5b)
D = 1/2 (A - Ax- A++ A";. (5c)

Let one construct the whole 6-dlmensional matrix of
Sp(6,R) generators In the form

[ - A" - ̂ )
for the bilinear boson realization (3). The analogous
block, matrix holds

for the coordinate-momentum realization (4). |
3. Now one can determine the block form of the nth power §

J
where the notation A'HA T IS accepted. The blocks In the
r.h.s. of Eq.(Ta) are the matrices ol order 3 and can be
calculated in the recursive manner:

The powers of (6b) are dellned by the same procedure

and the notation D'*DT. The recursive formulas are also
I K -D-J - l < - i > ; J
e notation D'*DT. The re

evident. By using the recuslve relations, it can be
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checked145 that the matrix elements or A^, An, A^, A~, Qn,
Dn, D^ and K n transform with respect to the symplectlc
operations Just in the same manner as the corresponding
generators do. The execution of linear relations like (5)
Is also easily checked. That is a reason to Interpret the
introduced operator-valued matrix elements Tor any natural
number n as the polynomial analogs to the generators
themselves.

For Instance, the polynomial analogs to the monopole-
quadrupole tensor components satisfy the commutation
relations

In parallel with the Abellan structure of the tensor Q
Itself. The dimension of tensor Q and its symmetry allow
to conclude that the enveloping algebra of Sp(6,R) group
contains 3 Independent symmetric tensors

Q. Q 3 +, Q5+. dO)
which transform like the Q tensor and commute with all of
Its elements. (The subscript + denotes the symmetric part
of a matrix.) It can be shown as well that the quadratic
forms

Kn = y
TQny, n=1,3,...,2d-1 (11)

of these tensors with a 3-dlmenslonal vector y make up a
fully commuting set.
4. The simple form of the nuclear Hamlltonlan with
binary Interaction goes as follows:

H = T + V. (12a)
The kinetic energy is assumed to contain only the physic-
ally valuable translatlonally invariant part and strictly
expressed through the Sp(6,R) generators (see Eq.(4O):

T = 1/2 hco Tr K, (12b)
where w is the oscillator frequency. The potential energy
is confined to the Wlgner forces of Gaussian radial depen-
dence

v = w A asp*- T n a - x.;
2/ 21 (120
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with xa and xp as the normalized single-particle positions
(in principle, Eq. (12c) can be rewritten in terms of the
Jacobl vectors). The chosen radial dependence is easily
corrected by summing or integrating over the dlmenslonless
parameter 7 with an appropriate function. The algebraic
collective potential due to the central interpartlcle •
forces in spherical nuclei is usually taken depending on ;

the monopole-quadrupole tensor Invariants!3* '

Uooll = U(p
z, Trtf.Tr q3;, (12a) I

where |

p2 = Tr qJf Jag, (12b)
(3=1 1=1 i>

is the squared hyperspherlcal radius, and j
q = Q - 7/3 p2E (12c) i

la the properly quadrupole tensor. The invariants or Q are j
the Caslmlr operators or the 3-dlmenslonal rotational '
group [R5]S0(3)15)and naturally interpreted as the shape
operators.

Passing to the nonspherical nucleon systems, one has \
to amplify the potential (12) by similar terms which •
Incorporate the vortlclty effects of noncollectlve origin.
Since the tensors Q 3 + and Q 5 + appear as the polynomial |
analogs of Q In the Sp(6,R) enveloping algebra, it is
expedient to try their Invariants for making up the pertl- /
nent extension. This assumption can be verified by expll- \
clt constructing with the help of vector coherent state
technique. The concrete algorithm and calculational deta-
ils are explained In Ref1.4) The obtained result goes as
follows:

Uaoll * ̂  J £Fnlm(0/OX,0/Oy.O/Oz) x (13)

^ Q 3 + ^ Q 5 + » \mmymMm0'

where \ and \i are the Elliott quantum numbers2 ] for the
lowest SU(3) Irrep within the chosen sp(6,R) lrrep, and
Fnln(d/0x,d/dy,0/0z) are polynomial functions of dlfreren-
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tlal operators which depend on both the single-partlcle
occupation of the Investigated nucleus and the quantum
numbers of the associated Sp(6,R) lrrep.

The operator-valued determinant in Eq.d3) is easily
expanded In terms of the Invariants of the quadrupole
tensor and its polynomial analogs. Indeed, one may Intro-
duce the scalar operators

= Tr Q, (Ha)

and the traceless operator-valued matrices

q., = Q,, - 1/3 p 2 E,
'3+

(Ub)

- 1/3

Then the Indicated determinant can be rewritten as follows
det fE + i(x Q + y Q 3 + + z Q5+;j = (14c)

o o p o

n + 7fx p + y px + -2 Py )* ~
1/2 7 2 n + 7fa: p 2 + y p x

2 + 2 P^ 2^ x

IV fJ: q + j/ q3 + z %' +
1/3 r3 IV fjr q + y q3 + z qg;"

3.
The light and medium-weight almost magic nuclei with

prolate and oblate density distribution need Sp(6,R)
calculations on the degenerate lrreps [o+A, o o] and La+\x
o+[i al quantum numbers respectively. This case deserves a
short comment.

The matrix under the determinant sign reads

E + i(x Q + y Q 3 +;

for the Co+\ a a] lrrep, and

I + i(x Q + z Q 5 +;

for the to+u- o+|i o] one. But In fact both the configurat-
ions are characterized by the qualitatively similar effec-
tive Hamlltonlans, as the operator Q5+ for the oblate case
Is reduced to a linear function of Q and Q3+.
5. The microscopic nuclear interaction operator Is
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projected on the enveloping algebra or the Sp(6,R) group.

The obtained effective potential determines the collective
dynamics within the nuclear symplectic model. The proposed
projection algorithm had been previously worked out ror
the SU(3) model and, In principle, can be generalized to
various algebraic collective models with the explicit
microscopic base. As for the distinctive features of
mentioned algorithm, It provides the exact solution to the
stated problem and selects the practically needed part of
the integrity basis.

So far as the complete structure of
Sp(6,R)3SU(3)3SO(3) integrity basis Is unknown, the obt-
ained results settle a part of this basis responsible for
the central interaction and containing the invariants of
the monopole-quadrupole tensor and Its polynomial analogs.
The invariants of the tensor Itself are expressed via the
collective nuclear variables and constitute the familiar
Bohr-Mottelson-type potential yielding the lrrotatlonal
flow. At the same time the, polynomial analogs combine the
quadrupole collective degrees of freedom with the intrin-
sic ones, primarily those of the so called vortex spin.
Their contribution violates the collective motion and
therefore diminishes the collectivity of low-lying states.
To reproduce this effect, Rosensteel et a 117)supplied the
properly collective Hamlltonlan by residual terms due to
the SU(3)=S0(3) Integrity basis.

In contrast to the phenomenologlcal approaches, In
which the Hamlltonlan Is confined to a finite polynomial
in the Lie algebra generators, the proposed algorithm is
sufficient to deduce the values of coefficients at the
arbitrary combinations of Included Invariants. In applica-
tion to the problem under discussion the algorithm dlspl-
ays the nonequivalence among the monopole-quadrupole
tensor and Its analogs. Indeed, while the tensor itself
may appear In the Hamlltonlan in any natural power, the
powers of analogs never exceed the fixed values determined
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by the quantum numbers of the lowest SU(3) lrrep. It seems
of interest to rind a corresponding physical standpoint.

The microscopically based Hamlltonlan of the Sp(6,R)
model helps to apply the well-developed techniques of the
phenomenologlcal approach for calculating the spectra and
transition rates of realistic nucleon systems. In combin-
ation with the U(3)-boson expansion131 It provides a
possibility of microscopic study of the medium-weight and
heavy nuclei In the low-energy domain. To investigate the
region of higher energies, the present results have to be
extended to account the spin-dependent lnternucleon forces
and the mixed representations In the Involved space of
states.
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ABSTRACT: The Dyson mapping of the Interacting Two
Vector Boson Model /IVBM/, with group of dynamical symmetry
Sp(12.R) on a version of the standard Interacting Boson
Model /IBM/ with dynamical symmetry U(21) is obtained. This
version of IBM contains the S(T=1), D(T=1) and P(T=O) ;
bosons, where T is isospin of bosons. From group
theoretical point of view this mapping corresponds to the
realization of the Sp(12,R) generators in terms of
generators of HW(21) x U(6) group. The problem of
elimination of spurious states and Hermitization of this
boson representation is discussed. The image of the IVBM
Hamiltonian in the space of the above mentioned S, D, P
bosons is found.

1. Introduction :

A number of versions of Interacting Boson Model /IBM \

-1,2,3,4/ have been suggested, where s,d - bosons with |

different isospin T (or F-spin) and spin S are the main >

building blocks*. J
2 ti

The Interacting Two Vector Boson Model /IVBM/ .where |

nuclear states are considered as a system of even number of |

the p-bosons with isospin T*l/2 is standing slightly apart. |

In some aspects IVBM is similar to the standard IBM (for |

example, there is an exact solvable SU(3) rotational limit)

but there are differences too. The natural question about

the connections between IVBM and the standard versions of

IBM arises. The answer could be obtained by means of

mapping of the boson pairs with angular momentum L and

isospin T { LT=01,21,10 ) on the space of ideal S and D

bosons with isospin T • 1 and P bosons with T»0.

Boson mapping technique which is widely applied to the

problems of microscopic foundation of the IBM* can be
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applied to our problem too. It is well known that the

noncompact algebra of Sp(l2,R) is a dynamical symmetry

algebra for IVBM. This allows the use of a number of

results which were obtained for the boson mapping of

symplectic algebras*.

Our aim is to obtain the boson realization of the

sp(2d,R) generators in a form of double spherical tensors

with respect to SO (3)xSU (2) group. A similar problem was

studied in a.number of papers of Bonatsos and Klein 5l<s

where the representations of a compact sp(2d) algebra have

been mapped on the boson space.They suggested a simpler

approach based on commutation equations between the sp(2d)

generators and their boson images.Me are using the more

general technique of mixed boson realization8 of vector

coherent states / VCS /"'** that allows the results we are

looking for to be obtained directly and in a compact

form.In this way we obtain the nonunitary Dyson mapping'of

the generators of the sp(2d,R) algebra. Then' the unitarized

Holstein - Primakoff1O boson representation is obtained by

means of a similarity transformation. As in the case of

mapping of the fermion space (representations of compact

algebras) on boson space """the IVBM states are mapped

only on the part of the space (physical subspace) of the

obtained IBM version. Thus the problem of separating the

physical subspace and the identification and cancellation

of nonphysical (spurious) states is solved for

representations of noncompact algebras.As far as we know

,such problem for boson mapping of boson pairs. has not

been considered earlier

The construction of boson image of the IVBM

Hamiltonian and its connection with the Hamiltonian of the

standard IBM versions are discussed at the end.

2. Some definitions and confutation relations.

The sp(12,R) algebra is a dynamical symmetry algebra

for IVBM2. The generators of this algebra are constructed

using boson creation- •u!_m and annihilation u ™ operators
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which satisfy the usual commutation relations
- lm • I ' m ' rf/S/S^

In IVBM l=l (-t< m< i) and f=l/2 (-fi T < f) ,i.e. bosons

are three dimensional vectors with respect to the so{3)

algebra.The generators

+lm I'm'
fT f'T'

of the sp(12,R) algebra or in the general case - sp(2d,R)

algebra with d = (21 + 1X2/+1) expressed as double tensors

of rank L with respect to the angular momentum S O L ( 3 )

algebra and of rank T with respect to the su (2) algebra

are:
Ft#M» 1 V"" .LN r t *lm +ITTI

T I * y - j - ^ l m i ( l m a fT t . fT a ^ f r | U tr2
z
x

• r ! T ! (2. a)

_1_

~2

LM ^L1-11* «Tl +lm Im l-m f-T^"L1-11* «Tl +lm I

2- ivm. 'vV'V
(2.O j

I

T1 } * { ) ( } AT-t

Here

The symmetry properties of the Clebsh-Gordan coefficients

0*"" result in some restrictions on the possible values of
Imln

the angular momentum L and ioospin T of two-boeon
generators F and G , namely:

(.,*-«•(.,«-' . i (5)

In the IVBM model these restrictions are

and the low lying nuclear states are interpreted as a set



L M L U

l 1 1 1 ] l f f f

1 1 2 2-1 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2

i

i
l G T 1

M +t
) *

( 1 0 )

-t*± J-z-zi L L . " . u2M
zi

1 1 2 2-i l-ii 2 2-1
(11)

of p-boson pairs . Since /*l/2 for p-bosons only the values

L,T=0,l;2,l and 1,0 are permitted.

Using (1) the following commutation relations can be

obtained for multipole operators A :

(6){L L L 1 fTTII
1 2 I I t 2 I M l1 1 1 J { f f f J AT«

Here and later on we use the abbreviation L *V 2L+1 , and

the curly brackets { } denote the 6-j symbols. It is

evident from Eq. (6) that the operators A^, which do not

change the number of bosons generate the maximal compact

subalgebra of sp(2d,R), namely the u(d) algebra. the

operator of the total number of bosons

is connected with the multipole operator A°° in the
oo

following way

N * VC21 + 1) (2f+l> A** * V 3 ~ A*® (8)

Now we write down the comnutation relations for the other

generators of sp(2d,R):
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These commutation relations are similar to the

commutation relations of the corresponding bifermion

< operators that were found in4* except for opposite signs at

' some terms.

3. Mixed Dyson boson realization of sp(2d,R) algebra

To find the connection between the IVBM and standard

versions of IBM the sp(12,R) algebra generated by the

operators A ,F and G should be mapped on the space of

S, D and P -bosons with the isospins 1, 1 and 0

respectively. First we consider the general construction of

Dyson mapping of the sp(2d,R) algebra.Then the explicit

expressions for the sp(12,R) algebra will be given.

It should be noted that Dyson realization for algebras

which are generated by bifermion operators have been

studied in [5,6]. However the method used there is

applicable only to the so called "vacuum representations"

(i.e. scalar with respect to the u(d) algebra) and cannot

be used for the construction of mixed realization in a

general case. It can be done using the general procedure

described in [4,8,15-18], which is based on the theory of

the VCS.

In order to determine the VCSs of the Sp(2d,R) group

we take the subalgebra u(d) c sp(2d,R) which contains the

Cartan subalgebra and carry out the generalized Gauss

decomposition

g » n + h + n (12)

Here n <n ) is a nilpotent subalgebra of lowering G
Tl

(raising F ^ ) operators and the subalgebra h is the u(d)

algebra.

According to the commutation relations (9) - (11) the

operators G U M and FUM are tensors with respect to the h

subalgebra. An arbitrary IR [<?] belonging to the positive

discrete series of the sp(2d,R) algebra, may be expanded in

terms of the IRs [A] of the u(d) algebra. Of all these

representations the so-called "lowest-weight

representation" defined by the equation
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G
T J °'

AX > = 0 (13)

is of particular importance.

Here {j o\K >} is a basis of the corresponding

lowest-weight representation and | <?AA > is the highest

weight vector with respect to the h subalgebra of the

Sp(2d,R) group. Then the VCS can be written as

| Z >= Z *xP( £ Z*^M F ^ ) | *AX > (i4)
X UMTl

where Z are complex parameters and * denotes complex

conjugation.

Then the VCS representation of an arbitrary state |* >

in the IR ( VCS-wave function ) is defined by

*(Z)> = E | cAX >< o-AX | »xp ( £ Z^" G^" ) | * > (15)
X LMTl

The VCS representation of an operator E

*(Z)> = £ I o-AX >< cAX j «?xp ( E Z T T G T ? )E I* > =

\ LMTt

|E4T- [^Git [ ̂ °n .
•xP ( E zj? G J " ) I * >

LUTl

is equivalent to some partial differential operator E with

respect to z£".
Since vectors | <yAX > belong to the lowest-weight

representation we have

E | o-AX >< <?AX | F"1 »xp ( £ 2J" Gj^ )E | * >=0 (17)
X UMTt

The "intrinsic operators" A™ act in a standard way

on the basis vectors of the lowest - weight representations

{| aAX >} of the u(d) algebra

E | o-AX >< <*AX | A " «xp (E-Zj^O^jE | * >= ̂ |*(Z)> (18)

It is assumed that the operators X^* commute with zj^* and

d/dZ^"rl Using the commutation relations (9)-(11) of the

sp(2d,R) algebra and formulae (16)-(18) one can easily
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derive the explicit VCS representations of the generators
GTt' FTt' A T f Tnis yields immediately the Dyson boson

realization of the sp(2d,R) algebra by means of the

isoraorfism

Tl ' ' Tl ' " Tl "* Tl

The ideal boson creation and annihilation operators
b T t ' bTi with angular momentum L and isospin T satisfy the

standard boson commutation relations
r L M L. M

"Titi" V . - T V V ^ V A 1 *
 (20)

S UM = (-)i-M(->T*V'-M (21)

Tl ' V ' T-t

In the particular case of sp(12,R) algebra we deal

with S and D-^osons of T=l isospin and P-bosons of T=0

isospin and equations (20), (21) take the following form.

M
1 2

D * , D* 21 = 6 6
I ' l l It M
1 Z-> 1 2 1

(22)

As a result the Dyson images of the G^generators take a

simple form

The Dyson images of the A " * generators

TI
 + Z( ' Z- u Mi't- Ma

 Til 'Va I ̂- 3- J- J
U ' T j S T a (24J

contain the intrinsic operators A of the u(d) algebra

which are commuting with the boson creation and

annihilation operators bTi-
b
Ti- Finally the Dyson images

of the FUM generators are determined by the expression
Tl
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1 1 2 2

L T L T
3 3 4

(25)

2^J )
The last formula can be written in a different form

using another coupling scheme of tensors in the last term

and the expression of 9-j symbols in terms of 6-j symbols.

. 2 [ V M n 1 f f f«-»• :

1 1 2 2
(26)

2-'Tt T U T

lT4l'5 9

1 1 1
1 1 L

T T T1 a*
f f f
f f T

This form of tensor product is more convenient because the

constraint

(27)T + T - T

on the possible values of L and T is valid here Just like

in (5).

According to the general expression (24) the Dyson
00

Image PD(^OQ) is connected with the ideal 6-boson number

operator in the following way :

where

Hw- E LT (b
00

OO

{ 2 8 )

(29)
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The Dyson image of the primary u-bosons ( for IVBM - the

vector bosons p ) number operator N is connected with the

number operator of ideal b-bosons as follows:

PD(N) = N + 2Nfe (30)
The Dyson images of the raultipole generators A^" in the
IVBM case can be wri t ten e x p l i c i t l y as :

p{N) =W+ 2E (S*S •P**PM*D+"D"> (31. a)
M l

i + ~ 2M + ~ 2M (31 .c )
^ 2 ^ K S x D ) o o + (D x S ) o o ]

(31.d)

/—s— + ~ 1M i r + * iM • ~ 1M

•)T5 (D >^D) + y 5/6 [ (D X P) t (P X D)

1^773" (D* x D ) * ^ + V~3?2 [ (S* x D) J" * (D* X S) "

4. Spurious States

We will restrict ourselves by the investigation of the

most simple Dyson mapping that corresponds to the vacuum

(scalar) representation of the u(d) algebra , where

AT"
 m °' ( Ai? i aAK > = ° } {32)

This type of boson mapping is sufficient to discuss the

connections between the various versions of the Interacting

Boson Model.

It is well known11'12 that the Dyson boson mapping of

the fermion space gives rise to spurious states. The

mapping of the boson pairs on the space of ideal bosons

leads to the same problem. We believe that this problem can

be solved by pure algebraic analysis and only its simple
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modification is needed in our case.

Note,that only two types of IRs of sp(2d,R) - even and

odd can be constructed by means of d = (21+1)(2/+1) boson

creation operators v*"J™ . Under the decomposition

sp(2d,R) ^ u<d) these two IRs of sp(2d,R) split into an

infinite number of symmetric IRs of u(d) - [N00....], where

N = 0,2,4 for the even IR and N = 1,3,5 for the

odd IR of sp(2d.R).

The wave functions, corresponding to the fixed boson

number N belong to the IRs (N] of the u(d) algebra. They

are construe.ad by acting on the vacuum state with the

boson creation operators ti+f™ {or the operators F^t)

Span[ n «*£i | 0 )]

The two-boson operators F are transforming as symmetric

tensors of rank [2] under the u(d) algebra. Their boson

images PD(F^*).obtained by the Dyson mapping have the same

tensor property with respect to the u(d) algebra, i.e. they

belong to the IR [2] of the U(d) group. The wave functions

in the ideal boson space is constructed by means of the

I operators

Span[ n

where | 0 ) is the boson vacuum.

The biboson combinations of the new boson operators

generate an u(d(d+l)/2) algebra . The corresponding wave

functions \n) for each fixed boson number N belong to the

totally symmetric IR of the u(d(d+l)/2) - [N. ]. This

representation is reducible with respect to the u(d)

algebra , generated by the original bosons. As a result the

IR [Nfe] of u(d(d+l)/2) can be expanded in terms of the IRs

of the u(d) algebra in the following way20:

bu<d(d+^2 u ( d ) <36>

where

d

[«]»[«,,I,. • .g d]; gt* g2 * *gd; gk - even; E g = 2Nb« N.
k i t
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I

However the wave functions of the IVBM belong only to the

symmetric IR [N] of the u(d) algebra. Hence only a part of

the ideal bo«on space, which contains the totally symmetric

IR of the u(d) algebra corresponds to the true IVBM states

and represents the "physical subspace" in this case. As it

can be seen from (36) such symmetric representations appear

in the decomposition for each value of N

The dimension of the boson space corresponding to the

symmetric IR [Nfe] of the u(d(d+l)/2) algebra is

dim [N. ] = Q\

where C^ is a binomial coefficient.

On the other hand the dimension of the physical subspace
corresponding to the symmetric IR [2Nfe] of the u(d)
algebra is

din, I 2Nb] =
9 M

(38)

As a result the greater the boson number Nfe is, the smaller

part of ideal boson space is occupied by the physical

subspace.

As an example, the decomposition of the first few

symmetric [N. ] IRs of the u(21) algebra into

representations of the u(6) algebra of the IVBM is

presented in Table 1:

U(21)

[1]

[2}

[3]
[4]

IV

C2]
[4]

[6]

[B]

(»

U(6)

;[22]

;[42]

;[62]

[222]

[44],[422],[2222]

In order to separate the spurious states from the spectrum

of the ideal boson space we introduce, in analogy with

the classification operator S:

where

(39)
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•m m +m m j i ' ' * , ^ 2

mm * * * 2 (40)

t,2 \ * m m \ • w> • m m m
H N / TT / T T TT

*—> *—• 1 2 2 1m T

LMTl LMIt

Strictly speaking th« operator S is the vanishing operator,

i.e. S « 0 because N* is simply the N* written in a normal
NK H

ordered form. Its Dyson image is:
S = A NbNfe - 2 Nb - 2 E PD(F;7) 6Tl (42)

This is a Majorana type operator whose eigenvalues depend

only on the u(d) symmetry. S is a scalar with respect to

the u(d) algebra and contains one- and two-body boson

operators. So it could be expressed as a linear combination

of the one- and two-body Casimir operators of the u(d)

algebra:

S = N (N + d-1) - Ca(u(d)>. (43)

The eigenvalues of C2(u(d)) for the symmetric

representation [N] are equal to the eigenvalues of the

first term in (43). So the eigenvalues of the operator S

are equal to zero for the symmetric IRs of the u(d) algebra

and positive for all the other IRs, that occur in the

mapping. As a result all the spurious states can be shifted

to the higher energy part of the spectrum without affecting

the physical eigenvalues and eigenfunctions, by including

the S operator with a suitable amplitude factor into the

Hamiltonian.

5. The Hernitization of Dyson Mapping

The main advantage of the Dyson mapping is that the

generators of the sp(2d,R) algebra are expressed as finite

boson expansions, which include only two boson terms in

PD(ATt) and one- and three-boson terms in the case of

' V ^ r i a n d P D ( O T ? ) - T n e P r i c e f o r t h i s advantage is the
nonhermiticity of the obtained images of the generators.
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This is easily seen from (24) and (26):

This problem can be solved by means of a similarity

transformation, which converts the Dyson boson realization

of the generators into a Holstein-Primakoff /HP/ type.This

transformation makes the PD(
G
Tl>

 a n d PD(FTl) operators

Hermitian , without changing the multipole operators

P_(A"*) ,i. e.

K'1 « P.

.a)

(44.b)

K P(ATl> K = PHP(ATI) = P(ATt) (44.c)

If we impose the condition K* = K - real, we can define V

as :

V « K* K * K2 (45)

Note that V* * V"*. From (44) and (45) it follows:

V 1 (P(F^))* V = p (GUt*
TV T t

V = P

(46.a)

(46.b)

V » * < AT?> + - *>(*??) (46.c)
It is obvious from (46.c) that V and P(A"*) commute.

T I

This, in turn, implies that V and therefore S , are

functions of the Casimir invariants of the u(d) algebra:
T A A 1* LE (-:

(47)

Within the physical subspace only, which is a direct sum of

symmetric representations the operator (47) can be

substituted by its eigenvalue

C.<u(d))f • N ( N + d - I) (48)

The Dyson linages of the FTt generators can be

presented in more compact form if we use the commutation

relations between the operator (47) and the ideal boson

creation operators b*
Tl"

>*") (49)
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Using (48) the above equation (49) is essentially

simplified

V O = 6Tt U + 2 V (50)

It should be noticed that the operators F1'*. G L M transform

the wave function of the symmetric IR [N] to a symmetric

wave function again corresponding to the representations

[N i 2]. This permits to obtain the Hermitian boson

realization of these generators in a simple analytic

form. Substituting (50) and (23) in (46) we obtain the

condition

V"* 6*J£ V = bj" (1 + 2 Nb) (51)
Further we are going'to use a basis in the IR [2N. ] of the

u(d) algebra , which can be marked only by the number

operator eigenvalue

|[2Nb]> (52)

The operator V is diagonal in this basis

V|(2Nb3>=V((2Nb])|[2Nb]>

The operator b*v** acts on this basis in a similar way as

the FUM operator, i.e. leads to the same change of the

boson number

From the commutation relations (20) of the boson

operators,follows their way of action on an arbitrary

function /(N).

/(Nb) 6* - 6*/(N6+ X) (55.a)

/(Nb) b - 6 /(N6- 1) (55.b)

hence

V"*([2Nb+2]) V ([2Nb]) = (1 + 2Nb) (56)

K <[2Nb+2]) K {[2Nb]) x V ( l + 2Nfe) ( 5 7 }

Formulae (57) can be used as a recurrent relation for the

matrix elements of the operator K. Thus we have

C2Nb+21> * <I2Nb] | K ' ^ C G J " ) K I [2Nb+

"*K (C2NbJ) K([2Nb+ 2]) (58)
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or in operator form

V (1 + 2Nb) (59.a)

(59.b)

I

These formulae look like the well known boson

realization of the sp(2d.R) algebra. As a matter of fact

this analogy is deeper. Actually the reason of the

nonhermiticity of the Dyson mapping lies in the fact, that

a generally non-orthogonal basis of IR of a Lie algebra is

mapped on the orthonormal basis of the ideal boson space*.

Dyson mapping is therefore, by definition, non-unitary

(non-hermitian). However in the case of odd and even IRs of

the sp(2d,R) algebra, rich are under consideration in this

case, the corresponding vectors are orthogonal to each

other but the basis is not normalized. Then the Dyson

mapping Hermitization procedure is reduced to the

calculation of the necessary normalization factors, which

restore the norm of the basis.

6. Boson Mapping of the IV8M Hamiltonian

In the foundation of the IVBM it was suggested that

the the vector bosons can be treated as "quarks" or as

elementary building blocks of the nuclear collective

excitations and the s and ci-bosons of the IBM can be

considered as a bound states generated by them. The

interaction between the secondary S, D and P-bosons

introduced by means of the Dyson mapping is induced by the

interaction between the vector bosons in a similar way to

the nucleon-nucleon interaction induced by the quark- quark

interaction. Using the exact Dyson boson realization of

the sp(2d,R) algebra obtained in Sec.3, we can construct

the S,P and D-boson image of the IVBM Hamiltonian,

preserving the number of vector bosons. This Hamiltonian is

invariant with respect to the rotations in the angular

momentum L and isospin T spaces. As an example we will

present the limiting case for the well deformed nuclei,
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whose Hamiltonian can be expressed through the generators

of the u(3) algebra:

H = tf.N + £ N + e L + £ Q

where G>M are the Elliott's quadrupole operators

and L are the angular momentum operators

The Dyson image of the angular momentum operators

1M
P)oo

(60)

(61)

(62)

(63)

contains the standard D-boson term and an additional

contribution from the P- bosons. The Dyson image of the

quadrupole operators

P (Q ) = 2 V 6 ((S* x D ) 2 + (D+ x S) Z M) +

... (64)
y-42 (D* x 5>j; - /r (p

+ , P ) * ;
contains a P-boson contribution too.

Thus the Dyson image of the Hamiltonian (60) is:

PD(H) = 2 * / Ns + Np + N D) +

+ A ^ C N* + Nj + N^ + 2NsNp + 2NsND + 2NpND) +

C30 ( D+ x D)*.(D* x D ) 1 +
3 O O

+ 2 (P* x P)*.(P+ x P)1)o o

(D* x D>* (P
O

D* x D)*.<D*
• o

P)* +

D x D (D*

• 24 Y~T~ ( D* x D)*.C(S* x D )" + (D* x S )*) +
o o o

165)

6 (P* x P)*.(P* x P)z) - 6VT"< D*o o
x P)* -

12 (P* x P)*.C(S* x D )" + (D* x S )*>̂

where Tk.Rk « Z (-)qTkqRk"q is the scalar product of

tensors.

This expression contains almost all terms which have

to be included in the general Hamiltonian of S, D and P -

interacting bosons. The general case of a Hamiltonian of
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one- and two- S, P and D interacting bosons, which

preserves their total number and is invariant with respect

to the rotations in the angular momentum and isospin spaces

contains 23 independent constants. In terms of the IVBM all

these constants are expressed through the four constants of

the Hamiltonian (60).

The next step could be the application of this

Hamiltonian for the description of the collective spectra

of nuclei.

A Hamiltonian of more general form was introduced in

the IVBM , which is not invariant with respect to the

rotations in the isospin space. Such a Hamiltonian contains

three chains of subgroups, which are limiting cases for

exact description of different types of collective spectra.

This is possible because a more general interpretation of

the /-spin, not strictly connected with the isospin of the

nuclei could be used. The image of this Hamiltonian can be

obtained as well, but the result is not presented here

because it is rather cumbersome.

7. Conclusion

Using the Dyson mapping technique we show that the

IVBM states with even number of p-bosons can be exactly

mapped on the states of some specific version of IBM with

S,D-bosons with isospin T=l and a P-boson with T=0 which is

intermediate between IBM-3 and IBM-4 and could be

conditionally named "IBM-3.5".

The comparison of the IVBM with the usual versions of

IBM is rather instructive, because in some aspects IVBM is

richer than IBM. For example, two vector bosons can be

coupled to create states with L*l, which do not exist in

the IBM. In other aspects the IVBM is restricted in

comparison to the obtained through the mapping IBM version,

because the IVBM physical space is mapped only on part of

the total IBM 3.5 space.
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Abstract:
Three cascades of dipole transitions have been identified in !99,200pb with ra-
ther regular energy spacings of about 50 keV. Together with several cross-over
transitions they form three rotational bands in these spherical nuclei. Assuming
Ml multipolarity for the dipole transitions, these cascades can be interpreted
as strongly coupled bands built on high-K oblate states involving proton h 9 / 2

or i 1 3 / 2 orbitals.

1, Introduction
The coexistence of different shapes in the same nucleus is a well established
feature for many nuclei. The most spectacular examples are the cases where
states with extremely large prolate deformation, the so-called superdeformation,
occur in addition to the normal-deformed states. The Hg-Pb region is of parti-
cular interest in this respect because a variety of shapes - spherical, oblate,
prolate and superdeformed - have been observed in these nuclei.
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In this work we report on three new strongly coupled rotational bands in the
isotopes 199Pb and 200Pb for which up to date only spherical states were
known [1-3]. The observed properties of these bands suggest that they are mo-
derately deformed - probably oblate. Available potential energy surface (PES)
calculations [4-9]reproduce the normal near-spherical and the superdeformed
minima in the Pb isotopes very well. When such calculations are restricted to
specific configurations (e.g. the high-K members of the proton h 9 / 2 and i 1 3 / 2

subshells in the light-mass Pb isotopes) minima or relatively flat regions at
oblate deformation are also predicted [9,10]. Collective intruder slates and ro-
tational structures that are probably connected to the filling of the lowest
(K=9/2 and K=13/2 for oblate deformation) h 9 / 2 and i 1 3 / 2 proton orbitals have
been identified [10-12] in 194Pb and 196Pb, but it is surprising that oblate col-
lective bands also exist in the heavier Pb isotopes investigated here.

In the following section we describe our experiments and present the results,
and in the last section a possible interpretation of the structure of the new
bands is discussed. A preliminary report on this work was given elsewhere [13].

2. Experimental procedure and results
In a first experiment high-spin states in 199Pb and 200Pb were populated in the
reaction 192Os(13C,xn) at beam energies of 76 and 81 MeV. The beams were
provided by the VICKSI accelerator of the HMI Berlin. Two stacked self-sup-
porting foils of t92Os enriched to 99 % with thicknesses around 300 ng/cm2

were used as targets. Gamma-ray coincidences were measured with the OSI-
RIS spectrometer array which comprises twelve Compton-suppressed Ge de-
tectors and a 48 element inner ball of BGO detectors. A total of 60106 events
were stored on magnetic tape for each beam energy. The strongest reaction
product was 200Pb at a beam energy of 76 MeV. At 81 MeV both, 199Pb and
200Pb, were populated with about equal intensity.

The second experiment was carried out at the Bonn Cyclotron. High-spin sta-
tes in t99Pb were populated in the reaction 192Os(12C,5n) at a beam energy of
82 MeV. The same targets as in the first experiment were used. A total of
60 1Q6 coincidence events were collected with a set-up of six Compton-sup-
pressed Ge detectors and a multiplicity filter of eight NaKTI) detectors. It was
required that at least one of the Nal detectors showed a signal for a valid
event.

The analysis of the data revealed three cascades of coincident y-rays with
energy spacings of about 50 keV. Examples of the coincidence spectra are
displayed in figure 1. The total transition intensities (corrected for internal con-
version [14] under the assumption of Ml multipolarity for the transitions, see
below) are shown in the insets. The decay out of the bands occurs mainly at
the two lowest-energy states. At high energies the intensities decrease
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smoothly from 300 to 600 keV. The multipole order of the transitions was
obtained in different ways. For several transitions in bands 1 and 3 it was
possible to determine directional correlation (DCO) ratios IY(40°)/IY(90°) [15].
With gates on the known pure E2 transitions of 863 keV (\A+— 12+) in 200Pb
and 978 keV (17/2+ — 13/2+) in 199Pb the DCO ratios lie between 0.31 and
0.55 (with typical uncertainties of 30 %). For our geometry we calculate a DCO
ratio of 0.65 for pure stretched dipole transitions (gating on a stretched qua-
drupole) and smaller ratios for (small) negative values of the L=2/L=l mixing
parameter S. When gating on transitions within the three bands the DCO ratios
are close to 1.0, showing that they all have the same multipolarity and mixing
parameters. We have also analyzed angular correlations in the following way:
one coincidence matrix was sorted with the 40° detectors on both the axes
and one with the 40° and 90° detectors on the two axes, respectively. All
transitions in the three bands show higher coincidence rates in the 40° - 90°
matrix than in the 40° - 40° matrix. Known stretched dipole transitions behave
in the same way, but stretched quadrupoles show the opposite effect. Finally,
also the angular distributions with and without gates on the Pb X-rays (to
enhance the band transitions in the spectra) were analyzed. The spectra at the
different angles were normalized using transitions below the long-lived isomeric
states [1-3] in both nuclei. Again, the members of the three bands show dipole
character (checks were made with transitions of known multipolarity in
199,200^,).

Only linear polarisation or conversion coefficient measurements can decide
whether the transitions are electric or magnetic dipoles. However, the follo-
wing arguments can be made in favour of Ml multipolarity. The DCO ratios
give L=2/L=l mixing parameters S, which are only reasonable for a M1+E2
mixing. Furthermore, the total intensities as a function of Y-ray energy within
the bands shown in fig. 2 for bands 1 and 3 decrease sharply for El transitions
which could only be explained if a large fraction of the intensity leaves the
bands over a wide spin range. An additional argument is the observed strong
Pb X-ray intensity in coincidence with the transitions of the bands (see fig. 1).
If there are no unobserved totally converted transitions, we can account for
the X-ray intensity if we assume Ml multipolarity for the band transitions, but
get an excess if they would be of El character.

Bands 1 and 2 are strongly populated in the 13C-induced reaction at 76 MeV
and are weaker at the higher bombarding energy of 81 MeV. Band 3 is only
weakly populated at 76 MeV, but strongly at 81 MeV 13C beam energy. In the
12C-induced reaction at 82 MeV we only find band 3. All transitions of band 1
are in coincidence with the previously known [1,2] 863 keV 14+— 12+ transiti-
on in 200Pb. The 14+ state is fed by about 50 X and the two 16* levels by
about 10 % of the decay of the band. Band 2 is in coincidence with transitions
up to the known [2] 22* state at 6163 keV in 200Pb. Most of the intensity is
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collected by the 5803 keV (>30 ft state. The transitions below the 12+ isomer
are seen only very weakly in the coincidence spectra of both bands because of
its long lifetime of 152 ns and the short coincidence time window. Band 3 is in
coincidence with the previously known [1-3] normal transitions of 301, 423,

400 600
Energy (keV)

800 1000

Pig. 1: Gamma-ray coincidence spectra measured (a and b) in the reaction
192Qs(l3c,5n) at 76 MeV and (c) in the reaction 19*Os(12C,5n) at 82
MeV. Spectra with gates on the transitions marked by dots have been
added. The 977 keV transition in spectrum (b) is a contamination in two
of the gates. The total intensities (relative Tray intensities corrected for
internal conversion assuming Ml multipolarity) are shown as a function
of transition energy in the insets.
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440, 830, 842, 904, 977 and 1012 keV in *"Pb, but not with any of the transi-
tions in 200Pb. The 29/2+ state at 3419 keV is populated to ~25 %. On the
basis of these coincidence relationships and excitation function results we
assign bands 1 and 2 to 20°Pb and band 3 to t99Pb.
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Fig. 2: Relative total transition intensities for bands 1 and 3 assuming Ml (full
circles) and El (open circles) multipolarity, respectively. Gates were set
on high-energy transitions in the bands.
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It is rather difficult to determine the intensity to which the new bands are po-
pulated compared to the known states because of the long-lived isomers in
both nuclei. A rough estimate gives 12 % and 7 % (normalized to the 2+—»- 0+

transition) for bands 1 and 2, respectively, in 200Pb and 12 % (normalized to
the sum of the 17/2+ -~> 13/2+ and 15/2+ — 13/2+ transitions) for band 3 in

3. Discussion
The level schemes connected with the three new rotational bands in 200Pb and
199Pb are shown in fig. 3. They exhibit cascades of intense Al=l (presumably

Band 3

Band 1

12U.5

1014.0

1191.8

1014.0

807.4

v 372.4 903.9
2\/Z~ f 1147

2%1
i\*«*-

\ «•

19/2*—p

*278»

* l«62

H^-iESd

SOW

388.5 423.5 439.7
IS/2*—*— _ * *_-17/2»1422

1012.4 977.4

* 1 12.2 mm A

200 Pb 1M Pb
Fig. 3: Level schemes connected with the three new rotational bands in 200Pb

and 199Pb (Parts of the spherical level scheme are taken from refs.
[1-3]).
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Ml) transitions with no signature splitting. For band 1 we could identify only
two cross-over transitions at the highest observed transition energies, but for
band 3 in 199Pb it was possible to observe several cross-overs in the upper
half of the band. Because these transitions are weak, the branching ratios and
ratios of reduced transition probabilities B(M1)/B(E2) given in table 1 are not
very accurate. Nevertheless, it is clear that the B(E2) values and, therefore,
the quadrupole moments of the rotational states are small. The same conclusi-
on can be drawn from the small E2/M1 mixing parameter 8 of the Al=l transi-
tions. The sign of S is given by the sign of (gK'gR^Qo' Thus, a negative 8
(that we have derived from the DCO ratios) implies negative quadrupole mo-
ments Qo and oblate deformation for positive g-factors (.gK-&n) which are
usually obtained for proton states.

The strongly coupled nature of the bands suggests an interpretation in terms of
high-K multi-quasiparticle band heads on which the rotation is built. Such sta-
tes can be expected from the Nilsson model for oblate deformation in this
mass region. For instance, Bengtsson and Nazarewicz [9] predict 1̂ =11* two-
proton states with oblate deformation in the light Pb isotopes. In 194Pb and
196Pb such states and collective structures built on the isomeric 11" and on

i other states have been found [10-12]. Similar proton excitations, coupled to
1 one and two-neutron excitations could be responsible for the structures obser-
i& ved in 199Pb and 200Pb. PES calculations [9-10] predict flat regions or minima
f§ at small oblate deformations that are connected to the filling of the [S0S]9/2*
f| and [606]13/2+ levels in the light Pb isotopes. It should also be noted that for
f|: the heavier Hg isotopes which are known to be oblate in their ground states

and exhibit band structures with a rotation of the oblate core around an axis
perpendicular to its symmetry axis [16] the calculations correctly reproduce

j the oblate energy minima.

"i
The decay of the bands into the normal states allows some speculation about
the spins involved. Band 1 decays mainly to the 3869 keV 14* state in 200Pb.
The band head spin should therefore be around 1*17. Band 2 in 200Pb popula-
tes states up to I* * 20* and 22* and its band head spin is probably some-
what higher than these values. Band 3 feeds into the normal states at or below
the 29/2* level at 3.4 MeV in 199Pb. The band head spin can therefore be
expected to be around 35/2. It seems reasonable to assume that in 199Pb
(band 3) one i 1 3 / 2 neutron and in 200Pb (bands 1 and 2) two i t 3 / 2 neutrons
are coupled to a two proton excitation which involves the oblate-driving
[505]9/2" or [606] 13/2* orbitals. For instance, for band 1 a proton configurati-
on coupled to spin 5 (the (s$ 2 ,h£ / 2 ^5" particle-hole excitation) can give rise
to a band head spin 17 for stretched coupling. For band 2 in 200Pb with its
higher band head spin the proton configurations could be Crr /̂2 ̂  8+, (h 9 / 2

x ^ ^ N~ o r G?3/2)12+ coupling with the neutron i 1 3 / 2 pair ((i2
3/2)12+) to
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band head spins of 20+ , 23" or 24+, respectively. The same proton configura-
tion coupled to one i 1 3 / 2 neutron can give spins of 29/2+, 35/2" or 37/2+ for
band 3 in 199Pb. Detailed calculations are necessary to determine the structure
of the bands, but they are beyond the scope of this experimental investigation.

Strongly coupled oblate bands with similar characteristic properties (no signa-
ture splitting, large B(M1)/B(E2) ratios and small dynamic moments of inertia)
as the present ones in i99,200pjj j , a v e also been observed in the A = 130 regi-
on [17-19]. In this mass region the oblate-driving high-fl h n / 2 proton orbital is
responsible for the occurence of these bands. The lack of signature splitting
and the large B(M1) rates can in both cases be attributed to the occupancy of
levels with large n and large g-factors. In fact, the proton orbitals mentioned
above have large positive g-factors which can (together with the assumption of
small quadrupole moments) explain the B(M1)/B(E2) values given in table 1.
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Transition Branching B(M1)/B(E2)
energies (keV) ratio (ti/eb)2

700-l 7.7(2.5) 28(9)
377.1

807.4
430.3

912.4
482.1

1014.0
531.9

1105.3
573.4

1191.8
618.4

6.1(3.5)

7.6(3.0)

16.4(5.0)

17.8(5.0)

15.8(4.0)

49(28)

52(20)

30(9)

34(10)

45(11)

Table 1: Branching ratios and B(M1)/B(E2) values for in-band Al=l and cross-
over Al=2 transitions of band 3 in 199Pb
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Abstract

The ARGUS multidetector system has been used to investigate "cold" as well as
"hot" fragmentation of nuclei in heavy-ion reactions in the FBRMI-energy region. Due
to the high granularity (s»140 detectors of phoswich type) and efficient covering most
of the charged reaction products emitted into a forward cone of 6 = 4.4°...55" can be
detected and identified.
In the 325(840 MeV) + 1 9 7J4U reaction, the mechanical projectile break-up due to
strong nuclear friction forces was found to be an important reaction mechanism.
Thermal fragmentation was studied in 325(840 MeV) + 68Ni. Here, angular correla-
tions between intermediate-mass fragments (IMP) can be well interpreted by means
of statistical-multifragmentation theories.

1 MOTIVATION
The study of heavy-ion collision* at intermediate energies (10 ... 30 AMeV) is a very rich
field of nowadays nuclear physics. Since the projectile velocity is in the order of the intrinsic
velocity of nucleons due to the FBRMI motion, a complicated interplay between ordered
collective motion and statistical single-nudeon motion takes place. A lot of different
reaction mechanisms were observed experimentally, like complete or incomplete fusion
oi' the projectile with the target leading to more or less hot compound systems, partial
thermalization of the kinetic energy of the projectile in deeply inelastic collisions (DIC),
direct projectile fragmentation in peripheral collisions with moderate energy dissipation.
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Some questions connected with the production and decay of very hot nuclei are still
not answered, at least not in detail:

• How much of the kinetic energy of the projectile can be converted into thermal
motion, i. e. excitation energy of a compound nucleus?

• How does the decay mode change with increasing nuclear temperature?

• Do the predicted "liquid-vapour" phase transition in nuclear matter [l] and the
corresponding new decay mode - the statistical multifragmentation - exist? What
is the critical temperature?

• Is the observed fragmentation of very hot nuclear systems into a lot of small clusters
and single nudeons [2] an indication of such a critical phenomenon, or is it the result
of a simple cascade of binary processes?

To distinguish the different reaction mechanisms and decay modes one has to inve-
stigate sophisticated correlations between the outgoing fragments. This is the main mo-
tivation for building up highly-granulated multidetector arrays which cover a large solid
angle.

At the Hahn-Meitner-Institut Berlin the VICKSI accelerator facility represents an
excellent base for reaction studies in the FERMl-energy region. A broad spectrum of ions
with energies up to 30 AMeV it available (Fig. 1). Experimental set-ups like neutron
multiplicity detector [3], neutron time-of-flight facility [4], charged-particle time-of-flight
spectrometer [5] and others allow to investigate various aspects of heavy-ion collisions.
This paper reviews some new results obtained with the ARGUS multidetector array for
charged particles [6].

2 EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP
At present, ARGUS consists oi 128 scintillation detectors of the phoswich type which are
arranged in 8 rings around the beam axil. The azimuth range 0 = 4.4°...55° is covered with
an efficiency of «95%. Some additional phoiwich counter* are located in the horizontal
and vertical planes (6 = 55"...85°), but also at backward angles (9 = 100°...170°). A
couple of phoswichs in general are replaced by so-called master detectors - semiconductor
detectors, semiconductor telescopes or A £ ionization chambers combined with Si counters
- which permit triggering on specific fragments selected according to the purpose of the

experiment. The total number of detectors is in the order of 140 and varies from experiment
to experiment.

The single ARGUS detectors consist of a 0.5 mm (rings 1-6) or 0.1 mm (rings 7-8)
^ Pilot-U layer glued on a 2 cm thick BGO crystal. The fast light component of the thin
l[ AJS BcintiUator (r « 1.4 ns) as well as the slow BGO component (r a 350 ns) are read

out simultaneously by a fast photomultiplier. An integration of this additive signal with
different gates provides two parameters: &.L (short gate) as a measure of energy deposition
in the Pilot-U layer, and the summed light output L (long gate) which corresponds to the
total energy deposition. In this way a charge identification up to Z « 15 becomes possible
for fast particles which art not stopped in the AE scintiUator, and the time-of-flight

measurement with respect to the beam pulse signal (parameter T) allows to identify at
least the lightest particles not passing the Pilot-U layer (Fig. 2).

The ARGUS detector was especially designed to detect high-multiplicity events,



i. e. reactions with a large number of charged fragments in the exit channel. Maximum
information can be obtained for fast forward emitted charged particles, e. g. projectile
fragments: The registration efficiency is close to 100%, charge number and velocity vec-
tors can be measured with reasonable resolution. For protons, a particles and carbon
fragments a direct energy calibration is obtained from a calibration run. The analysis
oi angular, velocity and energy correlations then provides information about the reaction
mechanism.

3 REACTION STUDIES WITH ARGUS

3.1 Projectile Fragmentation in 32S(840 MeV) + mAu

By studying the reaction aoiVe(400 MeV) + 197Au in earlier experiments TERLAU et al.
found a fast component of forward emitted a particles associated with deep-inelastic
projectile-like fragments (PLF) on the opposite side of the beam axis [7]. The shape
of the a-PLF angular correlation as well as the absolute cross section could be well in-
terpreted as a dynamical break-up of the projectile due to an interplay of a strong local
friction force at the target nucleus' surface and the inertia of the projectile [8].

These studies have been extended to heavier and faster projectiles by using the re-
action 325(840 MeV) + 197Au. Now, fast projectile-like fragments were identified in a
semiconductor telescope (master detector: 150fim + 2mm Si at 6 = 14.3°), and angular
as well as energy correlations between these PLF's and associated a's have been analyzed
[9j. The angular correlations clearly show both expected components of o particles eva-

j porated from the excited projectile rest (forward peaked) and the target nucleus (nearly
' isotropk; see Fig. 3), but also an additional component which is peaked opposite to the

M PLF detector with respect to the beam axis (Fig. 4). An intuitive picture explaining this
;; component is just the mirror process to TERLAU'S experiment: The projectile, assumed
! to consist of individual a particles bound by the a-a forces [8], contacts the target in a
R non-central collision; the a clusters in the contact zone are strongly decelerated (surface
; friction) and more or less deflected ("orbiting" due to the attractive nuclear potential of
| the target), the rest of projectile moves on with only slightly reduced velocity, but repel-
f led to the opposite side due to the COULOMB force (Fig. 5). Again MOBHRINQ'S model
\ describes the differential cross sections quite well, also in absolute magnitude (Fig. 6), and

even for projectile break-up into two carbon fragments (Fig. 7).
Two aspects of these studies are of importance just for the investigation of hot nuclear

systems:
On the one hand, detailed knowledge of the process of energy dissipation in heavy-ion
collisions is necessary to produce tot nuclei and to recognize possible limits of converting
the kinetic energy of the projectile into equilibrated excitation energy. Parts of the pro-

• jectile which break apart cannot contribute with their full share of kinetic energy to the
I excitation of a compound system.

On the other hand, one has to discriminate such "cold" fragmentation events (which may
generate a large number of charged fragments with different sizes) from thermal (multi-)
fragmentation. This requires a quantitative understanding of corresponding fragment-
fragment correlations.

3.2 Thermal fragmentation in 33S(840 MeV) + nNi

To investigate the decay of hot nuclear systems we studied the reaction 33S + saNi
at 840 MeV bombarding energy [10]. The excitation energy limit can be estimated to
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E* « 600 MeV by assuming complete momentum transfer. According to the inicrocano-
nical treatment of statistical multifragmentation by GROSS [11] one should observe just at
such an excitation energy the onset of ternary break-up of the compound system as first
manifestation of the new decay mode.

Consequently, we scanned the experimental data for coincidences between three (slow)
intermediate-mass fragments (IMF's), one of them being detected at a fixed angle of
9 = 29° in a solid-state telescope (master detector). The most probable IMF directions
form nearly equal intervals in the azimuth angle as indicated in Fig. 8. This picture
strongly suggests three fragments of comparable masses flying apart as implied by the
multifragmentation model.

To be more quantitative, the distribution of relative azimuthal angles A</> between two
of the three IMF's was compared with correlations obtained by analyzing theoretically
obtained sets of multifragmentation events. These event data sets were provided by ap-
plying the model of GROSS [12] and the multifragmentation code CRACKER [13] to the
completely fused compound nucleus of the system studied. Both models, though differing
in some detail, yield very similar A<£ distributions which agree well with the experimental
data (Fig. 9).

However, one has to consider a more trivial mechanism which also leads to three ma-
jor fragments with comparable velocities - the sequence of two binary fission processes.
Simulations of sequential fission were performed with various assumptions for mass asym-
metries and corresponding dispersions, and A<f> distributions were derived, of course by
taking into account the acceptance of the detector array. Fig. 10 compares some represen-
tative examples with the experiment. Though the simulated curves strongly depend on
the assumed mass split, sequential fission generally yields more IMF pairs with relative
angles A<j> close to 180°. The measured distribution thus indicates the presence of simul-
taneous multifragmentation, although contributions of sequential binary break-up cannot
be excluded.

3.3 I M F Emission and Fission in 3 25(960 MeV) + ™7Au

In our last experiment we triggered on IMF's and fission fragments at 0 — 116° produced
in 32S(960 MeV) + 1&7Au. The data analysis is just underway, but some qualitative fea-
tures already have been observed:
In coincidence with heavy fission fragments (A = 70...130) we found a lot of fast, forward-
peaked fragments, most of them with masses well below the projectile mass. This suggests
the incomplete fusion to be an important reaction mechanism leading to fissioning com-
pound systems.
Instead of these fast PLF's we obf;rved very slow massive fragments by triggering on
IMF's (A = 8...30). The angul. , distribution of this second IMF contradicts the as-
sumption of an isotropic "•mis-ion (either sequential or simultaneous) from a compound
nucleus, but supports an interpretation as a deep-inelastic projectile fragment. Proton and
a count rates at backward angles - which are dominated by evaporation from the (slowly
moving) target-like compound system - indicate that IMF emission in average occurs at
significantly higher excitation energies than fission with a nearly symmetric mass split.
However, further data analysis has to quantify these qualitative statements.
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4 CONCLUSIONS

Highly-granulated multidetector arrays like ARGUS are suitable instruments to study the
mechanism of energy dissipation in heavy-ion collisions as well as the decay of equilibrated
"hot" nuclei.
A qualitative and quantitative understanding of the projectile break-up in peripheral col-
lisions of 3 2 5 with 197Au nuclei could be achieved by comparing experimental fragment
correlations with calculations based on MoEHRlNG's model of dissipative break-up. Angu-
lar correlations in ternary fragmentation of the system 32S + 58Ni at 840 MeV gave some
indication for the existence of statistical multifragmentation, but more sophisticated ana-
lysis methods and simulations are necessary tc exclude definitely other decay mechanisms. •>,
For the heavier system 32S + 197Aii the (binary) IMF emission seems to be an iinportn.nl j
decxcilation mode of the heavy residue in a deep-inelastic collision; corresponding studies t
are being continued. *>
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Figure 1: Available beams at the VICKSI accelerator facility - a combination of 6 MV
Van-de-Graaff and 8 MV tandem injectors with a k=120 separated-seclor cyclotron
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Figure 2: Raw data of a single phoswich detector: AL-L plot; T-L plot of events within
the He gate in the AL-L representation
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Figure 3: Measured angular a-PLF correlation (open circles) for carbon fragments (hat-
ched line: position of PLF detector) in comparison with a Monte-Carlo simulation for a
evaporation from projectile rest and target ("sequential" component; histogram)
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Figure 4: "Direct" component of the a-PLF correlations for various projectile fragments
(hatched line: position of PLF detector)
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Figure 5: Typical event (trajectories) simulated with MOEHRING'R model of disspiativu
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Figure 6: "Direct" component of a-PLF correlations (open circles) for Be, C and O
fragrnenls compared with calculations for dissipalive projectile break-up (histograms)
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Figure 8: Distribution of registered IMF's over the ARGUS array for events with three
IMF's {A > 4): one IMF fixed in the master telescope (double hatched area), the other
two registered by phoswich detectors (black and hatched areas)
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Figure 9: Measured A</> distribution (open circles) in comparison with predictions of
multifragmentation models (solid lines)
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NEUTRON DEPOLARIZATION STUDY OF STATIC
MAGNETIC CHARACTERISTICS OF AMORPHOUS

FERROMAGNETIC ALLOYS

K. Krezhov V. Lilkov P. Konstantinov

Bulgarian Academy of Sciences, Institute for Nuclear Research and Nuclear
Energy, 1784 Sofia Bulgaria

Abstract—The principle of neutron depolarization experiments for
condensed matter studies is outlined. Following an introduction into
neutron beam techniques, the activities in this field at INRNE — Sofia
are reviewed.

1 INTRODUCTION
i
t

\ The use of neutrons to investigate the properties of condensed matter at microscopic
H level is by now well established. Thermal neutrons are a convenient probe to sludy
I bulk properties because of the broad energy range available—1 eV to 0.1 meV —
| which is appropriate for studying both structures on atomic scale and larger spatial
if- correlations and their charge neutrality which favours deep penetration in most ma-

terials. Neutron scattering techniques play a central role in the development of our
current understanding of the structure and dynamics of condensed matter. More-
over, due to the high sensitivity of the neutron spin to variations of small magnetic
fields, polarized neutron beams are especially suitable for studying magnetic phe-
nomena. Among the variety of experimental methods which exploit polarized neu-
trons the neutron depolarization experiment is distinguished for its reasonable lumi-
nosity since it is, essentially, a transmission method and hence it can by employed at

': a low power research reactor. In a neutron depolarization experiment one measures
the change in the state of polarization of the polarized neutron beam interacting

i with matter. The depolarization of the transmitted beam reflects the magnetic cor-
- ,j relations of the system studied and is sensitive to the presence of large (submicron)
vl scale magnetic inhomogeneities in contrast to other methods as neutron diffraction
H and inelastic scattering, where static and dynamic information is obtained on an

atomic scale, or conventional magnetic methods which measure magnetic properties
on a macroscopic scale.

In this paper we briefly describe the neutron depolarization technique, the fnrilily
installed at the steady state research reactor 1RT of INRNE and the spectrometer
for neutron depolarization studies built at the pulsed reactor IBR-2 of JINR Dubna.
Next, some results of the study on amorphous ferromagnetic alloys are presented.
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2 DEPOLARIZATION METHOD

The neutron is an uncharged elementary particle with a spin .s = i/i , so ilial ii can
occupy two magnetic quantum states m = \ and in = -k relative l.o a given quanti-
zation (orientation) axis. The spin orientation in classical mechanics corresponds in
quantum mechanics to a coherent superposition of spin up j+) and spin down '--)
states. The polarization vector P of a neutron beam is defined by the relai ive excess
of one spin state over the other

P = !±—±c. ID
/ + /

where /+ and /_ are the intensities of neutrons with spin 5 parallel and antiparallel.
respectively, to the unit vector e along the orientation axis. In the experiments, as
a rule, the orientation axis is defined by a magnetic field. Tin- degree of polarizat ion
is defined as \P\ and characterizes the mean spin state of the neutrons in the beam.
It is equal to unity for a fully polarized beam (/+ = 0 or /_ = 0) and becomes zero
(or a completely depolarized beam (/+ = /_).

The neutron depolarization method exploits the precession of the polarization
vector P in the presence of a local magnetic induction li in l.he. region traversed by
the beam

^ B). (2)

where 7 is the gyromagnetic ratio of the neutron. The solution of the differential
equation of motion (2) gives the field and time dependence of the polarization vcrior.

; In case of a homogeneous field the beam polarization is maintained and /' pre-
' cesses with the Larmor angular frequency wj, = f\B\- The .solution of (2) is a pun-

rotation and can be described by

P=D(m,t)P0. (:«J

where the depolarization matrix D(m,t) describes the rotation over an angle ^7 f

I around the direction m = B/\B\.
! It can be shown, see e.g., 1] that if the magnetic field along the neutron flight pat h

is changing, in a coordinate frame bound to the moving neutron this change can
be characterized by an angular frequency wg dependent on the neutron velocity.
For we <£ ui the axis of neutron spin precession follows and maintains adiabatically
the direction of B so that the polarization vector P points along the field. For
abruptly changing B, UB 3> W£> the neutron spin cannot, follow the change and I'
keeps fixed its spatial direction located at an arbitrary angle with respect to I). This
is the so-called nonadiabatic traversal where in case of a constant magnitude | / i | the
projection Pg is conserved.

The depolarization of a neutron beam transmitted through a sample containing
magnetic inhomogeneities (domains) has been treated theoretically by a number
of authors (Plalpern and Holstein, Rekveldt, Maleev and Kuban. Topervcrg ami
Wcnigcr)
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Iialpern and Holstein 2) consider the problem within the frame of tlio classical
theory and show^that the random uncorrelated turns of neutron spins in the local
magnetic fields B{ of individual domains of size 6, result in decreasing polarization
of the neutron beam passing through a multidomain ferromagnetic specimen. They
analyse thoroughly different cases of domain sizes and orientations of local induction
field and derive corresponding formulae. The classical treatment is generalized for
three-dimensional polarization analysis by Rekveldt z\ He shows that the polariza-
tion change by transmission through a set of N magnetic domains can he described
by the product of rotation matrices

PN = D(mN,tN)...D{ml.t))P0. (I)

The three-dimensional analysis of the polarization is based on setting the di-
rection of incident polarization PQ along each of the axes x, y, z, alternatively, and
measuring the component Pj along x, y and z-axis of the same coordinate system

where y> = wit = iBL/v is the precession angle of the neutron spin, L is the interval
of field action along the neutron path, and the rotation matrix /?,> has the following
explicit form

/ c -f ml(1 — c) miTO2(l — c) - iv3s 77?.3mi(l — c) + ?772.«
I m\m.i{l — c) + T713S c-f vn\{\ — c) m2»n3(l - c) — mts
\ mzm\(l — c) — mis mjma^l — c) + mjs c + 7773(1— c)

Here m, are the direction cosines of the magnetic field B = mB, c =
and 3 = sin <p.

From the measurements one can determine the nine matr ix elements and the ab-
solute value of the depolarization |-P|/|-Po| which are quantities expressed in terms of
internal microstructure parameters of the sample under study. Thus, the validity of
different domain models may be checked by comparing the measured depolarization
components with the theoretical calculations.

>. A more rigorous quan tum mechanical analysis of the problem is given by Malerv
jj and Ruban *\ They point out tha t because of the uncertainty relation the intcr-
| action of neutron with an inhomogeneity is always accompanied by scattering, and

regard the depolarization as a result of small-angle magnetic scattering within the
angular width of the pasting beam. A depolarization anisotropy is inferred from this
theory even for isotropic magnet t , i.e., the depolarization is dependent on the mutual
orientation of the polarization vector P and the neutron velocity c. A generalization
of this theory is given by Toperverg and Weniger 5 ) , who consider magnetized sam-
ples and take into account the precessions of both the incident and scattered beam
polarization around the external field direction. They show that the interferonrr
between the incident and scattered beams can become significant so that to influ-
ence the wavelength dependence of the depolarization. Two cases are considered
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with respect to the ratio of the sample thickness d to the. mean free path of the
neutrons /: a) / >• d, where single scattering is dominant, b) / < d ivhcrc multiple
scattering processes give non-negligible contributions. It is shown that tin- depolar-
ization components depend on the relative orientation between the magnetization
and the neutron velocity.

A common feature of the derived formulae is that both the classical theories
and more rigorous quantum mechanical descriptions predict an exponential decrease*
of the transmitted polarization components with respect, to the* sample thickness
Also, the depolarization components are oscillating functions of the sample field,
the thickness of the sample and the neutron wavelength. Accordingly, from the
study of the wavelength dependence of depolarization it is possible 1.0 determine
simultaneously the value of the mean magnetic induction and the magnetization
fluctuations caused by magnetic in homogeneities as is demonstrated by Mitsuda and
Endoch 6 ' and later by Dokukin, Korneev et al. 7). In those studies the experimental
geometry is such that the transmission of the vertical component of the polarization
vector is measured by the neutron time-of-flight method.

The angular frequency of measured oscillation of depolarization on the neutron
wavelength scale is given by the expression

wA = 0.463 • lQ-b(D)drS, (7)

where de( = d/cos CXQ is the effective thickness of the sample along the neutron path.
«o >s the angle between the sample surface and the external field direction, the mean
internal magnetic induction of the sample ( 5 ) is expressed as (B) = /?» + /icx t- Ma ' s

the saturation induction. Here (B) is given in Gauss and dc! is in //m.
The measured neutron depolarization is given by

£>i cos2a + D2 sin'a COB(U-AA) , (8)

where a is the angle between the neutron polarization vector and (D). The explicit
forms of the components D\ and D% contain the mean size of the domains, the
mean squared induction fluctuations parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic
induction (Ai?jj) and (AJ3*), respectively.

3 EXPERIMENTAL PART

3.1 Neutron Time-of-Flight Measurements of
Depolarization

Fig.l shows schematically the experimental set-up built.at the steady stale
research reactor IRT of INRNE, Sofia. In principle, it is a neutron polarimeter
whose description is presented in details elsewhere 8> and is designed for full three-
dimensional analysis of depolarization in zero applied magnetic field. But, when
the special unit for three-dimensiond analysis installed on the sampled table is re-
placed by an electromagnet and the arrangement is supplied with a chopper and
a multichannel time analyser, as shown in Fig. 1, it can be used for timo-of-flight
measurements of the wavelength dependence of neutron depolarization.
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The reactor neutron beam is tailored by a set of collimators 1, 2, and 3. and
guided through the polarizer 4 provided with a monitoring counter M. The sam-
ple 13 is positioned in the polarized beam between the pole-pieces of an electromag-
net 7. The neutron spins in the incident polarized beam arc. reversed by means of
an adiabatic high-frequency flipper 6. The transmitted neutrons pass through the
analyser 8 and are registered by the detector 9. Simple cadmium slits 10 are used to
confine the beam size. The polarizer spectrum peaks at a wavelength of 5.2 A. the
spectrum average wavelength is (A) = 6.'13 A with a spread AA/(A) = 0.3. The mean
polarization of the neutron beam is (P) = 97%. The polarizer and the analiscr arc
neutron guides which transmit the vertical component of P, i.e., the Dz: element of
the depolarization matrix is measured.

It is well known that the power of the time-of-fiight technique is exploited
fully with pulsed neutron sources. The lay-out of the spectrometer for polar-

Figure 1: Schematic lay-out of tlie experimental set-up at the rractor IRT-Sofia. 1. nciiiron «-.illiin.i-
tor near the core; 2. in-channe) 68Ni coated mirror filter-colliinator; 3. matching r'*Ni nniirim xni<lr;
1. curved polarizing neutron guide: 5. chopper; 6. adiabalic flipper; 7. eieclromafinet; 8. analysing
neutron guide; 9. neutron detector; 10. cadmium diaphragms: 11,12. roinbinrd liiologirai sliirlilini;.
13. sample; 14. neutron monitor.

13

Figure 2: Schematic view of the SPN spectrometer. 1. Renctor core; 2. reflector; 3. biological
shielding; 4. two-aide chopper; 5. collimators; 6. conical mirror neutron guide; 7. polarizing neu-
tron guide; 8. nonadiabatic ipin flipper; 9. mirror neutron guide; 10. electromagnet; 11. sample;
12. analysing neutron guide; 13. neutron detector; 14. neutron beam stop; 15. cadmium diaphragm.

ized neutrons SPN •> &t the pulsed reactor IBR-2 of JINR, Diibna, is depicted
in Fig. 2. The integrated neutron flux on the sample confined by a cadmium din-
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phragm 2.5 x 50 mm 2 is 1.2 • 106 i i c m " 2 s ~ 1 . The duration of (he neutron pulses
is ra = 300fis. The depolarization measurements are made by the time-of-Highi
technique on a flight path L = 36.77m and neutron wavelengths in the range be-
tween 0.9 A and 4 A. The dependence of the initial beam polarization on I he neutron
wavelength is presented on Fig.3. This curve is obtained fcr 12 hours with polariza-
tion reversed every five minutes using a flipper with a flipping efficiency of 0.!)<)"> over
the whole spectral range. The mean polarization of the beam is 9-1%. The maximum
of the incident polarized neutron spectrum is at 1.8 A. The vector of initial neutron
polarization P o is perpendicular to the direction of neutron propagation.

/ 2 5 * 5

figure 3: Measured initial polarization as a fund ion of neutron wavcloiigl li

Table 1:
Sample

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Characteristics of tiu aamplts studied.
Composition, at. %

Ft:34.6N)36.5M<>6B22.u

i* C5 Oo~(j 1WO2 *^23

(Fe5oNi5o)99Bi

Fe5.5C072Sii4.5M02B6

l*C7gOOg j J3i3 Q

W. fim

10
30
58.3
57.5
25
35
-15

Bs, G
3990
3990
7700
—

4940
—

5600

Hc, Oe
0.38
0.13
0.63
—

0.39
0.33
0.37

JJJ

1000
11000
•1300
—

6000
4300
1900

7200
32550
10800

—
35250
17600
9850

3.2 Samples

The specimens are amorphous ferromagnetic ribbons with a width between •"> nun
and 10 mm, obtained by means of a rapid quenching of the melt upon a water cooled
copper drum rotating at a frequency of 1 kHz. The speed of melt cooling is 10R 0( '/s.
The thicknesses of the samples vary from 25//in to fiO/rni as determined by electron
microscope measurements (using an electron microscope of type JliOL .Japan, op-
erated in the mode of secondary electron emission). The chemical composition of
the samples (see Table 1) is determined by means of a spectrometer with inductively
coupled plasma of type Spectroflame, Germany. The results of macroscopic mag-
netic measurements are also given in Table I. These ribbons are very sol'i m«.giiHic
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materials as can be seen from the hysteresis curves an example of whirl) is shown
in Fig. <1.

Figure 4: Hysteresis curve of the sample l'"o»r, :>C'o7.\iir. r,Si4Ui7 2

3.3 Experimental Details

Tlie actual specimens under study were prepared of several ribbon pieces piled to-
gether within a sample holder of aluminium which is placed between the pole pieces
of the electromagnet producing a magnetic, field that is parallel to the vector of initial
polarization Pc, see.Fig.5. The specimen is inclined so that the angle oo between (he
sample planes and the direction of Ben is n0 = 30", and correspondingly the angle
between the sample surface and the beam direction is 60°. In order to reduce the
stray fields, the edges of the ribbons are sot in contact with the pole pieces of the
electromagnet. The magnitude of Bcxl is constant (/icx( = 345 G) and high enough
for the complete saturation of the samples.

H -r .tt¥

R it J W H S ?

VII OX

i

Figure 5: Experimental geometry

For a ferromagnet near saturation the local magnetic induction can be expressed
as a sum of two terras: B(t) = (B) + AB(t). Here {/?) is the mean magnetic induc-
tion of the sample and the time dependent fluctuation AB(t) has two components:

where AB\\ and ABi denote the parallel and perpendicular deviations of fi{1) from
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(/?)_, Both^magnetization fluctuation components are expected to be small since
|AI?| < |B | but as shown by the theory they cause a decrease in (lie degree of
polarization.

The wavelength dependence of the experimentally observed neutron depolariza-
tion D - P(X)/PQ(X) has been approximated using a least squares fit procedure by

P(X)/P0(X) = e~^A 2COS 2Q + e~A*x s in 2 o-
s/{u>oTny +

P(X)/P0(X) = e~'4{cos2a + e-/l3A sin2a

according to the theoretically derived formula (8), wherein w0 = l.S3'10"(/7)(r/rf//.).
A is in meters, and arctanwo^o is added to describe the phase shift dw to the un-
certainty in the precession angle caused by the actual width of neutron pulses r(l.

Here the explicit form of the quantities /I, A\, A-t, and An reflects the domain
model in a given magnetization state and depends on the magnitude of the angle of
polarization vector precession within a domain. For a fcriomagnet near sal uial ion
this form is especially simple in ihe frame of the classical description of Ilalporn and
Holstein 2 ' in the two limiting cases:

a) small precession (mir <C 1, m—number of precessions)

A ~ (&B2)6dK,. (II)

b) large precession (mir ̂ > 1)

where 8 is the mean domain size along the direction of neutron propagation.
The depolarization is obtained from the flipping ratio measurements using the

formula
(LzE)

i-) Vl+fi/withtample ( ] ' l )
u ~ (hz&\ ' ^ '

V1+R /without umple

where R — R(\) = /+(A)//_(A) is the ratio of neutron intensities with flipper
switched on and off, respectively.

3.4 Results
Typical curves of measured depolarization oscillation in dependfiice on ihe uriii.mii
wavelength are shown in Fig. 6. The experimental values are represented by points
and the solid lines represent the result of the fitting procedure using equation (10)
with the parameters given in Table 2. It is seen from the table that for all samples
under study the magnitude of the saturation induction /?<? measured by means of a
magnetometer is lower than Bo determined from the corresponding depolarization
curve. The relative difference varies from 1.2% (sample 5) to 11.1% (sample 1). The
calculated values for the angle c*i between BQ and the sample surface imply that
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Table 2:

Sample

1
2
;?
4
5
6
7

(B)
G

4787
4499
8412
5967
5309
SI 93
6150

G
4490
4196
8100
5676
5002
7880
5834

Bo-Bs
So
%

11.1
4.9
4.9
—
1.2
—

4.0

a

29°42'
27°24'
25" ] 2'
30° 00'
2(5°30'
24°42'
23°24'

" i

0°0'
1 °22'
3°52'
0°(l'
!°-I.V
4" 13'
5° 12'

G
234

rm
.r)S.r)
—
176

G / / / m 1 / 2

0
—
—
—

115.1
—
78.6

G / v n i 1 ^

268S
:j!)7:) !

u

3600

in tlie slate of saturation the magnetic induction vector lies in the surface of (IK-
samples 1 and 4 while in the other cases it is oriented out of plane and makes a small
angle in the. limits from 1°22' to 5°I2' with respect to the surface. This gives ground*
to conclude that all samples have a magnetic anisolropy whoso axis essentially Mrs
in the rihbon plane and a small contribution of a Lcrni perpendicular to the ribbon
surface which is absent in the case of samples 1 and 4. This implies that beside
in-plane magnetization there also exist domains where the magnetization is oriented
perpendicularly to the ribbon plane. It should be noted that this typo of magnetic
anisotropy seems to be characteristic for the as-cast amorphous ribbons fabricated
at a high quenching rate 10). The data, in Table 2 show that in the state of saturation
the magnetization fluctuations do not disappear for the most of the samples.
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Figure 6: Dependence of depolarization on neutron wavelength: Q 0 = 30°, HKxi = 345 Or.
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